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1. General introduction 
1.1 Introduction 
This thesis is about the perception of language varieties, and in particular about the relative 
contribution of prosody and verbal information to the perceived divergence and identification 
of language varieties. Prosody we define as all features which are not linked to specific 
segments, i.e. intonation, duration, and loudness, whereas verbal information comprehends 
syntax, lexicon, morphology, and segmental phonetics/phonology. It is a common experience 
that we are generally able to tell if a person speaks a language variety different from the 
standard variety of our own language and that we are often able to hear from which region he 
or she comes, even on the basis of a short fragment of speech. This we can sometimes do even 
when we are not able to hear what a speaker says, for example in noisy surroundings, and thus 
have only prosodie information to base this characterisation and identification on. 
Furthermore, when people try to imitate a language variety, they often include the prosody of 
this language variety. These observations are indications that prosody is a perceptually 
relevant characteristic of language varieties. On the other hand, verbal elements of speech, for 
example a particular word or sound which functions as a shibboleth, are more often mentioned 
in this context. Little experimental research has been carried out in order to test how important 
prosody is for the perception of language varieties in comparison with verbal information. In 
the work reported in this thesis, we carried out a number of experiments with Dutch and 
English language varieties in order to fill this gap. 
In this introductory chapter we will first discuss the possible differences which can be 
present across language varieties (Section 1.2). In Section 1.3 we present some rather intuitive 
statements which have been made in the literature about the role of the verbal level compared 
with that of the prosodie level in the perception of language varieties. In Section 1.4 we 
formulate our research questions and in Section 1.5 we present the method which we used to 
answer these research questions. In Section 1.6 the motivation for the present research is 
discussed. Finally, we give an outline of the thesis in Section 1.7. 
1.2 Differences between language varieties 
Varieties of one language, that is dialects as well as sociolects, may differ at the same 
linguistic levels as languages of the world. Differences can be found at the verbal level, i.e. 
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the levels of syntax, lexicon, morphology, segmental phonetics/phonology, at the level of 
prosody, and at the voice quality level. There is, however, a large difference in the importance 
which has been attributed to the different linguistic levels in dialectological and 
sociolinguistic research. This is probably partly due to the fact that more differences are found 
at some linguistic levels (e.g. segmental phonetics/phonology and lexicon) than at other levels 
(e.g. syntax). However, also the fact that some levels, like prosody and voice quality, are more 
difficult to observe and describe scientifically than other levels explains the different amount 
of attention which the levels have received. It is furthermore the case that some language 
varieties differ from other language varieties only at one level (often the level of segmental 
phonetics/phonology, in which case we talk of an accent) while other language varieties differ 
at more or all levels. We will discuss each of the linguistic levels shortly. In Chapter 2 and 3 
we will go into more detail about investigations on Dutch language varieties and in Chapter 7 
English language varieties will be discussed. 
Differences between language varieties at the level of syntax have not been as extensively 
described as for example the phonetic/phonological and lexical levels. The syntactic 
phenomena which can vary have been claimed to be rather inconspicuous (Boves and 
Gerritsen 1995). They are more difficult to investigate than lexical variation because they do 
not refer to concrete objects and because there are fewer phenomena at the syntactic level 
which can show variation than there are at other linguistic levels; also, in each sentence 
syntactic variation can occur only a limited number of times. A larger sample of a language 
variety is therefore required in order to investigate a certain syntactic phenomenon. 
Furthermore, it is not always clear whether two syntactic forms convey the same meaning so 
that they can be considered variants of the same syntactic variable. Still, a number of studies 
have been carried out, for example for English and French (Labov 1972b, Sankoff and 
Vincent 1977, Kroch and Small 1978, Milroy and Milroy 1993). Investigations on syntactic 
variables in Dutch have been carried out by, for example, van den Broeck (1980), van Bree 
(1981), Jansen (1980,1981), Cornips (1994), Voortaan (1994), and by Gerritsen (1991), who 
made an atlas of the Dutch dialect syntax with the distribution of a fairly extensive number of 
syntactic constructions. 
The lexical level has been studied widely and many differences across language varieties 
have been found in various languages. This is probably due to the fact that lexical variation is 
easily investigated, since it is a relatively simple task for informants to indicate how different 
objects are referred to in their language varieties. Also, the investigator is not required to have 
much linguistic knowledge, which means that in many cases amateurs have been able to 
compile word lists for their own language variety. The study of lexical variation has resulted 
in a large number of dialect dictionaries and dictionaries which cover the vocabulary typical 
of one specific social group. Furthermore, for many language areas in many different 
countries, dialect atlases have been made specifying the geographical distribution of different 
linguistic phenomena (see Chapter 2 for examples from the Dutch language area). 
At the level of morphology, too, many differences are found among dialects and 
sociolects (see for example Atwood 1953, Wolfram 1969, Orion and Barry 1969-71, Wolfram 
and Fasold 1974, McCallum 1978, Münstermann 1989, Goeman and Taeldeman 1996). 
Morphological differences can be found within most word classes, for example in the 
conjugation of Dutch and English verbs and in the declination of nouns. 
Differences between language varieties at the level of segmental phonetics/phonology 
have been just as widely described as differences at the lexical level and are also included in 
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dictionaries and atlases. Especially in the field of sociolinguistics, empirical research has been 
carried out. The most important investigations are those of Labov (1972a) and Trudgill 
(1974). Also in the Netherlands sociolinguistic studies have taken place (e.g. Brouwer 1989 
and van Hout 1989). More variation between language varieties is found in the vowels than in 
the consonants, at least in Germanic languages, for example English (van Ooijen 1994) and 
Dutch (Kaiser 1964, van Bezooijen 1996). In the Romance languages, dialect variation seems 
to be found especially in the consonants. Some variants of the segmental phonetics/phonology 
in a language act as stereotypes (Labov 1972a), that is linguistic characteristics which are 
generally and stereotypically attributed to a certain group of speakers. They make it easy for a 
listener to immediately identify the geographical background of a speaker. Stereotypes are 
found at all other linguistic levels as well. 
The level of prosody comprises properties of speech which extend over stretches of 
utterance. It covers the phenomena of intonation, duration, and loudness'. In sociolinguistic 
and dialectological research very few investigations have been concerned with the variation at 
the level of prosody. This can be explained by the fact that prosodie descriptions have tradi-
tionally been difficult to carry out due to the lack of a written notation system and the diffi-
culty of discriminating by ear between different prosodie realisations. Furthermore, in contrast 
to non-prosodic features, which are perceived in an absolute way, prosodie features are 
perceived mainly in terms of the relative contrast between neighbouring features and this 
makes them difficult to analyse. Due to these problems it has not been possible to include 
questions about prosody in questionnaires. Also, for the researcher it has not been easy to 
record the use of prosody in different language varieties. Recently progress has been made 
with the development of computerised methods of measuring intonation, duration, and 
loudness. These methods have, however, not yet been very widely applied in sociolinguistic 
and dialectological research. So far, most statements about prosodie variation in language 
varieties have therefore been rather vague and impressionistic. 
It is also possible that so little research has been carried out on the prosodie differences 
between language varieties because there are only few prosodie differences. However, it has 
nevertheless been emphasised that prosodie variation is very characteristic of the differences 
between language varieties. According to Bolinger (1978) 'two dialects of a single language 
can be as different intonationally as if they were two different languages'. Van Es (1935) 
stresses the importance of prosodie investigations for modem dialectology since speech 
communities clearly can be characterised by intonation. Examples of variability have been 
found in several languages including English (for example Jarman and Cruttenden 1976, 
Pellowe and Jones 1978, Britain 1992, Douglas-Cowie, Cowie and Rahilly 1995, see also 
Chapter 7), French (Carton and Lonchamp 1979, Carton 1983, 1984), German (Klein 1988, 
Moosmüller 1988), Dutch (van Es 1932 and 1935 and Daan 1938), Danish (Gremnum 1990) 
and Swedish (see overview of literature in Bruce 1994). Also, within individual language 
varieties, variation has been found in the prosody of speakers of different sex, age, or socio-
economic status ( Elyan 1977, Pellowe and Jones 1978, McConnell-Ginet 1988, Yoneda 1993 
see Chambers 1995, Douglas-Cowie, Cowie and Rahilly 1995). 
There are many ways in which prosody can vary among language varieties. The pitch 
movements may differ along a restricted set of melodic parameters, such as the direction (rise, 
fall), excursion size (large, small), slope (steep, gradual), and timing in the syllable (early, 
Duration and loudness can also belong to the verbal level. 
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late). Except for direction, the degree of each of these parameters can vary across language 
varieties and so can the number of cases in which differences occur. It is thus possible that 
some language varieties use pitch contours that are very divergent from those of other varie-
ties, while other language varieties use pitch contours that are only a little divergent. In the 
same way some language varieties might use few divergent pitch contours while other 
language varieties might use many. It should furthermore be noted that syllable duration is not 
independent of the pitch movements. Speakers tend to change the slope of the pitch 
movements when they change the syllable duration, for example when the rate of speech is 
changed (Caspers and van Heuven, 1993 Caspers 1994). 
The last level, voice quality, has received even less attention than the level of prosody in 
sociolinguistic and dialectological research. Still, some differences have been found in 
research on English language varieties (Trudgill 1974, Esling 1978). The only study on voice 
quality in the Dutch language area is van Bezooijen 1985, see Section 3.3.2. 
In the present study we make a distinction between two major levels of linguistic variation: 
the verbal level, which consists of syntax, lexicon, morphology, and segmental phonetics/ 
phonology, and the prosodie level, which consists of duration, intonation, and loudness. We 
have chosen not to include the level of voice quality because it has hardly ever been 
mentioned as a distinguishing characteristic between regional language varieties of the 
Netherlands. In Section 3.3.2 we explain how we have neutralised this level. 
1.3 The perception of language varieties 
The preceding section was concerned with descriptive studies of speech production across 
language varieties at different linguistic levels. This thesis is, however, concerned with the 
perception rather than the production of language varieties. More specifically we investigate 
the role of the prosodie level compared with that of the verbal level in the perception of 
language varieties. So far, little attention has been given to the relative weight to be attributed 
to different linguistic levels in the perception of language varieties. This is probably due to 
methodological difficulties. Until recently it has been difficult to separate the verbal and the 
prosodie levels. This has changed with the development of methods allowing computerised 
manipulations of speech. These techniques have, however, hardly been applied in socio-
linguistic and dialectological research. 
So far, only intuitive statements about the role of prosody, and in particular intonation, 
compared with the role of verbal information in the perceived divergence and identification of 
language varieties have been made by different researchers. Van Es (1932) remarks that 
nothing is as revealing for the background of a speaker as his prosody. The following 
quotation is from Kaiser (1964, p.134): 
In addition to the timbre of the vowels, rhythm, and melody are different and often very 
characteristic, so that it is possible, when neither the spoken words nor the sounds can be 
discriminated, to perceive from which area the speaker comes, by means of the so-called primitive 
means, the biological component, [transi. CG] 
Also Daan (1938, p.473) stresses the importance of prosody for the characterisation of 
dialects: 
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For a long time people who know dialects have been struck by the fact, that it is possible to recognise 
a dialect by other characteristics than only by the words and sounds. But they also know that it is very 
difficult to say which these characteristics are. No doubt the musical accent plays an important part in 
this matter. 
In a pilot, study Moosmüller (1988) had Viennese standard and dialect speakers read aloud 
sentences in standard Viennese. The results showed that speakers of Standard Viennese were 
able to distinguish Viennese dialect speakers from standard speakers, although there was no 
variation at the segmental level but only at the prosodie level. Dialect speaking informants 
failed to do so, for which no explanation is given. She concludes (p. 91) that 
...in order to assess language behaviour, we not only draw information from the segmental level but 
that prosodie elements are at least as important as perceptual cues. 
Klein (1988) expects prosodie properties to be most important for the identification of the 
Berlin vernacular. He bases this expectation on the fact that phonetic transcriptions of Berlin 
texts are not easily recognised as being pronounced in the Berlin vernacular. However, when 
listening to the original recording there is no doubt of the origin of the speakers. Klein 
suggests a testing of the relative weight of prosodie features compared with other features for 
the identification of dialects. 
Douglas-Cowie, Co wie and Rahilly (1995) found sex and class differences in the 
intonation of Belfast speakers. On the basis of their results they predict that listeners would be 
able to discriminate the sex and social standing of a Belfast speaker from a tape which has 
been filtered to remove spectral components above the fundamental frequency (FO) and 
normalised to eliminate male-female mean pitch differences. No experiments were carried out 
to confirm their predictions, but the authors claimed them to be consistent with their own 
experiences when hearing voices through walls or against noise and they stress that it is a 
significant omission that sociolinguistics concentrates so heavily on segmental markers. 
Yoneda (1993, summarised in Chambers 1995) found a shift towards standardisation in 
the Japanese dialect of Tsuruoka during a period of 40 years among speakers from different 
age groups. The changes took place both at the segmental and the prosodie level. However, 
the prosodie changes lagged behind the segmental changes. On the basis of these results 
Yoneda hypothesised that younger people today may no longer be identifiable as originating 
from Tsuruoka by their segmental pronunciation but are still easily identifiable by their 
prosody. He explains the lagging behind of prosodie changes compared with segmental 
changes by the fact that prosody is learned earlier by the child than segmental forms and much 
earlier than grammatical forms. For this reason prosodie patterns are assumed to be difficult to 
dislodge. 
1.4 Aim of this research 
As can be concluded from the overview of the literature concerning dialectal variation of 
prosody and its role in perception as discussed in Sections 1.2 and 1.3, many researchers agree 
that prosody may play a role in the distinction between varieties of a language both from a 
descriptive point of view and from a perceptual point of view. However, so far hardly any 
experimental research has been carried out in order to investigate how large the role of 
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prosody is compared with that of verbal information in the perception of language varieties 
(see Section 2.4.1 for exceptions). In the present investigation we will be concerned with the 
role of prosody compared with that of verbal information in the perception of the distances of 
language varieties to the standard variety, the perceived divergence of language varieties, as 
well as with the role of the two levels in the identification of the same language varieties. We 
will carry out experiments with Dutch as well as English language varieties. The two main 
questions we will try to answer in this thesis are the following: 
A. What is the role of prosodie information compared with that of verbal infor-
mation in the perceived divergence of language varieties from the standard 
language? 
B. What is the role of prosodie information compared with that of verbal infor-
mation in the identification of language varieties? 
To sum up, on impressionistic grounds relatively great importance has been attributed by 
some investigators to prosody compared with verbal information for the perception of 
differences between language varieties. However, little empirical research has been carried out 
on the prosody of language varieties, and its role in dialectological and sociolinguistic studies 
has been almost absent. As mentioned above this can be partly explained by methodological 
difficulties with prosodie investigation. However, the techniques have been improved and the 
time seems ripe to carry out an experimental investigation on the role of prosodie and verbal 
information in the perception of language varieties. Even though we expect prosody to play an 
important role in the perception of at least some language varieties, we still expect prosodie 
information to play a less important role than verbal information in the perceived divergence 
as well as the identification of language varieties. The fact that most investigations do not 
even mention prosodie variation as an important aspect of dialectal variation suggests that in 
general verbal information is more salient for variation across language varieties than 
prosody. 
1.5 Method 
The method used to answer the research questions in this thesis is an experimental perceptual 
one. Spontaneous speech fragments from Dutch language varieties were manipulated in order 
to remove either intonation (retaining verbal features) or verbal information (retaining 
prosodie features). First, the listeners were asked to judge the distance of the manipulated 
fragments as well as the original fragments to Standard Dutch. In this way we could draw 
conclusions about the perceived divergence of the investigated language varieties at the verbal 
as well as at the prosodie level. Next, the listeners were asked to identify the area where the 
speaker of each fragment came from. On the basis of the results it was possible to draw 
conclusions about the relative importance of prosodie and verbal information for the identifi-
cation of the language varieties. As an additional source of information the listeners were 
asked to fill in a questionnaire about their language use, their knowledge about dialects, and 
their expectations about the role of verbal and prosodie information for the perception of the 
language varieties in the investigation. 
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In addition to the Dutch experiments similar experiments were carried out with British 
language varieties. This was done in order to be able to compare the Dutch results with the 
results of another language area. In this way the results could be put into a wider perspective 
and the validity of the method could be checked. 
1.6 Motivation 
The present investigation has been motivated to a high degree by the popular and mostly very 
intuitive ideas about the importance of verbal and prosodie information for the perception of 
language varieties, ideas that have often been expressed in the literature (see Section 1.3) as 
well as by laymen. We propose to investigate the validity of these ideas experimentally. Also, 
the outcomes of our experiments might have a number of applications. Below we will discuss 
some areas where the answers to our research questions concerning the characterisation and 
identification of language varieties might be of importance. 
The characterisation of language varieties is traditionally the field of interest for dialecto-
logists and researchers within historical linguistics. For them measures of distances have been 
manners of categorising languages and language varieties and arranging them hierarchically. 
The results are captured in linguistic maps or family-trees, indicating how linguistically 
distant and thus how related the languages and language varieties are to each other. As far as 
we know, the prosodie level has never been isolated in order to measure the distances between 
language varieties at this level. This will be attempted in the present study. 
A more practical relevance of the characterisation of language varieties has arisen 
recently in the formulation of the 'European charter for regional or minority languages' 
(Tractatenblad van het koninkrijk der Nederlanden 1993). This charter assumes that the 
protection of the historical regional or minority languages of Europe contributes to the 
maintenance and development of Europe's cultural wealth and traditions and that it is an 
indefeasible civil right to speak one's own language. In the explanatory report which 
accompanies this charter a minority language is characterised as follows (article 1.31): 
The languages must be clearly different from the other language or languages which are spoken by 
the rest of the population of that state. ... However, the Charter expresses no opinion on the tricky 
question of how divergent varieties should be to be considered separate languages, [transi. CG] 
It has thus not been defined precisely when a language variety is different enough from the 
standard language to be considered a minority language. Possibly the present investigation 
might be of importance for the development of a quantitative measure which can be used as a 
basis for determining whether a language variety can be considered a minority language. 
There are several ways of determining the distances between language varieties. Often the 
categorisation has been rather intuitive, supported by the quantification of a number of 
linguistic differences. It is, however, mostly an arbitrary choice which linguistic 
characteristics and levels are considered important for these distances. Therefore, a less 
arbitrary approach, like the empirical one applied in the present study, where the differences 
between language varieties are expressed in the distances to the standard language as 
perceived by different groups of listeners, may prove to be of value. 
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As far as the identification of language varieties is concerned, it has been established that 
knowledge about the background of a speaker is of great communicative importance. 
Prejudice is often based on the listener's (valed or invalid) ideas about the social and 
geographic background of the speaker. However, little is known about the contribution of 
different linguistic levels to the identification of this background. 
Knowledge about the importance of different linguistic levels for the identification of 
language varieties may also have a number of practical applications, for example in the area of 
speech synthesis and speech recognition. In some situations it may prove more adequate to 
have the computer use regional accents rather than the standard language. Regional travel 
information provided by computer might be given in the regional accent. Also regional novels 
and other material containing regional accents might be read aloud in the regional accent by 
computer for blind people and also for people without a visual handicap. For the 
implementation in the computer of the characteristics of the regional accents it is important to 
know which linguistics levels are important to adapt in order to get accents which sound as 
realistic as possible. 
Also in the area of speech recognition knowledge about the extent to which the different 
linguistic levels contribute to the identification of a language variety is important. If a 
computer has to be able to understand the speech of a person speaking one of the varieties of a 
language, it might facilitate the process and increase the chance of a correct result if first the 
region of the speaker is determined before the individual segments and words are identified. 
In this way its task will be limited to a smaller set of possible choices. However, the 
experiments carried out in the present investigation are only a first step to be taken, since 
human perception might be quite different from that of the computer. The linguistic levels 
which are important for the human ear when identifying a language variety might be different 
from the levels which are easy to teach the computer to identify. It is possible that certain 
levels are only used to a limited degree by human listeners while acoustically there are large 
differences between language varieties at these levels, and vice versa. 
The results of this investigation, finally, could be of importance for the teaching of 
language varieties. During the last few years there has been an increasing interest in the 
learning of dialects. Textbooks and courses have been developed for a number of dialects. In 
order to improve the teaching material it is important to know how much the various linguistic 
levels contribute to the characteristics of the dialect to be taught. Also, when teaching a 
language to foreigners it is important to know which linguistic levels to pay attention to in 
order to achieve a use of the language that sounds as native as possible. 
1.7 Structure of the book 
Chapters 2 through 6 are concerned with the research on Dutch language varieties. In Chapter 
2 the literature on objective differences between Dutch language varieties as well as the 
literature on the perception of distances between Dutch language varieties is discussed. This 
overview leads to refinements of research question A (see Section 1.4). Also in Chapter 2 
literature on the identification of the prosody of languages and of Dutch language varieties is 
presented. On the basis of this overview research question В is refined. 
Chapter 3 is concerned with the Dutch speech material. The collection of the material and 
the selection of fragments to be used in the experiments which were carried out in Chapters 4, 
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5, and 6 is described. Finally, it is described how the manipulations of the fragments were 
carried out. 
In Chapter 4 a perception experiment is presented which was set up in order to investigate 
the distances between Standard Dutch and five Dutch language varieties at the verbal and the 
prosodie level as perceived by Standard Dutch listeners. 
In Chapter 5 five similar experiments are presented but this time it concerns the distances 
between the five language varieties and Standard Dutch as perceived by listeners from the 
places where the language varieties are spoken. The experiments in Chapters 4 and 5 address 
research question A. 
The same material as in the previous two chapters was used for a number of identification 
experiments, described in Chapter 6. Listeners were asked to identify the country, region, and 
province where they thought the speakers of the fragments came from. These experiments 
address research question B. 
In Chapters 7 to 9 experiments are described which are very similar to the Dutch 
perception experiments described in Chapters 4, 5, and 6, but this time with English language 
varieties. 
Finally, general conclusions and suggestions for further research are given in Chapter 10. 

2. Introduction to the Dutch perception experiments 
2.1 Introduction 
In this chapter we will discuss the literature which is relevant to our research topics. First we 
will look at the ways in which the Objective' differences between Dutch language varieties 
have been described in the literature (Section 2.2). Next, we will discuss the methodology and 
results of research which has been concerned with the perception of distances between 
different Dutch language varieties (Section 2.3). Finally, we will deal with the literature on 
the identification of languages and language varieties, both outside and within the Nether-
lands (Section 2.4). Sections 2.3 and 2.4 will be concluded with the formulation of the precise 
research questions which we will try to answer in the chapters concerned with the Dutch 
perception experiments (Chapters 4,5, and 6). 
2.2 'Objective' differences between Dutch language varieties 
Traditional dialectology has first of all been concerned with the description of individual 
dialects. The morphology and syntax and in particular the phonology of a large number of 
Dutch dialects have been described in dialect monographs. An overview of all monographs 
published between 1800 and 1950 can be found in Meertens and Wander (1958). A 
supplement covering the period 1951-1964 appeared at the Koninklijke Nederlandse 
Akademie van Wetenschappen, P.J. Meertens-instituut (1982). The vocabularies of many 
Dutch dialects have been collected in dialect dictionaries. Also, for larger dialect areas in 
Belgium and the Netherlands (Brabant, Limburg, and Flanders being the most important 
areas) dictionaries are being made. An overview of Dutch dialect dictionaries can be found in 
Geeraerts and Janssens (1982). Berns (1991) discusses some important aspects of the making 
and use of dialect dictionaries and gives some examples from Dutch dialect dictionaries. 
The geographical distribution of different variants of words and sounds and, less often, 
other levels of speech has been expressed by means of dialect maps. One of the important 
dialect atlases of the Dutch language area is the Reeks Nederlandse Dialectatlassen (RND), 
which comprises 16 parts, each part covering a region in the Dutch language area, with maps, 
and with translations of 141 sentences in the local dialects (see van de Wijngaard en 
Belemans 1997 for an overview of Dutch dialect atlases). On such a map different symbols 
are used to indicate which variant of a certain language phenomenon is used in each of the 
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places from which information is available. The information is collected by means of 
questionnaires which are sent to informants all over the country and by means of recordings 
of dialect speakers. The maps often show demarkation lines which separate different 
realisations of the target phenomenon (see for example Weijnen 1966). Such lines are called 
isoglosses. They have constituted important criteria for dividing the Dutch language area into 
dialect groups (see Section 3.2). 
More recent research using a new method of investigating dialect differences was developed 
by Hoppenbrouwers and Hoppenbrouwers (1988). By means of this method, the 'feature 
frequency method', they determine linguistic distance on an Objective' basis. The method 
makes use of the frequency of occurrence of phonological features in different dialects. The 
material used is the phonetic transcription of 139 items (mostly sentences) translated from 
Standard Dutch into 39 different dialects by various dialect speakers. Most of the material 
was originally collected for the RND (see above). For each of the 39 dialects as well as 
Standard Dutch a matrix of feature specifications of all phonetic characteristics (e.g. nasality) 
was correlated with the same matrices of the 38 other dialects and Standard Dutch. For each 
feature it was assessed how often it occurred in the 139 items. A series of statistical 
correlations were conducted, in which each of the varieties was taken as a point of departure, 
in order to determine to what extent the relative frequencies of occurrence of the features 
agreed with each other. This resulted in 40 lists of distances between a dialect (or Standard 
Dutch) and 39 other dialects (or Standard Dutch), arranged according to their correlation with 
the dialect in question. As an example we give the list of correlations between Standard 
Dutch and the 39 dialects in Figure 2.1 : the higher the correlation the smaller the distance. In 
determing the linguistic distance, the method attaches the same degree of importance to every 
phonological feature. There are indications, however, that for listeners not every feature 
carries the same weight in determining similarity (Singh 1975, van den Broecke 1976). 
Furthermore, a number of important features are not included in the feature specifications, for 
example the lexical tones of the Limburg dialects. All prosodie, morphological, and syntactic 
features are excluded as well. The method is thus clearly not a way of reflecting the 
perception of distances between dialects but a purely descriptive method concentrating on the 
phonological systems of dialects. The differences between the correlations were not tested for 
significance and the differences are so small that they can hardly be meaningful. Still the 
feature frequency method seems to give results which show a fairly large correspondence 
with the results of research based on the subjective judgements of listeners (Daan and Blok 
1969, van Hout and Münstermann 1981, and van Bezooijen 1994, see Section 2.3). The 
dialects which are most divergent from Standard Dutch are spoken in the periphery of the 
Dutch language area (the bold circles in Figure 2.1). Dialects spoken in the Randstad (the 
urban agglomeration of western Holland between Haarlem and Amsterdam in the north, 
Rotterdam in the south and Utrecht in the east) are most similar to Standard Dutch (hatched 
bold circles in Figure 2.1). 
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1. Standard Dutch 
2. Haarlem 
3. Bodegraven 
4. Barendrecht 
5. Heerhugowaard 
6. Enlchuizen 
7. Houten 
8. Spnindel 
9. Hulst 
10. Valkenswaard 
11. Zoersel 
12. Araemuiden 
13. Zetten 
14. Oostakker 
15. В ame veld 
16. Ingooigem 
17. Westerhoven 
18. Geffen 
19. Damme 
20. Bolsward 
21. Markelo 31. Oldeberkoop 
22. Aalsten 32. Bree 
23. Geeraardsbergen 33. Muizen 
24. Tubbergen 
25. Hindeloopen 
26. Genemuiden 
27. Grouw 
28. Holwerd 
29. Beilen 
30. Schaffen 
34. Stadskanaal 
35. Warfum 
36. Alveringem 
37. Venray 
38. Maastricht 
39. Tienen 
40. Kerkrade 
Figure 2.1 'Objective' distances between Standard Dutch and 39 dialects according to 
Hoppenbrouwers and Hoppenbrouwers (1988). The lower the numbers (left) and the higher the 
correlations (right) the smaller the linguistic distance to Standard Dutch. The four dialects closest to 
Standard Dutch are indicated with hatched, bold circles and the ten dialects most distant from 
Standard Dutch with bold circles which are not hatched. 
Nerborute and Heeringa (1996) measured the distances between words in 20 Dutch dialects 
using the so-called Levenshtein distance measure (see also Nerbonne, Heeringa, van den 
Hout, van der Kooi, Often and van de Vis 1996). This method was first applied by Kessler 
(1995) to Irish Gaelic dialects. The transcriptions of 100 words from the RND (see above) 
were compared by assigning different costs to the insertion and deletion of phonetic symbols 
(1 point) and the substitution of phonetic symbols (2 points). The distances between words 
were summed, thus yielding average phonetic distances between dialects. By means of a 
cluster analysis the dialects were clustered into groups (see Figure 2.2). These groups 
correspond well with the traditional division of Dutch dialects into Lower Saxon, Frisian, 
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Franconian, and Flemish dialect areas. A striking difference from the results of 
Hoppenbrouwers and Hoppenbrouwers (1988) is found for the Holland dialects (Delft, 
Haarlem, and Schagen). The distance of these dialects to SN is much smaller than that of the 
Limburg dialects in the results of Hoppenbrouwers and Hoppenbrouwers, but the results of 
Nerbonne et al. show the Holland dialects to belong to the same group (the Franconian group) 
as the Limburg dialects. Other scholars also divide the Franconian dialect area into more 
dialect areas, separating Hollands from Limburgs (see Figure 3.1). 
Like Hoppenbrouwers and Hoppenbrouwers the method of Nerbonne et al. focuses 
exclusively on the phonetic/phonological level. Furthermore, the use of RND is not optimal 
since the data from the different dialects have been collected at different points in time. 
Consequently, geographical and temporal differences vary simultaneously. 
Figure 2.2 Clusters of Dutch dialects The dendrodram is derived from the distance matrix based on 
(unweighed) Manhattan distance (a variant of the Levenshtem distance) between feature 
representations. Note that Frisian and Dutch variants are distinguished most significantly, while 
within Dutch the major distinctions are Lower Saxon (top), Flemish, and Franconian (lowest of the 
three most significant branches within Dutch) (from Nerbonne and H eer inga 1996) 
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Van Bezooijen (1996) collected semi-spontaneous speech (descriptions of pictures) from 
three female speakers (between 21 and 44 years) of the dialect of Bedum (Groningen) and of 
that of Tielt (West-Flanders). She transcribed a total of 1702 words from the Bedum speakers 
and 2240 words from the Tielt speakers. Next, for each word she indicated at which linguistic 
level the word differed from Standard Dutch, if at all. The resulting database makes it 
possible to calculate the percentages of divergent words at different linguistic levels. The 
results show that the Tielt dialect contains more divergent words (50 percent) than the Bedum 
dialect (28 percent) and that these words are mostly divergent in the pronunciation of the 
vowels. As in all the research described above, little attention is paid to the level of prosody. 
Only divergent placement of word stress is included in the analysis; however, this type of 
divergence hardly occurs. 
2.3 Previous research on the perception of distances between Dutch 
language varieties 
A disadvantage of research using 'objective' methods to determine the distances between 
language varieties is that it does not give any information about the way listeners perceive the 
distances. It is possible that an objective distance of a language variety to the standard 
language is perceived as less or more deviant by a listener. In the past, several investigations 
have been carried out on the basis of which the Dutch dialects have been ordered according to 
their perceived distance to Standard Dutch. Daan and Blok (1969) made a dialect map of the 
Dutch dialects (see Figure 2.3). On this map 28 dialect groups have been defined. In order to 
find boundaries between the groups, they first tried to capture the linguistic consciousness of 
dialect speakers by means of the 'arrow method'. This method was first used by Weijnen 
(1946 and 1966) to make a map of the dialects of Brabant, one of the provinces of the 
Netherlands. Daan asked 1500 dialect speakers (informants from het Dialectenbureau van de 
Koninklijke Nederlandse Akademie van Wetenschappen in Amsterdam) from all over the 
Netherlands to indicate which dialects in their surroundings were different and which were 
(almost) the same as their own dialect. The dialects which were (almost) the same according 
to the speakers were connected by means of arrows. The dialects which were not connected 
by arrows were then divided by dialect boundaries. The same method could not be used in 
Belgium, since here no network of informants was available; dialect speaking dialectologists 
were used instead. The boundaries thus drawn were corrected by means of the existing maps 
of isoglosses. Finally, the boundaries were checked by dialectologists who were themselves 
speakers of the dialects and by means of interviews with dialect speakers, literature on the 
subject, and personal investigations and intuitions of Daan. This procedure finally resulted in 
a map with 28 Dutch dialect groups in the Netherlands and Flanders. In Figure 2.3 all 28 
dialect groups were given a number based on these intuitions and knowledge of Daan and 
other researchers, with the lower numbers representing dialects closest to Standard Dutch and 
the higher numbers dialects most divergent. As can be seen the dialects spoken in the Rand-
stad are most similar to Standard Dutch and the dialects spoken in the northeast are most 
divergent. According to Daan the dialects spoken in the east and the north of the Netherlands 
are more divergent from Standard Dutch than the Dutch dialects spoken in Belgium. 
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• isolated areas of classification 28 
NC not classified (polder areas) ё^* 3 * 
- - language border (У 
^~ dialectal borders A) 
— national borders 
provincial borders 
1 
2 
3 
4 
S 
6 
7 
g 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
South Hollands 
Kennem erlands 
Waterlands 
Zaans 
West Frisian - North 
Holland 
Utrechts 
Zeeuws 
Westhoeks 
West Flemish and 
Zeeuws Flemish 
Dialect of the area 
between West and East 
Flemish 
East Flemish 
Dialect of the area 
between East Flemish 
and Brabants 
South Gelders 
North Brabant and North 
Limburgs 
Brabants 
Dialect of the area 
between Brabants and 
Limburgs 
Limburgs 
Veluws 
Gelders-Overijssels 
Twents (former county) 
Twents 
Stellingwerfs 
South Drents 
Central Drents 
Kollumerlands 
Gronings and North 
Drents 
Frisian 
Bildts, Town Frisian, 
Midlands, Amelands 
Figure 2.3 Classification of the Dutch dialects Adapted from a map by Daan and Blok (1969) The 
numbers get higher as the distances to Standard Dutch increase, see text 
A number of studies have used judgements on scales to investigate the perceived distances 
between Dutch language varieties. Van Hout and Münstermann (1981) presented recordings 
of read dialect fragments from nine different Dutch dialects in an auditory task to language 
students, mostly from the provinces of Gelderland, Brabant, and Limburg. They had the 
students judge the degree of standardness of the nine Dutch dialects on a 7-point scale. 
Furthermore, the students were asked to localise the place where they thought the dialects 
were spoken on a map of the Netherlands. In this way it was possible to determine the 
perceived linguistic distances and the estimated geographical distances of the dialects to 
Standard Dutch. The results are presented in Table 2.1, where the real geographical distances 
are also indicated. As can be seen the order of the dialects is similar for the three kinds of 
distances. The results showed a correlation of .78 between the perceived linguistic distance 
and the estimated geographical distance and a correlation of .86 between the real 
geographical distance and the estimated geographical distance. It is thus possible that the 
listeners used their knowledge about the geographical distance in their perception of the 
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linguistic distance. Furthermore, an earlier investigation using part of the same material 
(Diederen, Hos, Münstermann and Weistra 1980) showed a strong resemblance between the 
order of the perceived linguistic distance of the dialects and the order of the dialects on a 
number of attitude scales, measured by means of positive and negative statements by the 
listeners about dialect and dialect use at school (statements about inherent usefulness of the 
dialects, acceptance and use of dialects in education, and influence of dialect use on learning 
and school records). 
Table 2.1 Results of a scaling experiment by van Hout and Münstermann (1981). The top scale 
indicates the perceived linguistic distance of 9 dialects to Standard Dutch on α Ί'-point scale (1 = not 
divergent from Standard Dutch, 7 = very divergent from Standard Dutch). The middle scale indicates 
the real geographical distance to a Standard Dutch centre (mean distance in cm on the map to The 
Hague and Utrecht). The bottom scale indicates the estimated geographical distance to a Standard 
Dutch centre (a low score indicates a small distance and a high score indicates a large distance). 
The square brackets ([ ]) indicate groups of dialects that are not significantly different from each 
other. 
perceived 
linguistic 
distan« 
RS) 
geographical 
distance 
estimated 
geographical 
distance 
The 
Hague 
[2.35 
The 
Hague 
[1.9 
The 
Hague 
1.93 
Utrecht 
3.00] 
Utrecht 
1.9] 
Amster­
dam 
3.00 
Amsterdam 
3.71 
Amsterdam 
3.0 
Utrecht 
4.28 
Bcmmel 
[3.94 
Bemmel 
6.0 
Liessel 
[5.7$ 
Liessel 
4.29] 
Liessel 
7.3 
Bemmel 
5.80] 
's Graven-
polder 
[5.05 
's Graven-
polder 
7.6 
's Graven-
polder 
8.10 
Haaks­
bergen 
5.25] 
Haaks­
bergen 
10.0 
Haaks­
bergen 
[10.40 
Loppe rsum 
5.77 
Kerkrade 
11.8 
Loppe rsum 
[11-23] 
Kerkrade 
6.94 
Loppersum 
14.0 
Kerkrade 
11.79] 
These results are confirmed by van Bezooijen (1994 and 1995), who found strong positive 
correlations (coefficients between .81 and .97) between ratings of divergence from Standard 
Dutch (on a scale from 'very divergent' to 'not divergent') and aesthetic evaluations (on a 
scale from 'very ugly' to 'beautiful') of semi-spontaneous recordings (descriptions of 
drawings depicting daily events) of four Dutch language varieties: Bedum (Groningen), Tielt 
(West Flanders), The Hague (South Holland), and Standard Dutch. She also found strong 
correlations between ratings of divergence from Standard Dutch and intelligibility (low 
intelligibility correlating with large divergence). The judgements of divergence from 
Standard Dutch were obtained from students from the University of Nijmegen and the 
aesthetic evaluations were carried out by a group of speakers of a fifth language variety 
(Liessel in North Brabant) of three different age groups (7 years, 10 years, and adults). The 
mean ratings on the three scales are given in Figure 2.4. As can be seen, Standard Dutch and 
the dialect of The Hague have the highest scores and the dialects of Bedum and Tielt the 
lowest scores on all three scales, beautiful, intelligible, and divergence from Standard Dutch. 
This means that we cannot be sure that listeners are really judging the standardness of a 
language variety purely on the basis of the linguistic characteristics of a speech fragment. It is 
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very well possible that they also take into account their aesthetic judgements of the dialect 
and how well they understand the fragment. 
Like the results of Diederen et al. (1980), the results of van Bezooijen show a 
correspondence between geographical distance and degree of divergence from Standard 
Dutch. The Bedum and Tielt dialects were considered equally divergent from Standard Dutch 
(mean ratings of 2.3) and these places are both far from the Randstad in the west of the 
Netherlands, where Standard Dutch is in general considered to be spoken. The dialect of The 
Hague, which is spoken in the Randstad, is placed in the middle of the scale (5.3) and 
Standard Dutch itself is placed on scale position 9.0. 
Bedum Tielt The Hague SN 
Figure 2.4 Mean aesthetic ratings (1 = very ugly, 10 = very beautiful), intelligibility ratings (1 = 
completely unintelligible, 10 = completely intelligible), and ratings for divergence from Standard 
Dutch (1 = very divergent, 10 = completely standard) for four varieties averaged over three age 
groups (van Bezooijen 1994). 
The studies discussed in this section and Section 2.2 have all tried to arrange a number of 
Dutch language varieties according to their distance to Standard Dutch either by objective 
measurements (Hoppenbrouwers and Hoppenbrouwers 1988, van Bezooijen 1996, and 
(partly) Daan and Blok 1969), or by subjective measurements (Daan 1969 (partly), van Hout 
and Münstermann 1981, and van Bezooijen 1994 and 1995). What matters in the subjective 
studies is not the number of linguistic differences but the subjective weight which is 
attributed to them, since this is closer to the reality of the users of the language varieties. The 
dialects are placed in an order which is roughly speaking similar in the Objective' as well as 
the 'subjective' investigations: the dialects which are geographically closest to the Randstad 
are in general also indicated to be linguistically most similar to Standard Dutch. There are, 
however, also many differences, especially concerning the dialects which are most divergent 
from Standard Dutch. In Section 4.4 we will go into further detail about the differences and 
similarities of the results of the different methods and compare them with our own results. 
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The fact that the results of the subjective methods are found to coincide at least to some 
extent with the results of the objective methods seems to suggest that subjective linguistic 
distances are at least partly based on objective linguistic distances. The results presented 
above furthermore show that there is a correlation between geographical and linguistic 
distances. 
From the literature discussed above we know that clear differences are perceived 
between the Dutch language varieties. However, we have little knowledge about what leads to 
the perception of these differences. So far, almost only correlational investigations have been 
carried out with the independent variables linguistic, geographical, and attitudinal distances. 
However, the problem with correlational research is that the results do not give any infor-
mation about cause and effect. For example in the research by van Bezooijen (see above) it is 
not clear whether the dialects are judged to be Standard Dutch because they sound beautiful 
to the listeners, or, the other way round, that they are judged to be beautiful because they are 
perceived as Standard Dutch. This can only be tested experimentally. Furthermore, little or no 
research has been carried out in order to investigate the importance of different levels of 
speech for the perception of the distances between different language varieties. As discussed 
in Section 1.3, the verbal level (syntax, vocabulary, morphology, and segmental phonetics/ 
phonology) is generally considered to be the most important differentiator between language 
varieties, but also prosody has been mentioned as such. Finally, systematic voice quality 
differences among language varieties have been found (see Section 1.2), which may also play 
a role. 
2.3.1 Approach, research questions, and hypotheses related to perceived 
distance 
Joining a tradition of research, we have developed a method of investigating the perceptual 
distance of a number of Dutch dialects to Standard Dutch. Contrary to earlier investigations 
our method allows us to investigate the verbal level and the prosodie level separately. Voice 
quality has not been examined explicitly. However, in order not to let it interfere with the 
results we have neutralised possible differences between the voice qualities of the different 
speakers as well as possible. In order to investigate the relative importance of the prosodie 
and the verbal levels for the differentiation between language varieties, we used an experi-
mental setup whereby verbal or prosodie information was systematically excluded from 
fragments from six different Dutch language varieties by means of signal manipulations. The 
manipulated and the original versions were judged in listening experiments for their degree of 
divergence from Standard Dutch. In this way it was possible to discover how large the 
perceived distances to Standard Dutch are at the prosodie level and at the verbal level 
compared with the level where all information is present, i.e. the original version. Further-
more, we could investigate the relative importance of the two levels for the perceived 
divergence of the six language varieties. The following research questions, which are 
refinements of research question A in Section 1.4, were formulated: 
1. What is the perceived distance between each of five Dutch language varieties 
and Standard Dutch of the Netherlands at the verbal level and at the prosodie 
level? 
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2. To what degree does prosody play a role in the perceived divergence of the six 
language varieties in comparison with verbal information? 
Furthermore we formulate the following hypotheses on the basis of the literature discussed in 
Chapter 1 and in Section 2.2 and 2.3: 
1. Language varieties spoken in the periphery of the Dutch language area will be 
perceived as more divergent from Standard Dutch than dialects spoken in the 
Randstad. 
2. Verbal information will play a more important role for the perceived divergence 
of language varieties than prosodie information. 
The experiments which were carried out in order to answer the research questions formulated 
above as well as the results will be presented in Chapters 4 and 5. 
2.4 Previous research on the identification of languages and language 
varieties 
In this section we will discuss two kinds of literature. First, we will give a short overview of 
literature which is concerned with the role of prosody for the identification of languages and 
language varieties (Section 2.4.1). Second, we will present literature on the degree to which 
Dutch language varieties can be identified on the basis of original speech fragments (Section 
2.4.2). Finally, we will present our own research questions with respect to identification 
(Section 2.4.3). 
2.4.1 The role of prosody in the identification of languages and language 
varieties 
Maidment (1976) conducted a perception experiment in order to assess whether listeners are 
able to identify languages on the basis of their prosody only. He recorded read passages of 
prose novels, newspapers, and advertisements by five male speakers of British English. Next, 
he had five speakers of French read French translations of the English texts. From each of the 
ten speakers he selected a fragment of ten seconds. From these fragments he recorded the 
laryngograph signal onto a tape. This is a dull buzzing noise which varies analogously to the 
vocal fold vibration, thus representing intonation. The fragments were presented to English 
listeners with some knowledge of French and to French listeners with good knowledge of 
English. They were asked to indicate for each fragment whether they thought it was French or 
English. The identification by both groups of listeners was above chance at the .01 level. 
There was no significant difference between the French and the English groups of listeners. 
Ohala and Gilbert (1980) carried out a similar experiment. This time spontaneous, 
conversational speech was used of three American English, three Japanese, and three 
Cantonese male speakers. From each speaker they selected three short passages of 
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approximately 10 seconds and three long passages of between 15 and 25 seconds. All 
fragments were converted into a buzz with the same frequency and amplitude as the original 
speech signal. As in the case of Maidment's study this means that the relative timing of voice 
on/voice off but not the syllable or word boundaries can be recognised in the signal. The 
fragments were presented to speakers of American English, of Cantonese, and of Japanese in 
a forced choice experiment with three response categories. Five of the English speaking 
listeners first practised by means of a training session. The average identification of the 
languages over all three groups of listeners in the condition without training session was 
found to be correct for 56 percent of the fragments, which is significantly and considerably 
above chance level (33 percent). The score was significantly higher for English speaking 
listeners who had first undergone the training session (55 percent as opposed to 44 percent). 
Furthermore, the scores of bilinguals (59 percent) were significantly better than those of 
monolinguals (50 percent) and, somewhat surprisingly, better than those of trilinguals (53 
percent). Also, listeners appear to be significantly better at identifying their own language 
than other languages. Finally, there was no significant difference between the identification of 
long and short passages. The investigations of Maidment and Ohala and Gilbert show that, at 
least up to a point, different languages may be identified with some success on the basis of 
prosodie features. 
Bush (1967) investigated the role of prosody for the perception of three different English 
language varieties (American English, British English, and Indian English). She had four 
male speakers of each language variety read a number of different utterance types. These 
utterances were presented to American English listeners in four different conditions: 1) 
normal speech, 2) low-pass filtered, 3) high-pass filtered, 4) center-clipped (low amplitudes 
are removed from the signal). In the conditions 2, 3, and 4 segmental information is mini-
mised so that listeners are forced to base their judgements on prosodie information. Listeners 
were asked to indicate which of the three language varieties they heard. The results showed a 
100 percent correct identification for normal speech, a fall of 15 to 20 percent for condition 3 
and a fall of 20 to 25 percent in conditions 2 and 4. It is, however, not made clear how the 
filtering procedures had been applied so that we have no knowledge of the amount of 
segmental information still present in the signal. This makes it difficult to draw conclusions. 
Furthermore, as in the investigation of Maidment only read speech was used. 
Cohen and 't Hart (1970) constructed abstract pitch patterns with the aid of the intonator 
(Willems 1966) either as copies of the pitch contours of sentences from the English and 
Dutch news bulletins or as the stylised forms supposedly characteristic of each of the two 
languages. The only information about the input speech that was preserved was the temporal 
structure of voiced and unvoiced parts, which is approximately representative of the syllable 
structure. In the case of cross-language stimuli (a Dutch sentence with an English stylised 
pitch contour or an English sentence with a Dutch stylised pitch contour) the overall pitch 
pattern was kept intact and merely readjusted for syllable timing. The stimuli made it possible 
to test the cue value of intonation versus temporal organisation for the identification of 
languages. Three groups of listeners were instructed to indicate if the signal they heard was 
English or Dutch. The results showed that the listeners were not able to detect the input 
language on the basis of the temporal cues. However, the number of correct answers on the 
basis of intonational cues was significantly above chance. 
The investigations which have been discussed so far investigated the role of prosody in 
the identification of languages or non-Dutch language varieties. Van Els and de Bot (1987) 
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investigated the role of prosody as well as pronunciation in the identification of Dutch foreign 
accents. They had nine native Dutch speakers and three English, three French, and three 
Turkish learners of Dutch as a foreign language read aloud a story in Dutch. Five sentences 
were selected from this material (in total 90 sentences) and manipulated into the following 
two versions: 1) monotonised (pitch contour is flattened) and 2) low-pass filtered (verbal 
information is minimised). The manipulated as well as the original versions were presented to 
ten experienced listeners (teachers of Dutch as a foreign language). They were asked to 
indicate for each sentence whether the speaker was Dutch or not, and, if not, which was the 
native language of the speaker: English, French, or Turkish. There was a significant effect of 
the language background of the speakers, Dutch being better recognised than the foreign 
accents. Also there was an effect of the version in which the sentences were presented, 
filtering having a larger effect than monotonisation. Furthermore, both the difference between 
the normal and the filtered versions and the difference between the normal and the mono-
tonised versions were significant. An overview of the results is given in Figure 2.5. 
normal filtered monotonised 
Dutch correctly identified 
foreign accent correctly identified as not Dutch 
foreign accent identified for specific language background 
Figure 2.5 Mean percentages correct identifications of three Dutch foreign accents in three 
conditions (van Els and de Bot 1987). 
In sum, all the investigations which have been discussed above, except for van Els and de Bot 
(1987), report a better than chance level of identification of languages and language varieties, 
when identification is based on prosody. The material of all studies except the one by Ohala 
is read speech. This is not a very obvious choice if one wishes to investigate the role of 
prosody in the identification of a language variety in a natural situation. It might also reduce 
the role of prosody, since the prosody of read speech might be more standardised (Blaauw 
1995) due to a number of reasons. Everybody learns to read in the same context, that of 
school, which might have a homogenising influence on the read speech. It is learned in 
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combination with the standard language and is little influenced by dialects. Furthermore, read 
speech in general has one clear function, which is to transfer information. This results in an 
emotionless and controlled kind of speech with a prosody which must first of all make a 
distinction between important and unimportant information, i.e. accented and unaccented 
parts of the message. 
2.4.2 The identifiability of Dutch language varieties 
The studies on the identifiability of indigenous Dutch language varieties have not been 
concerned with the role of different linguistic levels in the identification. Nevertheless, in 
order to get an idea of how well listeners are able to identify different Dutch language 
varieties under ideal circumstances, i.e. with all information available, we will discuss the 
research which has been carried out in this field. 
Van Bezooijen (1994 and 1995) collected semi-spontaneous speech (descriptions of 
pictures of everyday situations) from four female speakers of each of four different language 
varieties in the Dutch language area: Standard Dutch and the dialects of The Hague (South 
Holland), Bedum (Groningen), and Tielt (West Flanders). Fragments of 20 seconds were 
presented to seven groups of listeners of different ages (6 to 8 years, 9 to 12 years and adults) 
from different places: Liessel (North Brabant), Waspik (North Brabant), Randstad (in the 
west of the Netherlands), Weert (North Limburg), and different places in central Limburg. 
They were asked to indicate on a map of the Netherlands and Belgium from which region 
they thought the speakers came: the North, the East, the West, the South, or Flanders (forced 
choice). Adults were better able to identify the language varieties than 10 year old children, 
but both groups identified the regions correctly above chance (the youngest group of listeners 
did not identify the geographical origin, since this task was too difficult for them). The dialect 
of The Hague was correctly identified as a western language variety by 70 to 90 percent of 
the adult groups of listeners and the dialect of Tielt was correctly identified as a Belgian 
dialect by 65 to 95 percent. The northern dialect of Bedum was less well identified (50 to 60 
percent of the adult listeners); it was often confused with an eastern dialect. The identification 
of Standard Dutch (50 to 80 percent) is problematic since the correct identification was 
defined as West (a separate response category 'Standard Dutch' was lacking). Standard Dutch 
may, however, be spoken all over the Netherlands and this variety is placed in the east and 
the south by many listeners from the south. The effect of the regional background of the 
listeners on the results is not very large. This might be due to the fact that the geographical 
distribution of the groups of listeners is small, since six of the seven groups were from the 
south. 
Van Hout and Münstermann (1981) asked language students, most of them from the 
provinces of Gelderland, Brabant, and Limburg, to place read fragments from nine different 
Dutch dialects on a map on which the capital of the provinces and the cities with more than 
100,000 inhabitants were indicated. Using a rather complex procedure, they computed the 
results as the distance of the indicated place to the real place where the dialect is spoken (see 
van Hout and Münstermann p. 113 for the formula). The result is a divergence coefficient for 
each dialect which indicates how well the dialects were placed on the map. The results are 
presented in Table 2.2, the square brackets indicating groups of dialects which are not 
significantly different, i.e. have been placed equally well. It is clear from this table that the 
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identification rate of the dialects varies considerably. It is not clear how these differences can 
be explained, but the authors suggest that some dialects are better known from, for example, 
radio and television. Furthermore, the dialects with the highest divergence coefficient ('s 
Gravenpolder, Utrecht, and Loppersum) are also geographically rather distant from the places 
where most of the listeners came from. For this reason these dialects may not be known to 
them. 
Table 2.2 Divergence coefficients for the placement of nine dialects (van Hout and Münstermann 
(¡981), see text. Square brackets ([ ]) indicate groups of dialects which are not significantly 
different. 
Divergen« 
coefficient 
Amsterdam 
[0.01 
The 
Hague 
0.03 
Kerkrade 
0.41] 
Liessel 
[2.14 
Bemmcl 
2.67 
Haaks-
bergen 
2.76] 
Loppersum 
[4.92 
Utrecht 
[7.60] 
's Graven-
polder 
14.41] 
Knops (1984) collected semi-spontaneous speech (retelling of a movie) from five male 
speakers of Standard Dutch originating from different Dutch speaking provinces of Belgium 
and five male speakers of Standard Dutch from different provinces of the Netherlands. For 
each speaker she selected a fragment of one and a half minute. The fragments were presented 
to 45 language students from Leuven (Belgium) and 40 language students from Nijmegen 
(the Netherlands). They were asked to indicate whether they thought that the speakers came 
from Belgium or from the Netherlands (forced choice) and furthermore to identify the 
regional identity of the speakers (open choice). Furthermore, they were asked to describe on 
which linguistic characteristic they based their answers (pronunciation, intonation, 
vocabulary, syntax, or narrative style). The results showed a very high mean percentage of 
correctly identified nationalities of the speakers by both groups of listeners (96 percent for 
both groups). It was, however, very difficult for the listeners to identify the regional origin of 
the speakers. There were many missing responses (44 percent for the Belgian listeners and 36 
percent for the Dutch listeners). 16 percent of all the Belgian listeners and 18 percent of the 
Dutch listeners gave a correct answer. Furthermore, the listeners appeared to be better at 
identifying the region of the speakers from their own country than that of speakers from the 
other country. This holds especially for the Dutch listeners, which according to Knops is 
explained by the fact that a larger divergence is found in the pronunciation of Standard Dutch 
of the Netherlands than in Standard Dutch of Belgium. Goossens (1973) explains this 
difference in divergence of the two standard languages by the fact that the pronunciation of 
Standard Dutch of Belgium has been much more influenced by the written language than 
Standard Dutch in the Netherlands. This may have normalised the pronunciation. Both the 
Dutch and the Belgian listeners claimed to have based their identification mainly on 
pronunciation (91 and 89 percent respectively). For the Dutch listeners intonation was also 
important (44 percent), but this was not the case for the Belgian listeners (17 percent). In 
addition to the segmental and prosodie levels, the results of Knops suggest that the difference 
between the standard languages of the Netherlands and Belgium can also be found in the 
vocabulary (44 percent for the Dutch listeners and 41 percent for the Belgian listeners). 
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Syntactic structure was assumed to be least important for the difference between the two 
standard languages. 
Hagen (1980) asked Belgian teachers and Dutch students whether the difference between 
Standard Dutch in the Netherlands and in Belgium is found in pronunciation, vocabulary, 
sentence structure, or elsewhere (open category). He gave examples of words that are 
different in the two standard languages. He also gave examples of syntactic structures only 
used by the speakers of Standard Dutch in Belgium. Both groups of respondents assumed the 
difference to be greatest in pronunciation, next in vocabulary, and the least in sentence 
structure. The characteristics most often mentioned in the open category by the Belgian 
teachers were sentence intonation, rate of speech, and accentuation patterns (the results for 
the Dutch students are not reported). 
The results of both Knops and Hagen seem to contradict the observation of Willemyns 
(1987) who claims that there are hardly any differences to be found between the standard 
language of the two countries at other levels than intonation and rhythm (see Section 3.2.1). 
The problem with the investigations by Knops and Hagen is that we do not know whether 
listeners are really able to distinguish segmental pronunciation from intonation. The actual 
role played by prosody and by verbal information can only be investigated by an 
experimental type of research where the prosodie level is separated from the verbal level. 
Boets and de Schutter (1977) used narrative fragments (not conversational) of one and a 
half minutes by men from 14 different places all over Flanders. These fragments were 
presented to 72 listeners from Duffel, a village close to Antwerp. The listeners were equally 
divided over men and women, four age groups, and three social groups. They were asked to 
indicate on a map of Flanders where they thought the speakers came from. The authors 
developed a method of calculating the mean divergence of the indicated places from the real 
places of origin. They also calculated how often the listeners chose the correct province. 
Considerable variation in the degree of divergence of the 14 dialects was found. Dialects very 
close to Duffel show a small divergence and dialects from the places at increasingly larger 
distances from Duffel show an increasingly larger divergence. Furthermore, men appeared to 
be better at locating the dialects than women, higher social classes were better than lower 
social classes, and older listeners were better than younger ones. Boets and de Schutter 
suggest two explanations for the fact that some groups located the dialects better than other 
groups. First, it is possible that some groups have more contact with speakers of other 
dialects. Second, the geographical knowledge of some groups might be better than that of 
other groups. However, the validity of these explanations was never tested. 
Deprez and de Schutter (1980) carried out a similar experiment as Boets and de Schutter 
(1977). They collected recordings of narrative speech in five Dutch and four Belgian dialects, 
in Standard Dutch of the Netherlands (two speakers from different regions), and in Standard 
Dutch of Belgium (two speakers). For each of the 13 speakers they selected a fragment of one 
and a half minute. These fragments were presented to 100 male listeners from Antwerp and 
100 male listeners from Rotterdam. The listeners were equally spread over five age groups 
and two social classes. They were asked to situate the fragments on a map of the Dutch 
language area with national borders, provinces, and large cities indicated on it. For the dialect 
fragments the results are presented as the mean divergence between the place indicated by the 
listeners and the real place where the fragments were spoken. The listeners from Antwerp 
were found to be better at locating the fragments than the listeners from Rotterdam, who were 
only able to locate their own dialect really well. There is some correlation between the mean 
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divergence and the distance between the location of the fragment and the place where the 
listeners came from. The correlation is higher for the listeners from Antwerp (r = .88) than for 
the listeners from Rotterdam (r = .42). According to Deprez and de Schutter a number of 
factors might influence the identification of a dialect. Listeners have more contact with some 
dialects than with others because of tourism, work, and media, and some dialects are more 
widely used outside their own region than others (for example the Limburg dialects). Other 
aspects of importance are the linguistic distances of the fragments to the dialect of the 
listeners and to Standard Dutch. If this distance is great it becomes more difficult to identify 
the dialect. Furthermore, it is possible that some dialects have more characteristic elements 
(shibboleths) than others, facilitating identification. However, it should be noted that the 
influences of all these factors on the identification of dialects are only hypothetic; none of 
them have been tested so far. Contrary to the study by Boets and de Schutter (1977) discussed 
above, no difference is found in the ability of younger and older listeners to identify the 
dialects. The Antwerp listeners of the higher social class perform better than those of the 
lower social class; in Rotterdam no difference is found between the classes. For the Standard 
Dutch data the frequency of locating the fragments in the different provinces is presented. 
The results confirm the results of Knops (1984) that listeners are very well able to distinguish 
between Standard Dutch of the Netherlands and that of Belgium. Locating the fragments of 
the foreign country in the correct provinces is difficult for both groups of listeners, but they 
are well able to locate the fragments of their own country. 
The studies on the identifiability of Dutch language varieties demonstrate that, generally 
speaking, listeners are able to identify different Dutch language varieties with a fair degree of 
accuracy. However, the results are different across listener groups according to their 
geographical origin, social class, age, and sex. Furthermore, there is a great deal of variation 
in the identifiability of different language varieties. For this a number of possible expla-
nations were put forward, such as familiarity with the language varieties from the media, 
personal contact with speakers, and geographical knowledge of the listeners. However, these 
explanations were not empirically tested. Van Hout and Münstermann used read speech and 
in the other Dutch investigations semi-spontaneous speech was used. It is also of importance 
to mention that only one of the studies (van Bezooijen 1994) used more than one speaker per 
language variety. If only one speaker is used there is a chance that the speech fragment is not 
representative of the language variety, endangering the generalisability of the results. In 
Section 6.4.2 we will compare our own results with the results of the studies discussed in this 
section. 
None of the Dutch studies have examined the role of different layers of speech in the 
identification of language varieties. In Hagen (1980) and Knops (1984) listeners indicated 
that they thought that segmental pronunciation was the most important aspect of speech when 
distinguishing between Standard Dutch of Belgium and Standard Dutch of the Netherlands, 
but intonation was also believed to play an important role (see Section 3.2.1). In the literature 
intonation is mentioned as an important characteristic for certain dialects, especially the 
Limburg dialects (see Section 3.2.1). However, so far no experimental studies have been 
carried out to confirm these impressions. 
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2.4.3 Approach and research questions related to identifiability 
In our research we investigated the role of prosodie information in comparison with that of 
verbal information (syntax, morphology, vocabulary, and segmental phonetics/phonology) in 
the identification of different Dutch language varieties. We used spontaneous speech in order 
to create a situation in which it was easy for the speakers to speak their own language variety 
as naturally as possible and in order to approach a real-life situation from the listeners' point 
of view. The groups of judges consisted of listeners from the same places as the speakers in 
order to ensure that all language varieties had the same chance of being identified. The sex of 
the speakers was kept constant in order not to have sex of the speaker interfere with the 
results. This was also the case in most of the research discussed in Section 2.4. Van Hout and 
Münstermann (1981) and Deprez and de Schutter (1980) do not give any information on the 
sex of the speakers, van Els and de Bot (1987) and van Bezooijen (1994) used female 
speakers only and the remaining five studies exclusively used male speakers. All listeners in 
our study were roughly of the same age and there were equal numbers of men and women. 
Furthermore we used a phased task, where listeners were asked to progressively identify the 
language varieties as accurately as possible. Our research question which is a refinement of 
research question В in Section 1.4, was formulated as follows: 
What is the role of prosody in comparison with that of verbal information in the 
identification of six Dutch language varieties? 
We furthermore formulate the following two subquestions: 
a. Are some language varieties better identified than other language varieties, and, 
if so, which ones? 
b. Are some groups of listeners better at identifying certain language varieties than 
other groups of listeners, and, if so, which groups? 
The experiments carried out to answer the research questions formulated above as well as the 
results will be presented in Chapter 6. As already mentioned, the research questions presented 
in Section 2.3.1 will be answered by means of the experiments described in Chapters 4 and 5. 
In the next chapter we will describe how the material for the experiments described in 
Chapters 4, 5, and 6 was collected, selected, and manipulated. 

3. Material for the Dutch perception experiments 
3.1 Introduction 
The experiments reported in Chapters 4, 5, and 6 were carried out to describe the distances of 
various Dutch language varieties to Standard Dutch both at the verbal level and at the 
prosodie level (Chapters 4 and 5) and to investigate the importance of verbal and prosodie 
information for the identification of these language varieties (Chapter 6). The selection of 
speech material suitable for the experiments followed from a number of choices. 
Firstly, our original design included both read and spontaneous speech fragments for 
each language variety. However, some language varieties do not have a written form and 
therefore only make use of the latter style. This makes it unnatural for a speaker to read out 
texts in that variety. Therefore, we decided to use only spontaneous speech in the listening 
experiments. (The read fragments will be used in future research to determine differences in 
intonation.) 
Secondly, we saw to it that all the recordings were made under circumstances as similar 
as possible: we used the same recording equipment for all recordings, the surroundings where 
the recordings were made were similar and so were the questions used to elicit spontaneous 
speech. Also, all speakers were interviewed by speakers of their own variety. 
Thirdly, all speakers were matched as well as possible as for speaker characteristics. The 
sex of all speakers was the same and care was taken to select speakers whose ages did not 
vary greatly. Also, we had trained ear phoneticians judge the voice quality of the speakers to 
select speakers who did not diverge too much in this respect, in order to exclude the influence 
of voice quality in the listening experiments (see Section 1.2). The speakers were also 
selected for their reading ability. (This criterion is not relevant for the research reported here 
but stems from the above-mentioned intention to make a descriptive comparison of intonation 
across the various dialects.) 
In this chapter we will describe how the speech material for the experiments in Chapters 4, 5, 
and 6 was collected (Section 3.2), how the fragments used in these experiments were selected 
from the speech material (Section 3.3), and how these fragments were manipulated (Section 
3.4). As the composition of the material is different in each experiment, only the general 
nature of the material will be described in this chapter. The exact material used for each 
experiment will be presented in the relevant chapters. 
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3.2 Collection of speech material 
Before any recordings were made, we had to decide what language varieties, what speakers, 
and what kind of spontaneous and read speech we wanted to use in the investigation. The 
choices made and the recordings themselves are described in this section. 
в
 boundaries between 
dialect areas 
provincial boundaries 
- national boundaries 
language border 
Figure 3.1 Dutch dialects, from Donaldson (1983). The four dialects used in the present 
investigation are indicated on the map. 
3.2.1 Language varieties 
For our study the following six language varieties were chosen (see Figure 3.1): 
1. Standard Dutch of the Netherlands (SN). This language variety will be used as 
the point of reference as to how divergent the language varieties in our investi­
gation are. In earlier research the use of this variety for this purpose has been 
normal practise (see Section 2.3). For Flemish language varieties, too, it is 
familiar practice to compare the varieties with SN, since for a long time it has 
served as a model of how Dutch should be spoken (van de Velde 1996). For 
language varieties spoken in the Netherlands, a Flemish language variety has 
never served as a standard. 
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2. The dialect of Bedum, a small town in the far north-east of the Netherlands. 
3. The dialect of The Hague, a major city in the mid-west of the Netherlands. 
4. The dialect of Maastricht, a city in the far south-east of the Netherlands. 
5. Standard Dutch of Belgium (SB), as spoken in the major part of Flanders'. 
6. The dialect of Uitbergen, a village in East Flanders. 
A description of these six language varieties is given below. The selection was based on a 
combination of three criteria. The first two criteria are linguistic and were used for the first 
global selection. The third criterion was a practical one and was used to make the final 
selection of the specific dialects. 
First, we wanted the dialects to be spoken in places which are situated far from each other in 
the Dutch language area in order to enhance the geographical and linguistic distances between 
them (see Figure 3.1). We used earlier research into distances between Dutch language 
varieties as a basis for the selection of the language varieties to be studied here (see Sections 
2.2 and 2.3). 
Daan and Blok (1969) ordered 28 Dutch dialect groups according to their distances to 
Standard Dutch in the Netherlands (SN). The dialect groups of the four dialects which we 
chose for our investigation had the following rank numbers, SN being 0 (the dialects of our 
study are indicated between brackets): South Hollands (The Hague) 1, East Flemish 
(Uitbergen) 11, Limburgs (Maastricht) 17 and Gronings (Bedum) 26. The dialects are thus 
equally spread across this whole scale. 
Hoppenbrouwers and Hoppenbrouwers (1988) investigated the distances of 39 dialects to 
SN, resulting in a ranking order of the dialects (see Section 2.2). The dialects which are 
geographically and linguistically closest to the dialects of our investigation are also more or 
less evenly spread across their ranking order, with the exception of the dialects of Maastricht 
and Bedum, which are close to each other on this scale: taking SN as the point of departure, 
Maastricht is number 38 and Warfum (10 km from Bedum) number 35. However, when the 
dialect of Warfum is taken as a point of departure for the ranking, the distance between these 
two dialects is almost maximal, Warfum being number 1 and Maastricht number 38 on the 
list. The two dialects closest to the other two dialects in our investigation (The Hague and 
Uitbergen) are placed in between when taking Warfum as a point of departure: Oostakker (15 
km from Uitbergen) is number 10 and Bodegraven (30 km from The Hague) is number 27. 
Other studies in which Dutch language varieties have been ranked included too few language 
varieties to be used as a basis for our selection. 
The distance of Standard Dutch in Belgium (SB) to other Dutch language varieties has 
never been investigated. However, since SN covers only one of the two countries included in 
'Flanders consist of the five provinces of West Flanders, East Flanders, Antwerp, Brabant, and 
Limburg. 
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this study, we deemed it important to include the standard language of the other country (SB) 
as well. 
Second, taking SN (the norm) as a point of reference, we chose dialects which we expected to 
differ to varying degrees from SN at the verbal level (syntax, morphology, lexicon, and 
segmental phonetics/phonology), at the prosodie level, at both levels, or at neither level. 
The prosodie distinction was based mainly on impressionistic observations, since little 
empirical research has been carried out on the prosody of Dutch dialects. The Limburg 
dialects are often mentioned as an example of a dialect which differs greatly from other Dutch 
language varieties at the prosodie level (Dumoulin and Coumans 1986, Notten 1988). The 
prosody of SB and of SN has also been described as different from each other (Hagen 1980, 
Knops 1984, Willemyns 1987, van der Wal 1994). As far as we know, the prosody of the 
dialect of the Hague has never been described (or even mentioned) in the literature as 
divergent from Standard Dutch. For this reason we do not expect much difference in prosody 
between the dialect of The Hague and SN. Furthermore, Daan (1938) found no divergent 
pitch patterns in the speech of women from South Holland. 
As for the verbal level we know from previous studies (see Section 2.3) that the dialects 
of Limburg and Groningen are quite divergent whereas the dialect of The Hague is not very 
divergent from SN. In Table 3.1 a schematic overview is given of the expected divergence 
from SN of the five language varieties at the verbal level and the prosodie level. Below, we 
will go into further detail about the prosodie and verbal differences between SN and the other 
language varieties used in this research. 
Table 3.1 Expected divergence from SN of the five language varieties at the prosodie level and 
the verbal level. ++ indicates a strong divergence, + some divergence, and - no divergence, all 
according to the literature. ? indicates that the expected divergence is based on intuition since 
no mention of divergence was found in the literature. 
language variety 
Bedum 
The Hague 
Maastriebt 
SB 
Uitbergen 
divergence at 
prosodie level 
+? 
-? 
++ 
+ 
+? 
verbal level 
++ 
+ 
++ 
+ 
++ 
The third criterion applied in selecting the language varieties was a practical one. In the four 
places where the dialects of our investigation are spoken, we already had some connections, 
which made it relatively easy to find dialect-speaking interviewers and speakers. 
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Below a description is given of each of the six language varieties in our research. For each 
variety, the group of speakers using it is defined and the relevant literature about the variety 
itself is referred to. If possible, descriptions of the verbal and the prosodie characteristics of 
the language varieties are given, based on the literature. In Appendix A the fragments used in 
the perception experiments as well as an English translation and phonetic transcriptions are 
presented. These transcriptions also give an impression of the verbal characteristics of the six 
language varieties. 
• Language varieties in the Netherlands: 
1. Standard Dutch of the Netherlands (SN). This variety has developed in the nineteenth 
century among the elite in Holland, the coastal provinces in the west. It has been strongly 
influenced by the dialects spoken in the provinces of Holland and also contains many Brabant 
characteristics due to the fact that a large part of the elite was formed by immigrants from 
Antwerp and Leuven. Extensive overviews of the history of Dutch are found in for example 
Donaldson (1983), de Vries, Willemyns and Burger (1993), and van der Wal (1994). 
In the past many different definitions have been given of what precisely is meant by SN 
(for an overview see Voortaan 1994, van Rie and van Bezooijen 1995b, and van de Velde 
1996). Some of the definitions stress geographical neutrality (van Haeringen 1924, Paarde-
kooper 1969), others use the norms of the speakers themselves (Jansen 1988) or the domain 
of application (Geerts, Haeseryn, Rooij and van den Toom 1984). We define SN as the 
variety spoken by the most dominant class and controlled by means of the norms of public 
communication (for example radio and television). We use this definition here, since it is 
widely accepted that newscasters speak SN. Furthermore, this type of SN is familiar to 
everyone in the Netherlands and Flanders, even in regions where a dialect is spoken. This 
makes it easy for listeners to use SN as a point of reference when they are asked to judge the 
standardness (i.e. the degree of SN) of speech fragments (Chapters 4 and 5) or to identify SN 
(Chapter 6). 
The precise characteristics of SN are not known, but we will assume that listeners have 
some fixed reference when judging the degree of SN of a speaker. That this is indeed the case 
has been made plausible in the research by van Rie and van Bezooijen (1995b). They had five 
listeners with experience in judging variation of pronunciation evaluate the pronunciation of 
15 female SN speakers on a seven point scale (1 = not Standard Dutch, 7 = Standard Dutch), 
without any further definition of SN. The reliability (Cronbach's alpha) was .84, which 
indicates that the listeners agreed on the judgements to a great extent. We assume that this 
agreement can be generalised to include laymen as well. 
There are several phonetic descriptions of the Dutch phoneme system (Mees and Collins 
1982 and 1983, Gussenhoven 1992, Booij 1995). In Table 3.2 an overview is given of the 
consonant system and the vowel system of SN adapted from Gussenhoven (1992). The 
variety illustrated represents western, educated, middle-generation speech, and a careful 
colloquial style. Also acoustical measurements are known from the literature, especially of 
the formant values of vowels in different contexts (Nierop, Pols and Tromp 1973, Pols, 
Tromp and Tromp 1973, Pols 1977, Koopmans-van Beinum 1991). However, in these 
investigations no care was taken to select speakers on the basis of the standardness of their 
speech. 
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Concerning the intonation, van Es (1932) suggests that a specific SN intonation does not 
exist, since the intonation of a speaker is very much influenced by the area where the speaker 
grew up. However, this is only a hypothesis and has not been confirmed by data. Other 
researchers have made detailed descriptions of SN intonation ('t Hart, Collier and Cohen 
1990, Gussenhoven 1985, 1988, 1991), but they all failed to define SN, so we do not know 
whether these descriptions cover all intonational varieties of SN. 
Table Э.2 The consonants, vowels and diphthongs of SN. Adapted from Gussenhoven (1992). 
Consonants 
plosive 
nasal 
fricative 
tap 
approximant 
lateral 
approximant 
bilabial 
Ρ b 
m 
lab-dent. 
f V 
υ 
dental alveolar 
post-
alveolar 
t d 
η 
s ζ 
r 
1 
palatal 
j 
vtlar 
к 
η 
uvula 
r 
X 
glottal 
h 
Vowels and diphthongs 
l.Bedum. The town of Bedum (11,000 inhabitants) is situated in an agricultural area in the 
northern province Groningen. The dialect of Bedum belongs to the group of Saxon dialects. 
On the basis of lexical and phonological differences, Reker (1995) subdivides this group into 
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a northern, a western, and an eastern group and the dialect of Bedum belongs to the northern 
group. Ter Laan (1953) distinguishes seven different dialect groups in Groningen. The dialect 
of Bedum belongs to the group which he refers to as 't Hogeland, consisting of the areas of 
Hunzingo and Fivelgo. Van Bezooijen (1994) measured the intelligibility of four Dutch 
language varieties, including the dialect of Bedum, by having 25 students rating speech 
fragments on a 10-point scale, 10 being most intelligible. With a mean judgement of 3.7, the 
dialect of Bedum was judged to be rather difficult to understand. 
To our knowledge the only investigation concerned with characteristics of the Bedum 
dialect is van Bezooijen (1996, see also Section 2.2). In semi-spontaneous speech samples she 
found that 28 percent of the words were divergent from SN at the verbal level. 24 percent had 
divergent vowels, and eight types of vowel divergences covered 83 percent of all instances of 
divergent vowels. These divergences expressed as transformations from SN to the dialect of 
Bedum were the following (with percentages between brackets): /a./>[0.] (37), /9/ disappears 
(18), /cey/>[u.] (7), /i/>[8] (6), /εί/>[ί.] (5), /o./>[œ.] (4), /β/>[ε] (4) and /u/>[au] (2). Few 
comments have been made on the prosodie characteristics of the northern dialects in general, 
but van Es (1935) found clear differences between the intonation of speakers from the 
northern provinces of the Netherlands and speakers from Holland (Leiden and Katwijk) by 
comparing pitch contours of speakers from the two areas. 
Furthermore, the dialect of Bedum has been included in the Reeks Nederlands(ch)e 
Dialectatlassen (RND). Besides dialect atlases from the Netherlands and Flanders, the RND 
contain phonetic transcriptions of 135 sentences translated from Standard Dutch into a 
number of Dutch dialects on the basis of the pronunciations by local informants. The 
transcriptions of the Groningen and North Drenthe dialects, including that of Bedum, were 
made by Sassen (1967). 
The Bedum dialect has many similarities with the dialect spoken in the city of 
Groningen, approximately 15 km from Bedum. Since there exists no dictionary of the Bedum 
dialect we therefore refer to a dictionary of the Groningen dialect made by ter Laan (1977). 
Ter Laan (1953) has also given an extensive overview of the syntax, morphology, and 
phonology of the dialects spoken in the province of Groningen. 
3. The Hague. The Hague is a city of 445,000 inhabitants in the western part of the Nether­
lands which is referred to as the Randstad, that is the urban agglomeration of western Holland 
between Haarlem and Amsterdam in the north, Rotterdam in the south and Utrecht in the east. 
The dialect of The Hague belongs to the dialect group which Daan and Blok (1969) refers to 
as Zuid Hollands (Southern Hollandish). The language spoken by the inhabitants can be 
divided into at least two varieties: a variety spoken by the lower social class ( 'plat Haags ") 
and a variety spoken by the higher social class ('bekakt Haags % These language varieties are 
what Boves and Gerritsen (1995) call sociodialects: varieties with a regional origin spoken by 
particular social classes. However, in the rest of this book we will refer to the language 
variety spoken in The Hague as a dialect. In our research the variety which is spoken by the 
lower socio-economic class in the older districts of the city was used. Like language varieties 
of the lower social class in many other cities plat Haags has a low prestige, because it is only 
spoken by people with a lower from of education. The speakers of plat Haags are mostly not 
conscious of the fact that they speak a dialect. Often they consider their own way of speaking 
as wrong, vulgar and a degeneration of SN (Elias 1980), or they simply consider themselves 
as speakers of SN (de Vries 1987). 
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The dialect of The Hague does indeed not differ very strongly from the standard 
language as spoken in the Randstad. In the investigation by van Bezooijen (1994) discussed 
above the mean judgement of intelligibility was 8.0 on a 10-point scale, 10 being most 
intelligible. The differences are mainly found at the phonetic/phonological level. In the 
variety spoken by the lower social class of The Hague certain vowels and consonants have a 
pronunciation which is different from SN. The segments with the most characteristic 
pronunciation are the three diphthongs pronounced as [œy], [au], and [ei] in SN. Younger 
and older speakers mostly use the long monophthongs [ce.] or [Y.] for SN [œy], [α.] or [α] for 
SN [au], and [α1], [â] ,or [a.] for SN [ει]. Another segment typical of the dialect of The 
Hague is the /r/, which is pronounced in the velar or uvular region approaching [χ]. 
Furthermore, by some speakers from The Hague /a/ is pronounced as [0] and /0/ is 
pronounced more rounded and back than in SN. /к/ and /ρ/ are pronounced with aspiration by 
some speakers, /-эг#/ is pronounced as [-a.], /-θ#/ becomes [i], and /-t#/ is often not 
pronounced (van Gaaien and van der Mosselaar 1991). 
At the other levels of speech little divergence from SN is present in the dialect of The 
Hague. The differences from SN which are found in the dialect, are mainly differences 
characteristic of substandard Holland accents. In their popular book van Gaaien and van der 
Mosselaar (1991) give a list of words which, according to inhabitants of The Hague, are 
typical for the dialect. It is unclear, however, which of the words are only used by people in 
The Hague and which are used more generally by people in the Randstad. Some of the words 
have also got more widely spread through the media. For example, a television program by 
van Kooten and de Bie featuring the characters Jacobse en van Es has contributed strongly to 
the general knowledge about how the dialect of The Hague sounds. Furthermore, there exist a 
few morphologically divergent forms, for example in the personal pronouns. Hardly any 
differences at the syntactic level are mentioned in the literature. We have found no references 
on intonation, which can be interpreted as an indication that the intonation of The Hague 
differs little from the intonation of SN. Daan (1938) counted divergent pitch contours in the 
speech of four-hundred women from all over the Netherlands judging the material by ear. She 
hardly found divergent pitch patterns among the speakers of South Hollands to which dialect 
group the dialect of The Hague belongs. We can, however, not be sure that these results can 
be generalised to male speakers as well, since women have often been found to adapt more 
easily to the standard language than men (see Section 3.2.2). 
Apart from Elias (1977 and 1980) and van Gaaien and Mosselaar (1991) a number of 
publications about the dialect of The Hague have appeared. Most of these publications are old 
and describe a situation which is rather out-of-date and therefore not of interest for the present 
research. Examples are Michels (1918) who has written about the pronunciation of The 
Hague -je for -ie, and Kloeke (1938) who has written about the dialect of the lower social 
class in the eighteenth century. Like the dialect of Bedum (see above) the dialect of The 
Hague was included in the RND (van Oyen, Blancquaert and van der Voet 1968). 
4. Maastricht. The city of Maastricht (118,000 inhabitants) is situated in the most southern 
part of the Netherlands, in the province of Limburg, close to both Germany and Belgium. The 
urban dialect of Maastricht has a considerable number of speakers. Most of them are 
bidialectal. They speak the dialect just as fluently as (the southern variant of) the standard 
language. In contrast to many other dialects in the Netherlands, the Maastricht dialect is a 
high prestige dialect which is spoken by all social classes. The distribution of dialect and 
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standard language is a functional rather than a social one, the amount of dialect use being 
larger in in-group situations than in situations of a transactional and formal nature 
(Münstermann 1989). 
The Maastricht dialect is so different from the standard language that people from other 
parts of the Netherlands often have great difficulties understanding it. The Limburg dialects 
have a larger number of phonemes than SN. This becomes clear when looking at the phono-
logical spelling rules developed by Notten (1983), see Dumoulin and Coumans (1986) for an 
overview. Notten distinguishes 18 different vowels, five of which do not exist in SN and 18 
diphthongs, ten of which do not exist in SN. There are also two extra consonants. Many of 
these phonemes are different from those of other local Limburg dialects. Typical for the 
dialect of Maastricht, for example, is the pronunciation of SN [sx] as [ƒ] at the beginning of a 
word. Furthermore the SN diphthongs /ει/ and /œy/ are pronounced as long monophthongs. 
Also, like all the dialects of the southern part of the Dutch language area, /χ/ is pronounced as 
[Y ], and /r/ is pronounced gutturally. 
The Maastricht dialect also has its own vocabulary with many words that do not exist in 
the standard language. Both German and French have had a great influence on the Maastricht 
dialect. Dumoulin and Coumans (1986) give examples of words which have been borrowed 
from these two languages. A dictionary of the Maastricht dialect was compiled by Endepols 
(1955). Furthermore, a great number of morphological forms are found that are typical of the 
Maastricht dialect and of the Limburg dialects in general. These are found in the formation 
and conjugation of all word classes (see Dumoulin and Coumans 1986 and Notten 1988 for 
examples). 
All the dialects spoken in Limburg are known for their lilting intonation, which might, at 
least partly, be caused by the lexical tones. According to van Ginneken (1931) speakers from 
Limburg are easily recognised by their intonation which is stereotyped by a rising voice in 
declarative sentences while SN only uses a rising voice in questions. Along with the 
characteristic intonation the lengthened vowels are mentioned as the most typical aspect of 
the Limburg dialects (Dols 1942-1946, Notten 1988). 
Notten (1988) gives an extensive overview of the literature concerning the Limburg 
dialects, including the dialect of Maastricht. Just as the dialects of the Hague and Bedum (see 
above) the dialect of Maastricht is included in the RND (Blancquaert, Claessens, Goffin and 
Stevens 1962). 
• Language varieties in Belgium: 
5. Standard Dutch in Belgium (SB). Like SN this is the variety which is spoken by educated 
people and used in the educational system as well as in national television and radio 
broadcasting. In Flanders many people speak a dialect besides SB. SB is the variant with the 
least dialect interference and is used in formal situations. The speakers of this variety intend 
to speak as 'correctly' as possible, and SN has long served as a model to accomplish this and 
often still does (van de Velde 1996). 
It is quite easy to hear whether a speaker of Standard Dutch is from the Netherlands or 
from Belgium, even after one single sentence. According to Willemyns (1987) the difference 
between the two varieties is not very strong at the levels of syntax, morphology, and lexicon. 
However, Haeseryn (1996) gives an overview of a large number of morphological and 
syntactic differences between Dutch as spoken in Belgium and Dutch as spoken in the 
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Netherlands. If SB is compared with SN as spoken in the Randstad a number of differences 
are found at the phonetic/phonological level (Goossens 1973, Willemyns 1987). Table 3.3 
lists some of these differences. 
However, as Willemyns notes, all these characteristics are also present in the Standard 
Dutch spoken in the south of the Netherlands, and accordingly he concludes that the 
difference which can be heard between the two standard languages is first of all a difference 
in intonation and rhythm. Also, van der Wal (1994) claims the intonation of Flanders to be so 
typical that the origin of a speaker can be recognised even after one single word. According to 
native listeners, on the other hand, the segmental level is most important for the differentia­
tion between the standard languages (Knops 1984, Hagen 1980), but prosody and vocabulary 
are also mentioned as important cues (see Section 2.4.2). Native listeners found syntactic 
structure to be the least important cue for the difference between the two standard languages. 
Table 3 J Some characteristics pronunciations of SB compared with SN. 
SB 
no diphthongisation of /е./ and /o./ 
bilabial pronunciation of hi/ 
no devoicing of/ν/, /ζ/, /γ/, and /3/ 
[sxr] not changed 
SN 
diphthongisation of /е./ and /0./ 
labiodental pronunciation of /υ/ 
devoicing of/ν/, /ζ/, /γ/, and /3/ 
[sxr] becomes [sr] 
6. Uitbergen. Uitbergen is a village (1,200 inhabitants) in East Flanders, east of Ghent and on 
the northern shore of the river Scheldt. Uitbergen is situated at the eastern border of the 
transition zone between East Flemish and Brabants (see Figure 3.1). The dialect has never 
been investigated by linguists or dialectologists, but the speakers themselves have the 
impression that their dialect is very different from the dialects of the surrounding villages. 
This difference could be explained by the isolated position the village has occupied. The 
Scheldt is quite broad (65 metre) at the place where Uitbergen is situated, there is no industry, 
the feudal system lasted until after the second world war and the community has been a very 
closed one until recently. In any event, it is clear that the dialect differs at all levels from the 
other varieties investigated. The intonation of the dialects of East Flanders is described as 
'annoying' by speakers of other dialect groups in Flanders (Boets en de Schutter 1977). 
3.2.2 Speakers 
For each of the six language varieties six to eight speakers were recorded. They were all 
acquaintances of the interviewers, who were themselves speakers of the language varieties in 
question and had lived in the places where the language varieties are spoken for most of their 
lives. 
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A number of studies have found sex differences in intonation patterns (Brend 1975, 
Pellowe and Jones 1978, Thome, Kramarae and Henley 1983, Guy, Horvath, Vonwiller, 
Daisley and Rogers 1986, McConnell-Ginet 1988, Britain 1992, Douglas-Cowie, Cowie and 
Rahilly 1995). Also, research has shown that the pronunciation of men is often more dialectal 
than that of women of the same age and from the same social group (Wolfram 1969, Trudgill 
1974, Brouwer 1989). So, the judged distance to SN of a variety or the degree to which it is 
identified, may be influenced by the sex of the speakers. Inclusion of speakers of both sexes 
would have resulted in excessively lengthy experiments. For these reasons we opted for male 
speakers. 
In order to get a homogeneous group we did not want the speakers to differ too much in 
age. Since we wanted to investigate the language varieties in their contemporary usage it was 
decided not to include older people. Also, research has shown that young speakers tend to use 
little dialect, which is particularly true for the regional dialects. Examples of this tendency 
have been shown by Taeldeman (1991) for Flanders, Hoppenbrouwers (1990) for the dialects 
of Valkenswaard and Westerhoven (North Brabant) and Wierenga (1984, see Hoppen-
brouwers 1990) for Groningen. For this reason young speakers were also excluded from our 
study. So, we included only speakers from the middle age group, where the dialect use has 
been stabilised as much as possible. The ages of the speakers varied between 27 and 45 with 
an average of 37. 
The speakers from Bedum, Maastricht, The Hague, and Uitbergen had all been bom and 
raised locally. In addition, at least one parent of each speaker was raised in the same place. 
The speakers of SN were selected from a list of SN speakers used in a previous investigation 
(van Rie and van Bezooijen 1995a). In that study, five judges with professional experience 
evaluated spontaneous speech fragments as to standardness (degree of SN), both globally and 
suprasegmentally, on a 10-point scale, scale position 10 being 'perfect' Standard Dutch and 1 
being non-Standard Dutch. For our study, we selected six speakers who had achieved high 
scores on both scales. The scores for global standardness were all at least 7.8, with an average 
of 8.4. The scores for the suprasegmental standardness were all at least 9.2, with an average 
of 9.4. The Belgian interviewer informally judged the speakers of SB to be good 
representatives of this language variety. 
3.2.3 Interview 
The material was collected during an interview consisting of three parts. The first part con-
sisted of a questionnaire, the second part of spontaneous speech and the final part of read 
speech (20 sentences). Since at a later stage we decided not to use the read speech we will not 
give a detailed description of the nature ofthat material. The first two parts will be described 
below. 
Questionnaire 
The first part of the interview consisted of a number of questions about the language back-
ground, age, and social class of the speaker. These questions were asked in order to make sure 
that the speakers met the criteria as formulated in Section 3.2.2. 
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Spontaneous speech 
In the second part spontaneous speech was collected. We found it important to base our 
research on spontaneous speech rather than read speech, since it can be expected that the 
segmental and prosodie features of this kind of speech are more varied and more typical of 
the language variety in question. Many sociolinguistic studies have shown that people use 
more standard variants of phonemes when reading out a text than when speaking spon-
taneously (Labov 1972a, Trudgill 1974). Remez, Rubin and Nygaard (1986) and Blaauw 
(1995) found less variation in the intonation of read speech than in that of spontaneous 
speech. Also, Cruttenden (1986) assumed stylistic variation in the intonation of all languages 
and dialects. A disadvantage of the use of spontaneous speech is that the verbal and prosodie 
information contained in each fragment is different. This is compensated by the use of the 
three most representative fragments for each language variety (see Section 3.3) which 
enlarges the chance that the material is representative of the six language varieties with regard 
to the prosodie and verbal information. 
With the aim of eliciting spontaneous speech the interviewer, using the language variety 
in question, asked the following four questions (here in an English translation): 
1. How would you feel about it if the government decided to introduce car-free 
Sundays? 
2. What sport do you absolutely dislike or like, and why? 
3. Describe a good film or a good television program you have seen recently. 
4. Do you consider it important to eat healthily? Do you eat healthily yourself? 
What food do you like most? 
With these questions we hoped to be able to collect a fair amount of natural, spontaneous 
speech that was socially and geographically marked as little as possible as to contents. 
Question 4 had been used successfully in earlier research (Biemans and van Bezooijen 1995, 
van Rie and van Bezooijen 1995a). The speakers were instructed to answer as elaborately as 
possible. Some speakers had to be stimulated by the interviewer to do so by means of addi-
tional questions about the same four subjects. 
3.2.4 Recordings 
In order to create a situation in which it was natural for the speakers to speak their own 
language variety, the recordings were made by interviewers who were themselves speakers of 
the language variety in question. In most cases the recordings took place in the speakers' 
homes, which also contributed to the naturalness of the communicative situation. Speakers 
and interviewers were instructed to keep using the language variety during the whole 
recording session which lasted on average 20 minutes for each speaker. All the recordings 
were digital, made with a Sony portable DAT recorder and a Sennheiser directional 
condensator microphone type MKH 415T. Special attention was paid to avoid possible 
interference from background noise. The recordings were generally of a good quality. 
Spontaneous and read speech was recorded for a total of 45 speakers: 8 speakers each for 
the Bedum, The Hague, Maastricht, and SB varieties and 7 speakers for the Uitbergen variety 
(the eighth speaker did not show up for the interview). The recording for one speaker from 
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The Hague was technically faulty and one speaker of the Bedum dialect produced too little 
speech. For the SN variety we made recordings of 6 representative speakers from the study of 
van Rie and Bezooijen (1995a). 
3.3 Selection of fragments and speakers 
Only 3 speakers per language variety were eventually included in the study, since more 
speakers would have caused the experiments to be too lengthy. The selection was achieved as 
follows First, we selected one spontaneous and one read speech fragment per speaker on the 
basis of the criteria described in Section 3.3.1. Next, these fragments were used to select the 6 
speakers most representative of the language variety in question (for SN we already had 6 
representative speakers). Finally, these speech fragments were used to judge reading ability 
and voice quality of the speakers. These judgements were used to select the 3 speakers per 
variety to be included in our study. Details of the exact selection procedure are given in 
Section 3.3.1 (selection of fragments) and section 3.3.2 (selection of speakers). 
3.3.1 Selection of fragments 
The first step was to select a spontaneous and a read speech fragment for each of the 43 
speakers. We decided on a length of 15 to 20 seconds for each fragment. This decision was 
mainly motivated by practical reasons, this being the maximum length if the total duration of 
the experiment was to be kept within a reasonable amount of time. A longer experiment 
might have been tiresome for the listeners, which might have caused them to lose concen-
tration. In the study by Ohala and Gilbert (1980), discussed in Section 2.4.1, no significant 
differences were found between the percentages correct identification of short delexicalised 
passages (10 seconds) and long passages (15 to 25 seconds). In the light of these findings 15 
to 20 seconds as a basis for the judgements would seem to suffice. 
The spontaneous speech fragments were selected from the answers given to the four questions 
in the second part of the interview (see Section 3.2.3). In selecting the fragments, three 
criteria were applied: neutral semantic content, fluency, and neutral emotion. 
Firstly, the fragments had to be geographically and socially neutral as to content. This 
means that they should not contain any semantic information which would allow the listeners 
to identify the language variety spoken by the speaker. Two judges independently assessed 
the semantic neutrality of the fragments on the basis of a written version. They were asked to 
indicate whether they found any contents which might unveil the language background of the 
speaker. Only fragments which were judged to be neutral by both judges were used for 
further investigation. 
Secondly, as far as possible fragments containing discontinuities such as hesitations, 
unfinished sentences, and interruptions were excluded. These might be associated by the 
listeners with certain varieties, since speakers with a high education might be expected to 
express themselves more fluently than speakers with a lower education. Furthermore, 
fragments with discontinuities will contain less speech than fluent fragments, which would 
make comparison of the judgements obtained in the experiments more difficult. 
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Thirdly, the fragments were selected to be emotionally neutral. We know from the work 
of Labov (see for example Labov 1972a) that pronunciation varies from standard to dialectal 
as the speaking style changes from very formal to casual. Labov assumes that speech is most 
casual, or in his words, closest to the vernacular, when the speaker gets emotional. For this 
reason we deemed it important to keep the emotional level as constant as possible in our 
material. In practice, it turned out that we did not have to exclude any fragments on the basis 
of this criterion, since none of the speakers were emotional during the interview. 
The fragments were chosen without any specific attention to their prosodie or verbal 
properties. The fragments were thus not selected for their having dialect specific features. In 
this respect they were random samples. 
Table 3.4 Mean judgements for representativeness. The dialect speakers were judged on a scale from 
1 (not dialectal) to 10 (dialectal) and the speakers of the standard languages were judge on a scale 
from 1 (not SN/SB) to 10 (SS/SB). The results are presented separately for read and spontaneous 
fragments, and averaged over the two. For the SN speakers we used earlier judgements of spon­
taneous fragments. An asterisk (*) indicates the six most representative speakers per language 
variety. These were selected for further evaluation. 
language variety 
SN 
Bedum 
read 
spont, 
mean 
The Hague 
read 
spont 
mean 
Maastricht 
read 
spont 
mean 
SB 
read 
spont 
mean 
Uitbergen 
read 
spont 
mean 
speaker 
1 
• 
8.4 
* 
5.7 
6.7 
6.2 
• 
9.3 
9.0 
9.2 
* 
8.7 
6.0 
7.4 
5.0 
5.8 
5.4 
* 
9.0 
7.7 
8.4 
2 
* 
9.1 
6.3 
5.0 
5.7 
* 
7.7 
6.3 
7.0 
Φ 
4.7 
6.7 
5.7 
* 
7.3 
6.5 
6.9 
* 
9.0 
8.0 
8.5 
3 
* 
7.9 
* 
8.7 
8.3 
8.5 
* 
5.7 
6.3 
6.0 
» 
7.7 
8.3 
8.0 
* 
7.3 
7.3 
7.3 
* 
6.7 
6.0 
6.4 
4 
• 
9.0 
* 
6.0 
6.7 
6.4 
* 
7.3 
6.7 
7.0 
* 
7.0 
6.7 
6.9 
* 
6.5 
6.0 
6.3 
* 
7.7 
6.7 
7.2 
5 
* 
7.8 
* 
9.0 
9.7 
9.4 
3.0 
4.0 
3.5 
3.3 
3.0 
3.2 
* 
6.0 
8.0 
7.0 
* 
5.3 
8.0 
6.7 
6 
* 
8.5 
* 
6.7 
8.0 
7.4 
* 
6.0 
3.3 
4.7 
Φ 
7.3 
7.3 
7.3 
6.3 
5.8 
6.1 
Φ 
7.7 
8.7 
8.2 
7 
Φ 
8.3 
6.0 
7.2 
Φ 
5.3 
4.7 
5.0 
3.0 
3.7 
3.4 
Φ 
7.5 
7.0 
7.3 
8.0 
4.0 
6.0 
8 
Φ 
7.7 
9.0 
8.4 
Φ 
7.0 
7.0 
7.0 
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3.3.2 Selection of speakers 
Once a read and a spontaneous fragment had been selected for each speaker, the next step was 
to reduce the number of speakers to six per language variety. This was done on the basis of 
the representativeness of the speakers' accents. Next, from these six speakers three were 
selected on the basis of their reading ability and voice quality. Below these three criteria will 
be discussed in more detail. 
Selection of the most representative speakers 
All recorded speakers of each language variety were judged for the degree to which they 
spoke the language variety in question. The judges were three language specialists for each 
language variety (four for SB) raised in the places where the varieties were spoken and with 
good knowledge of the language variety in question. For the four dialects they were asked to 
judge the spontaneous and the read fragments from their own language variety on a scale 
from 1 (not dialectal) to 10 (dialectal). The two standard languages were judged on a scale 
from 1 (not SN/SB) to 10 (SN/SB). (For the SN speakers earlier judgements of spontaneous 
fragments were used, see Section 3.2.2). In Table 3.4 the mean judgements for read and 
spontaneous fragments and the mean judgements over the two speaking styles are given for 
each speaker. For each variety, the six speakers with the highest mean scores were selected 
(indicated with an asterisk in Table 3.4) and these were subsequently evaluated for reading 
ability and voice quality. 
Reading ability 
At the point in time when the selection of the fragments were made we intended to include 
read as well as spontaneous speech in the listening experiments. For this reason the reading 
ability of the speakers was judged and used when selecting the speakers. Since the reading 
ability of a speaker might influence the judgement of the language variety by the listeners it 
was decided to exclude poor readers from the investigation. Poor reading ability might be 
associated with a low level of education and subsequently with some of the varieties. Reading 
ability was judged on a scale from 0 (normal reading ability) to 4 (poor reading ability) by the 
same two experienced listeners who also judged voice quality. Speakers who were judged to 
have a reading ability of 0 or 1 were considered acceptable readers, but those with scores of 2, 
3 and 4 were considered unacceptable readers (see below). 
Voice quality 
It is known that the voice quality of speakers differs between language communities, social 
groups, and age groups. Van Bezooijen (1985) described the voice quality of 32 speakers 
from Amsterdam in the west of the Netherlands and 32 speakers of the dialect of Nijmegen in 
the east of the Netherlands. The speakers were from different age groups and different social 
groups. Speakers from the high social group and older speakers were found to use a more 
creaky voice than the low social group and the young speakers2. Also, Trudgill (1974) and 
Van Bezooijen (198S) also found differences in nasality. However, some caution is in place since it 
cannot be excluded that nasality is a segmental rather than a voice quality characteristic of some language 
varieties and languages (cf. French). 
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Esling (1978) reported differences in creaky voice qualities between different language 
varieties and social classes in the United Kingdom, as well as differences in harshness and 
tenseness. We do not know whether any voice quality features are characteristic of or 
associated with the different language varieties examined in the present study. However, the 
studies discussed above clearly indicate that such relationships may exist and we did not want 
to take the risk that listeners would use extreme differences in voice quality correctly or 
incorrectly when judging and identifying the fragments, thus distorting the effect of verbal 
and prosodie cues. The voice quality of the speakers was therefore judged on five scales as 
shown in Table 3.5, allowing us to discard the speakers with the most deviant voices. 
The method of describing voice quality is based on the system developed by Laver 
(Laver 1980, Laver, Wirz, MacKenzie and Hiller 1981). In this system, voice quality (in a 
wide sense) is described on six-point scales. Scale positions 1 to 3 represent normal, non-
pathological speech and scale positions 4 to 6 represent pathological speech. Following van 
Bezooijen (1985) and excluding the nasality scale (see note 2), we made a description of the 
voice quality of all speakers on five scales (see below). Since no pathological speech was 
included in our material, we changed the three scale positions for pathological speech into 
one scale position (4). Furthermore, two types of scales were used: nine-point scales and five-
point scales. The nine-point scales concern features (tenseness and sonorousness) which are 
always present in speech and which can vary in degree. The five-point scales are concerned 
with voice quality features (whisper, harshness, and creak) which may be absent from speech 
In those cases where these features are present, the degree may vary. 
Table 3.5 The five scales used for the judgements of the voice qualities The area between the 
vertical lines is considered more or less 'normal' The positions on the scales should be interpreted 
as follows 
0 Point of reference, the neutral position 
1, 2 Moderate degrees of the feature 
3 Extreme degree of the feature, but not yet pathological 
4 Pathological 
tense 
not 
sonorous 
4 
4 
3 
3 
VOICE QUALITY 
2 
2 
1 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
whispery 
harsh 
creaky 
relaxed 
sonorous 
For the voice quality judgements, the spontaneous fragments of 15 to 20 seconds for the 6 
remaining speakers of each of the six language varieties, each repeated three times with a 
pause of 3 seconds between consecutive fragments, were copied randomly onto tape. The 
same procedure was adopted for the read sentences. The two tapes were presented to two 
experienced judges who were trained to make this particular kind of description. They were 
asked to judge all the fragments on the five scales (Table 3.5) without consulting each other. 
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In 63 percent of the cases they gave identical scores, in 36 percent of the cases the scores 
differed by one scale position, and in 1 percent of the cases (5 times) the scores differed by 
two scale positions. 
Final selection of speakers 
We would have preferred to exclude all speakers with extreme scores on the voice quality 
scales (scores 3 or 4), either in the read or spontaneous condition, and reading ability (scores 
2, 3, and 4) from further investigation. Applying this criterion would have resulted in 
excluding the following 11 speakers: 
SN: 
Bedum: 
The Hague: 
Maastricht: 
SB: 
Uitbergen: 
speaker 4, creaky (spontaneous) 3 
none 
speaker 1, reading ability 2 
speaker 6, reading ability 2 
speaker 7, reading ability 2.5 
speaker 1, creaky (spontaneous and read) 3 
speaker 2, reading ability 2 
speaker 4, whispery (spontaneous) 3 
none 
speaker 2, reading ability 2.5 
speaker 3, reading ability 3 
speaker 5, reading ability 2 
speaker 6, reading ability 2.5 
To obtain three experimental speakers for each language variety, three speakers from each 
language variety had to be excluded. As can be seen above, too many speakers from Uit-
bergen would be excluded on the basis of the criteria defined above. For this reason we 
decided to retain speaker 5 even though his reading ability is not sufficient. On the other 
hand, too few Bedum, SB, and SN speakers can be excluded on the basis of the voice quality 
and reading ability judgements. From these three groups the three speakers who were judged 
the best speakers of their own language variety were selected for further investigation. Thus, 
only three speakers have been excluded because of a deviant voice quality. 
To provide an impression of the nature of the fragments used for the perception experiments 
of Chapters 4, 5, and 6 we present all 18 spontaneous fragments in Dutch orthography, in an 
English translation, and in a phonetic transcription according to the IPA tradition in Appendix 
A. 
An overview of the level of education and the age of the selected speakers is given in 
Appendix B. The mean level of education of the 18 selected speakers was calculated on a 
scale from 1 (primary education not completed) to 10 (postgraduate education)3. 
'This scale was developed at ITS at the University of Nijmegen for a longitudinal study of social and 
cultural developments in the Netherlands (SOCON). 
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3.4 Manipulations 
The listening experiments aimed at investigating he relative role played by verbal (syntax, 
lexicon, morphology, and segmental phonetics/phonology) and prosodie information for the 
perceived divergence and identification of six Dutch language varieties. To this purpose a 
method had to be found that enables us to independently investigate the verbal and the 
prosodie level. We can think of two methods which could be used to do this. Both methods 
are experimental, i.e. one variable is varied while the other variables are kept as constant as 
possible. In this way a connection between cause and effect can be established. 
In the first method the same fragment is read out in dialect and SN. The two fragments 
are then manipulated to get the following four versions (crossed design): 
1. Original SN fragment (SN verbal information and SN prosody) 
2. Original dialect fragment (dialect verbal information and dialect prosody) 
3. Fragment with SN verbal information and dialect prosody 
4. Fragment with dialect verbal information and SN prosody 
If listeners are asked to judge the manipulated as well as the original fragments on a scale 
from 'Standard Dutch' to 'not Standard Dutch', conclusions about the distances of the 
different varieties to SN at the prosodie and the verbal level can be drawn. Furthermore one 
can gain insight into the relative importance of verbal and prosodie information for the 
perceived divergence of the different language varieties. A problem with this method is that 
only read material can be used since it is virtually impossible to collect the same spontaneous 
sentences for a number of different language varieties. 
The second method, the one used in the present research, employs two manipulations of 
the original fragments: either verbal information or intonation is removed from the speech 
signal. The two manipulated versions as well as the original version of the fragments from 
different language varieties and SN are presented to a group of listeners. They are asked to 
judge the distances of the different language varieties in the three versions to SN or to 
identify the language varieties. It is now possible to investigate the role of prosody for the 
perceived divergence and identification of the different language varieties by comparing the 
scores of the Original' fragments with the scores of fragments where verbal information has 
been removed, since these fragments contain prosody only. The same can be done for the 
verbal level by comparing the Original' fragments with fragments where intonation has been 
removed, since these fragments contain only verbal information (as well as duration and 
loudness, see below). It is furthermore possible to compare the role of verbal information 
with that of prosody in perception of divergence and in identification of language varieties. If, 
for example, the distance of a language variety to SN is judged to be smaller for fragments 
with 'prosody only' than for fragments with 'verbal information only', it can be concluded 
that verbal information is more important for the divergence of this language variety than 
prosody. An advantage of this method is that it is possible to use spontaneous material, since 
it is not necessary to compare the same fragments for each language variety. It is important 
for the comparison of language varieties to use spontaneous speech, since more regional 
variation and more dialectal speech can be expected in this type of speech (see Section 3.2.3). 
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In the listening experiments described in the subsequent chapters each of the 18 fragments (6 
language varieties χ 3 speakers) was presented in three different versions: 
1. 'Prosody only'. By means of electronic delexicalisation the verbal information 
is removed from the signal. The prosody (pitch contour, segmental durations, 
and loudness contour) can still be heard. 
2. 'Verbal information only'. By means of electronic monotonisation the 
intonation is removed from the signal. Verbal information is maintained. 
3. 'Original'. This version has the original prosodie and verbal information, but is 
processed in the same way as the version with 'verbal information only'. 
In all three versions the segmental structure can still be distinguished to some degree. If one 
were to investigate the role which duration plays for the divergence and identification of the 
dialects, additional versions would have to be made with both the intonation and verbal 
information removed (see Table 3.7). The only information left would be some segmental 
organisation. Since we expected it to be impossible for the listeners to perform the divergence 
and identification task on the basis of stimuli with so little information, we decided not to 
include this version in the experiment. Also Cohen and 't Hart 1970 showed that listeners 
were not able to detect the input language (English or Dutch) by virtue of temporal cues only 
(see Section 2.4.1). 
Table 3.7 Overview of the information in the three versions. A version with segmental organisation 
only was not included in the material. 
+ intonation 
• intonation 
+ segmental information 
original 
verbal information only 
- segmental information 
prosody only 
(segmental organisation only) 
The fragments which were to be manipulated were stored on computer disk (sampling 
frequency 10 kHz, 12 bits). The fundamental frequency was measured by subharmonic 
summation (Hermes 1988). 
3.4.1 Delexicalised version - 'prosody only' 
There are several different ways of making speech unintelligible while at the same time 
preserving the prosody. A few possibilities will be discussed below. 
Low-pass filtering is the method of delexicalisation which has been used most frequently 
(Lehiste 1979, Kreiman 1982, Schaffer 1983, 1984, van Els and de Bot 1987, and Swerts 
1994). All high frequencies are removed from the speech signal in this method. Traditionally, 
the filtering is done analogically, but nowadays computer manipulations can be used. The 
main disadvantage of low-pass filtering is that one cannot be completely sure that no traces of 
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segmental information are left in the signal which could reveal the language variety. An 
advantage is that global information on syllable structure is retained, which is very important 
since one of the differences in intonation across dialects might be the timing of pitch 
movements. Another advantage of this method is that it is more or less simulates a natural 
situation, since the result of low-pass filtering is quite similar to what one hears when 
someone is talking on the other side of a wall. It is therefore not difficult for the listeners to 
imagine that it could be real speech. 
A second method is one which is currently being developed at the Institute for Perception 
Research (IPO) in Eindhoven, the Netherlands (Smits and de Pijper 1994, Siegers 1996). It 
consists of a computer program which replaces vowels by other vowels and consonants by 
other consonants. Also, consonant clusters can be replaced by other consonant clusters. By 
applying this method the word 'prosodie' could be transformed into, e.g. 'plamamam'. The 
result is speech which sounds quite natural and is therefore relatively pleasant to listen to. The 
pronunciation of the original word is changed into meaningless sequences of phonemes, but 
the intonation and the segment duration remain unchanged. A disadvantage of the program is 
that the speech that is to be relexicalised must first be divided into segments before each 
segment can be replaced with another. Especially for dialects which might not be entirely 
intelligible to the person segmenting, mistakes might occur. This may influence the timing of 
the pitch movements, which, as mentioned above, might be an important aspect of dialect 
intonation. Another disadvantage of this method for the present investigation is the fact that 
the vowels and consonants which are used to replace the original segments will be SN 
segments (or segments from another language variety). Consequently the original dialect 
pronunciation is rendered more SN. The listeners will no longer be forced to use information 
about prosody only, but might base their judgement on the misleading segmental information 
as well. What they hear is speech containing contradictory information: the pronunciation 
sounds SN but the intonation does not. This might be confusing to the listeners. 
There are several other methods of delexicalisation. One method is the replacement of all 
voiceless parts of the signal by noise and all voiced segments by a periodic signal. It is also 
possible to delexicalise by setting the first and second formants to a fixed value or by spectral 
scrambling. Furthermore, Maidment (1976) used the method of recording the laryngograph 
signal of speakers. Finally, there is the method of spectral inversion (Blesser 1977). 
For our investigation the method of low-pass filtering seemed to be the most suitable 
one. Information about voiced and voiceless stretches of speech remains distinguishable, 
which means that some of the syllable structure is retained. Furthermore, listeners can 
imagine a natural situation, the risk of bias towards SN pronunciation is minimised, the 
degree of delexicalisation is equal for all language varieties, and the method is not time 
consuming. We experimented with different values for the filter and judged the results during 
an informal listening session. At 400 Hz it appeared to be possible to recognise certain 
segments, but at 350 Hz we found that this was no longer possible. At 300 Hz, on the other 
hand, the syllable structure became difficult to recognise. For this reason we decided to low-
pass filter the speech signal at 350 Hz, which is in line with common practice. Our filter 
caused all values above approximately 450 Hz to be attenuated with 50 dB. In Figure 3.2 the 
exact nature of the filter can be seen and in Figure 3.3 the result of the filtering of one of the 
Dutch fragments is shown. Van Els and de Bot (1987) also used 350 Hz, but their speakers 
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were women. Grover, Jamieson and Dobrovolsky (1987) used 480 Hz4 for men and Swerts 
(1994) 310 Hz (one male and two females). 
The delexicalisation was done by computer. In addition to the low-pass filtering, we also 
applied 70 Hz high-pass filtering in order to make sure that 50 Hz components which acci­
dentally might have been recorded were removed from the signal. 
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Figure 3.2 The characteristics of the filter used for the delexicalisation of the fragments. 
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Figure 3.3 A LTAS showing the result of the filtering of a Dutch fragment of IS seconds. 
In the article 4800 Hz is reported, but we assume that this is a printing error. 
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3.4.2 Monotonised version - 'verbal information only' 
The manipulations of the versions with 'verbal information only' were carried out with the 
program PSOLA (Moulines and Verfielst 1995). This program can manipulate pitch and 
duration. The quality of the result is generally better than that of resynthesis programs since 
manipulation is carried out directly on the waveform. 
The monotonised versions were made by changing the pitch contour into a flat line. This 
line was given no declination, since it is not known whether the use of declination differs 
across the Dutch language varieties. This possibility cannot be dismissed, since the role of 
declination is known to be different across languages and language varieties. Some Danish 
language varieties, for example, use declination slope to indicate different sentence types 
(Thorsen 1980), while this does not seem to be the case for English. The situation for Dutch 
is unclear. In the Dutch grammar of intonation ('t Hart, Collier and Cohen 1990) it is 
assumed that all sentences have the same degree of declination, but Gooskens and van 
Heuven (1995) and Haan, van Heuven, Pacilly and van Bezooijen (1997) have shown that, in 
Dutch too, declination slope might be used to indicate different sentence types. 
All fragments were monotonised at 109 Hz, which is the mean pitch of the three speakers 
of each language variety. 
3.4.3 'Original' version 
The original fragments were 'resynthesised' in the same way as the monotonised version on 
the basis of a sampling frequency of 10 kHz. This was done in order to eliminate any diffe-
rence in segmental quality between these two versions. In this way a possible effect can be 
attributed for certain to a difference in prosodie information. 
3.5 Summary 
This section summarises the methodological steps taken and the choices made in collecting, 
selecting, and manipulating the material used for the experiments reported in Chapters 4, 5, 
andò. 
Step 1: choice of six language varieties (Section 3.2.1) 
- Standard Dutch of the Netherlands (SN) 
- the dialect of Bedum 
- the dialect of The Hague 
- the dialect of Maastricht 
- Standard Dutch of Belgium (SB) 
- the dialect of Uitbergen 
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Step 2: choice of speakers (Section 3.2.2) 
- 6 to 8 speakers per language variety 
- male 
- between 27 and 48 years 
- born and raised in the places in question (for dialect speakers) or judged to be 
representative speakers of the variety (for the standard languages) 
Step 3: choice of speaking styles (Section 3.2.3) 
- spontaneous speech in own language variety elicited with four questions 
- read speech (22 sentences) to be realised in own variety (not used in the present 
experiments) 
Step 4: recording circumstances (Section 3.2.4) 
- dialect speaking interviewer 
- informal surroundings, mostly in the speaker's home 
- digital recordings with a directional condensator microphone 
Step 5: selection of spontaneous fragments (Section 3.3.1) 
- 15 to 20 seconds 
- geographically and socially neutral in content 
- no discontinuities 
- emotionally neutral 
- random choice as regards verbal and prosodie features 
Step 6: selection of speakers based on three criteria (Section 3.3.2) 
- representative for the language variety in question 
- good reading ability 
- normal voice quality 
Step 7: manipulation of selected fragments into three versions (Section 3.4) 
- 'prosody only' (delexicalised) 
- 'verbal information only' (monotonised) 
- 'original' (resynthesised) 

4. Divergence of Dutch language varieties as 
perceived by speakers of Standard Dutch 
4.1 Introduction 
In the previous chapter it was described how the material from six language varieties was 
collected, how fragments were selected, and finally how the fragments were manipulated. The 
three manipulated versions of spontaneous fragments served as a basis for the experiments on 
the perceived divergence and identification of Dutch language varieties described in Chapters 
4, 5 and 6. The listeners who participated in the experiment described in the present chapter 
were all speakers of Standard Dutch in the Netherlands (SN). On the basis of the results we 
will try to answer the two questions formulated below (see Section 2.3 for a discussion of the 
relevant literature). These questions are further refinements of research question A formulated 
in Section 1.4. Each of the two questions will be dealt with separately. 
1. What is the distance - as perceived by SN listeners - between five Dutch 
language varieties and Standard Dutch of the Netherlands (SN) at the verbal 
level (syntax, morphology, lexicon, and segmental phonetics/phonology) and at 
the prosodie level (Section 4.3.1)? 
2. To what degree does prosody play a role in the divergence of the six language 
varieties in comparison with verbal information, as perceived by SN listeners 
(Section 4.3.2)? 
In Section 2.3 we formulated the following hypotheses: 
1. Language varieties spoken in the periphery of the Dutch language area will be 
perceived as more divergent from SN than dialects spoken in the Randstad. 
2. Verbal information will play a more important role for the perceived divergence 
of language varieties than prosodie information. 
Section 4.2 describes the method used. In Section 4.3 the results will be presented and 
discussed in the light of the two research questions. In Section 4.4 we will compare our own 
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results with those of earlier studies on distances between Dutch language varieties. Finally, 
some general conclusions will be drawn (Section 4.5). 
4.2 Method 
4.2.1 Listeners 
In selecting the SN listeners our criterion was the degree to which they mastered SN. Short 
text passages read by 16 males and 16 females who considered themselves speakers of the 
standard language were recorded onto tape. Two trained listeners judged the degree of SN of 
the passages on a scale from 1 (not SN) to 10 (SN). The 12 men and 12 women with the 
highest scores were used as listeners in the experiment. These 24 listeners all had a score of at 
least 7 averaged over the two judges. The average over all listeners was 7.9. We included the 
same number of male and female listeners in order to make the group of listeners as 
representative as possible of the whole language variety. However, sex of the listeners will 
not be included as a variable in the analysis of the results. The listeners came from different 
regions of the Netherlands but not from the places (or their direct surroundings) where the 
three Dutch dialects under investigation (the dialects of Maastricht, Bedum, and The Hague) 
are spoken. This was done in order to avoid a bias in the results. For example, if we had 
included listeners from The Hague but not from Maastricht, the dialect of The Hague might 
have a greater chance of being correctly identified. The listeners were spread geographically 
as shown in Figure 4.1. 
Only students from universities or other higher educational institutions participated in the 
experiment. This selection ensured a homogeneous group of listeners who would not have too 
many difficulties in performing the task. The mean level of education on a scale from 1 
(lowest level) to 10 (highest level) was 9 (see Table 5.1). Students of Dutch and linguistics 
were excluded because their attitudes towards and knowledge of dialects may differ from 
those of laymen: a linguistic background or professional knowledge of Dutch varieties might 
have an effect on the judgements. 
The listeners were all between 19 and 26 years of age, the mean age being 22.9 years (see 
Table 5.1). 
4.2.2 Questionnaire 
Before listening to the stimuli the listeners were asked to fill out a written questionnaire. Thus 
we obtained data that we hoped would enable us to explain some of the results of the listening 
experiment (see Table 5.1 and Figures 5.3, 5.5, 6.9, and 6.10). The questionnaire consisted of 
four kinds of questions: 
1. Questions about the listeners' individual characteristics, such as language 
background, age, education, and profession. 
2. Questions concerning changes in their own language variety during the last 
generations. 
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3. Questions about their familiarity with language varieties as spoken in all of the 
Dutch and Flemish provinces and in the major cities. 
4. Questions about the extent to which they thought that language varieties in all 
the Dutch and Flemish provinces and in the major cities are characterised by 
different features (syntax, lexicon, morphology, segmental phonetics/phonology, 
and intonation). 
The questionnaire is given in an English translation in Appendix С 
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Figure 4.1 Map of the Netherlands showing the geographical distribution of the 24 SN listeners The 
circles indicate the places (and their direct surroundings) where the three Dutch dialects under 
investigation (Bedum, The Hague, and Maastricht) are spoken. 
4.2.3 Procedure 
After the filling out of the questionnaire, the listening experiment took place. The fragments 
(of 15 to 20 seconds each) were presented in three blocks ('original', 'verbal information 
only', and 'prosody only'), with fragments randomised within each block. Presentation of all 
fragments in all three versions randomised within one block might have affected the 
judgements: manipulated fragments might be judged as less standard than the Original' 
fragments because the manipulation made them sound less natural than the Original' 
fragments, possibly giving rise to less standard judgements. By presenting the three versions 
in different blocks the listeners were forced to make their judgements on the basis of other 
aspects of the speech signal than naturalness, since all fragments within one block had been 
manipulated in the same way. We assumed that the listeners would keep using the judgement 
scale in the same way during the judgements of the three versions otherwise no comparisons 
could be made between the blocks. 
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The block with Original' fragments was presented last, this block containing both verbal 
and prosodie information, one of which is left out in the other blocks. If the 'original' version 
had been presented before one of the other blocks, the listeners might have transferred 
information gathered from this block to their judgements for the other blocks. There were two 
presentation orders: in sequence A the monotonous fragments were presented first while in 
sequence В the delexicalised fragments were presented first. Half of the listeners (six male 
and six female listeners) listened to the 54 fragments (6 language varieties, 3 speakers, and 3 
versions) in sequence A and the other half in sequence B. 
Within each block the fragments were randomly ordered. For each version the random 
order in sequence В was a minor image ofthat in sequence A. Below an overview of the two 
sequences is given: 
sequence Л 
1.18 fragments with 'verbal information only', order a 
2.18 fragments with 'prosody only', order a 
3.18 'original' fragments, order a 
sequence В 
1.18 fragments with 'prosody only', order a - mirrored 
2. 18 fragments with 'verbal information only', order a - mirrored 
3. 18 Original' fragments, order a - mirrored 
Each of the blocks was preceded by six practice fragments, one each from the six language 
varieties, so that the listeners could get used to the task. These practice fragments were made 
up of fragments by speakers who had been excluded during the speaker selection (see Section 
3.3.2). Fragments were separated by pauses of 3 seconds. After every sixth fragment there 
was a beep which was also indicated on the score form. In this way it was possible for the 
listeners to check whether they were filling in their judgements at the correct place on the 
score form. 
The listeners were asked to judge each fragment as for degree of SN on a scale from 1 
(dialect) to 10 (SN as spoken on the Dutch newscast). The listening experiment lasted 20 
minutes. All stimuli were presented to the listeners individually or in small groups via 
headphones. The listeners were paid for their participation. 
4.3 Results and discussion 
The results will be discussed in two different sections. Section 4.3.1 presents the results 
pertaining to research question 1 (see Section 4.1) and Section 4.3.2 those pertaining to 
research question 2. 
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4.3.1 The perceived distance between the Dutch language varieties and 
Standard Dutch at the verbal level and at the prosodie level 
First an analysis of variance was carried out with the fixed factors 'language variety' (SN, 
Maastricht, Bedum, The Hague, SB, and Uitbergen) and 'version' ('original', 'verbal 
information only', and 'prosody only') and with the random factor 'speaker', nested under 
'language variety'. The dependent variable was scores averaged over the 24 SN listeners. The 
results of the analysis of variance are presented in Table 4.1. Significance was tested using 
the degrees of freedom corrected according to Huynh-Feldt, as customary in repeated 
measures designs (Rietveld and van Hout 1993). This is a stricter way of testing than with the 
uncorrected degrees of freedom. The degrees of freedom given in Table 4.1, however, are 
uncorrected, since this is the common way of presenting them and since this permits to derive 
the number of levels of the factor at issue. The level of significance for all factors and 
interactions was set at .01. 
As can be seen in Table 4.1, the effect of'language variety' is significant at the .01 level, 
which means that the six language varieties have been judged to be significantly different. 
The effect of 'version' is not significant, but the interaction between 'language variety' and 
'version' is. 
Table 4.1 Results of the analysis of variance of the degree of SN score (averaged over the 24 SN 
listeners) with the fixed factors 'language variety' and 'version' and the random factor 'speaker' 
(nested under 'language variety '). 
language variety 
version 
language variety by version 
df 
5,115 
2,46 
10,230 
F-ratio 
134.66* 
1.57 
41.54* 
•p< .01 
In Figure 4.2 the mean scores of the three speakers per language variety over all 24 listeners 
are presented, broken down for the three versions and in Table 4.2 the exact mean scores are 
presented in tabular form. The standard deviations are also given in Table 4.2. For each 
version a post hoc analysis (Tukey-HSD procedure) was carried out to see which language 
varieties were judged to be significantly different from each other at the .05 level'. In Figure 
4.2 the groups of language varieties which were not judged to be significantly different are 
marked by means of square brackets. The results for the 'original' version and for the 'verbal 
information only' version are almost identical and will therefore be discussed together. The 
results of the version with 'prosody only' are quite different from the other two versions and 
will be discussed separately. 
1
 The Tukey-HSD procedure can only be carried out at the .05 level in SPSSX. For this reason the level of 
significance was set at .05 for the post hoc analyses while for other analyses the level was set at .01. 
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Figure 4.2 Mean judgements (averaged over speakers and listeners) per language variety (1 = 
dialect, 10 = SN) broken down for version. Brackets indicate (groups of) language varieties that 
were not judged to be significantly different (p < .05). 
Table 4.2 Mean judgements (averaged over speakers and listeners) on a scale from I (dialect) to 10 
(SN). Between brackets the standard deviations are given. 
language variety 
SN 
Bedum 
The Hague 
Maastricht 
SB 
Uitbergen 
Original' 
8.90(1.19) 
2.10(1.11) 
4.54(1.48) 
2.42(1.26) 
6.08(1.54) 
1.75 (.79) 
'verbal inf. 
only' 
8.60(1.24) 
2.15 (.99) 
4.17(1.30) 
2.50(1.29) 
6.04(1.44) 
1.65 (.72) 
'prosody 
only' 
5.82(1.45) 
3.87(1.24) 
4.33 (1.06) 
4.53(1.42) 
4.72(1.51) 
3.51(1.67) 
'Original' and 'verbal information only' 
It is clear from Figure 4.2 that the judgements of the 'original' version and the 'verbal 
information only' version are very similar. A post hoc analysis (Tukey-HSD procedure) also 
showed that for none of the language varieties there was a significant difference in the 
judgements of the Original' and the 'verbal information only' version. The listeners clearly 
do not judge the distance of the different language varieties differently when they hear no 
intonation than when intonation is present. Apparently, not hearing any intonation does not 
affect the perceived distance. 
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Four groups of varieties can be distinguished in the Original' version and in the 'verbal 
information only' version. The dialects of Uitbergen, Bedum, and Maastricht form one group. 
These three dialects are judged to be most different from 'ideal' SN (scale position 10). The 
judged distance is approximately eight scale positions. The dialect of The Hague and the two 
standard languages constitute three separate groups. SB and the dialect of The Hague are 
placed in the middle of the scale (four scale positions and five and a half scale positions from 
'ideal' SN, respectively). SN itself is judged to be closest to 'ideal' SN, with a distance of 
approximately one scale position. These results are in accordance with our expectations on 
the basis of the literature (see Section 3.2.1), the standard languages being closest to 'ideal' 
SN, the three dialects from the geographical periphery being judged as most different from 
'ideal' SN and the dialect of The Hague, spoken in the Randstad, judged to occupy an 
intermediate position. 
We can think of several reasons why the SN fragments have not been judged to be 'ideal' 
SN (scale position 10). Firstly, the listeners may have had an even more typical representative 
of SN in mind as a point of reference when judging the fragments. This explanation is quite 
plausible in view of the fact that the SN speakers, when originally judged for their degree of 
SN, were also not judged to be perfect speakers of this variety. On a scale from 1 (not SN) to 
10 (SN) the three speakers who were selected (speakers 1,2, and 6) were judged 8.4, 9.1, and 
8.5 (see Table 3.4). Furthermore, the listeners might not have used the whole scale because 
they wanted to reserve some space in case there was still a fragment to come that sounded 
even more SN-like. Finally, the listeners may have avoided scale position 10 because they 
were not absolutely sure about their judgements. 
As can be seen in Table 4.2, there are clear differences in the standard deviations, i.e. the 
extent to which the judgements cluster together. The highest standard deviations are observed 
for the dialect of The Hague and SB. This could point to little agreement between the 
listeners compared with the judgements of the dialects of Uitbergen, Bedum, Maastricht, and 
SN. However, since these language varieties have all been judged at the extreme ends of the 
scale, the smaller standard deviation may also be due to a ceiling effect: the listeners simply 
could not have given more extreme scores, even if they had wanted to. 
'Prosody only 
It can be deduced from Figure 4.2 that the mean judgements for the 'prosody only' version 
are limited to a small part in the middle of the scale, a sign of lack of confidence on the part 
of the listeners. It was apparently very difficult for the listeners to form an opinion about the 
degree of SN of the language varieties presented on the basis of the limited amount of 
information they received, so they might have avoided using the extreme scale positions. This 
interpretation is to some extent confirmed by the standard deviations in Table 4.2. In four 
cases these are higher in the 'prosody only' version than in the 'original' version and the 
'verbal information only' version. 
Due to the small range of the ratings, the groups of varieties are not as distinct in the 
'prosody only' version as in the other two versions; they show some overlap. Only SN is 
clearly distinguished from the other language varieties. The distance between the judgement 
of the SN fragments and 'ideal' SN (scale position 10) is about four scale positions. 
Unfortunately, it is not possible to tell how much of the distance is explained by the fact that 
the listeners actually did not find the prosody of the fragments to be 'ideal' SN and how much 
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by their lack of confidence2, i.e. to what extent the central scores are a positive or a negative 
choice. Maybe it was not very clear to the listeners what is to be considered SN prosody. 
Norms are certainly less well developed for prosody than for other properties of speech. 
The prosody of the dialect of Maastricht is not judged to be more divergent than that of 
the other language varieties. This is contrary to our expectations, since the prosodie 
markedness of the Maastricht dialect is often referred to in the literature (see Section 3.2.1). 
We can think of three explanations for this finding. Firstly, it should be kept in mind that only 
syllable-like entities are recognisable in low-pass filtered speech. Individual words and the 
position in the sentence cannot be recognised. It is possible - though not very likely - that the 
same kind of durational and intonational differences are present in SN as in the dialect of 
Maastricht, but distributed differently. If this is the case, little difference will be heard 
between the Maastricht dialect and SN in the 'prosody only' version. 
Secondly, an explanation might be found in the distribution of typical intonation 
contours in language varieties. The prosody of language varieties can differ in two respects. 
Varieties may differ in that some have extremely divergent contours whereas others have 
contours which are not very divergent from SN. Likewise language varieties may differ in 
that some have few whereas others have many divergent contours. If the Maastricht dialect is 
of the type with very divergent intonation contours which do not occur very frequently, this 
might explain why the prosody is not perceived as particularly divergent by the listeners. The 
fragments were only 15 to 20 seconds long, and since they were selected randomly without 
special attention to prosody there is a chance that these divergent contours were not included 
in the material. It is not likely that lack of perceived divergence has to do with the speakers 
not being proper speakers of the Maastricht dialect. The three speakers were judged to be the 
broadest speakers among eight speakers who were all considered to be broad speakers of the 
language variety by the interviewer as well as by the speakers themselves. 
Thirdly, the Maastricht dialect might not have very divergent prosodie characteristics. It 
is possible that the choice of another Limburg dialect would have given results that were 
more in accordance with our expectations. The literature on the Limburg dialects did not 
cause us to expect the dialect of Maastricht to be less divergent at the level of prosody, and 
furthermore the verbal level is just as divergent as that of the other Limburg dialects. 
However, after the experiments had already been carried out personal communication with 
dialectologists familiar with the Limburg dialects has confirmed that probably the Maastricht 
dialect form an exception as far as the degree of prosodie divergence is concerned. 
4.3.2 The role of prosody compared with the role of verbal information in 
the perceived divergence of the six language varieties 
Above we have presented the distances between the different language varieties for each of 
the versions ('original', 'verbal information only', and 'prosody only') separately. In order to 
In order to have been able to draw conclusions about how much of the distance is explained by lack of 
confidence and how much by the prosody of the fragments themselves it might have helped to have the listeners 
indicate how uncertain they were about the scores they gave. None of the studies discussed in Section 2.3 have 
used confidence scores. However, the investigation on English language varieties presented in Chapter 8 
included such scores. 
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assess the relative importance of prosody and verbal information we will now compare the 
distances with SN obtained for the three versions. The results will be presented in two ways. 
First we present the distances of the different versions relative to scale position 10, 'ideal' 
SN. We will try to make clear that these absolute scores give a distorted picture of the role of 
prosody compared with that of verbal information. We will then propose an alternative way 
of presenting the distances, using perceived SN as point of reference rather than 'ideal' SN 
(absolute scores). In this way relative scores are obtained. 
SN 
Bedum Maastricht 
The Hague 
Uitbergen 
SB 
• 
и 
u 
version 
'original' 
'verbal information only' 
'prosody only' 
Figure 4.3 Differences between the degree of SN score (averaged over three speakers per variety) 
and 'ideal' SN (scale position 10) broken down for version. 
In Figure 4.3 the differences between 'ideal' SN (10 on the scale) and the mean scores over 
the three speakers of each variety are presented per version. As can be seen the differences 
between the Original' version and the 'verbal information only' version are small for all 
language varieties. This is what we expected on the basis of the results presented in Figure 
4.2. For the two standard languages (SN and SB) the 'prosody only' version show a greater 
distance to 'ideal' SN than the Original' versions. This is an unexpected result, since prosodie 
features are included in the 'original' version and form a subset in addition to other possible 
divergent features. This seemingly strange result is probably due to the concentration of the 
ratings in the 'prosody only' version in the middle of the scale. The distorting effect of 
'prosody only' on the different score distributions is demonstrated in Figure 4.4. This figure 
makes clear that when relating SB to 'ideal' SN, the distance (b) is larger in the 'prosody 
only' version than in the Original' version. However, taking perceived SN as a point of 
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departure, the distance (a) of SB to SN is smaller in the 'prosody only' version than in the 
Original' version. This reversal is apparently due to the changed position of perceived SN 
relative to 'ideal' SN. Below we will present distances in terms of relative rather than 
absolute scores. 
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Figure 4.4 Distance of the scores for SB to perceived SN (a) and to 'ideal' SN (b, score 10) for 
'prosody only' version and 'original' version. 
For all three versions the relative distances to SN of each language variety (other than SN) 
was calculated as follows (the following description holds for each of the three versions). For 
each listener separately, we subtracted each speaker's score from the mean score for the three 
SN speakers (i.e. the mean for that listener). Next, we averaged these difference scores over 
the listeners, and finally over the speakers. The results are presented in Figure 4.5 and Table 
4.3. 
A post hoc analysis (p = .05) showed that the difference between the 'original' version and 
the 'verbal information only' version (Figure 4.5) is not significant for any of the language 
varieties. It must therefore be concluded that it does not make a difference for the listeners 
whether prosodie information is present or not; the 'verbal information only' version and the 
'original' version sound equally divergent from the SN fragments. 
The distance of the fragments with 'prosody only' to perceived SN is much smaller than 
for the Original' version and the 'verbal information only' version. A post-hoc analysis 
showed the difference to be significant for all language varieties. Again it is shown that 
verbal information determines perceived divergence of the language varieties to a much 
greater extent than prosodie information. 
On the other hand it must be noted that even in the 'prosody only' version there is still 
some distance to SN. If the listeners had not been able to hear any difference among the 
language varieties in this version, the distances would have been zero. This is clearly not the 
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case and it can thus be concluded that prosody still plays a - limited - role for the perceived 
divergence of the language varieties in question. 
The Hague 
Bedum Maastricht Uitbergen 
version 
H 'original' 
H 'verbal information only' 
I j 'prosody only' 
Figure 4.5 Relative distances to perceved SN ofnon-SN varieties. The percentages are the results of 
the following calculations: the distances of the Original ' version to perceived SN divided by the 
distances of the 'prosody only' version, times 100. 
Table 4 J Mean difference scores of non-SN varieties to perceived SN. 
language variety 
Bedum 
The Hague 
Maastricht 
SB 
Uitbergen 
'original' 
6.81 
4.33 
6.49 
2.80 
7.16 
'verbal inf. 
only' 
6.45 
4.43 
6.10 
2.56 
6.95 
'prosody 
only' 
1.87 
1.46 
1.25 
1.05 
2.21 
To assess the relative importance of prosody in perceived divergence from SN we compared 
the relative difference scores for the 'prosody only' version with those for the Original' 
version. These proportions are indicated in percentages (Figure 4.5). The percentages were 
calculated by dividing the relative distances to SN of the Original' version by the relative 
distances to SN of the 'prosody only' version and multiplying this by 100. Roughly speaking, 
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prosody is responsible for between 1/5 (18 percent) to 2/5 (39 percent) of the perceived 
distance to SN. For the dialect of Maastricht the percentage is smallest (18 percent). This 
means that the Maastricht prosody is of relatively little importance for the perceived 
divergence of this dialect. Prosody plays the most important role for the divergence of SB (39 
percent). This result confirms the opinions expressed by respondents to questionnaires 
(Knops 1984, Hagen 1980, see Section 2.4.2). Willemyns (1987) even thought intonation to 
be the most important differentiator between the two standard languages, but this is not 
confirmed by our results. The percentages of the perceived distance to SN of the other 
language varieties lie between those of Maastricht and SB. It is thus clear that prosody is 
relatively more important for the perceived divergence of some language varieties than for 
that of others. 
4.4 Comparison of the results with those of earlier studies 
In Section 2.3 we gave an overview of investigations that aimed at arranging Dutch dialects 
according to their perceived distance to SN. The distances were based on the perception of 
dialects as a whole, i.e. including all linguistic levels. For this reason we will compare the 
reported distances with both the distances of our Original' version and with those of our 
'prosody only' version. In this way it can be assessed whether the ranking is affected by the 
type of information available to the listeners. 
Table 4.4 compares four earlier investigations with the present one. It gives the rankings 
for language varieties most similar to the varieties which we examined, and the rankings for 
our varieties for both the Original' version and the 'prosody only' version. Our own results 
served as a basis for arranging the table. If the language varieties of the earlier investigations 
are not exactly the same as ours we have indicated which variety was included instead. We 
have also indicated the absolute results of the investigations in terms of scale values, 
correlation coefficients, or rank numbers. 
The kinds of measurements used in the four earlier investigations are all different. Van 
Hout and Münstermann (1981) and van Bezooijen (1994) used scales to reflect the perception 
of the listeners. Van Bezooijen used a 10-point scale. Van Hout and Münstermann used a 7-
point scale (see Section 2.3), but in order to facilitate a comparison between the results we 
have transformed the judgements from van Hout and Münstermann's study into a 10-point 
scale. In their investigation the lowest scores indicated language varieties judged to be closest 
to SN. We transformed the results so that the highest scores indicate language varieties 
closest to SN and the lowest scores language varieties most divergent from SN like our own 
scores and those of van Bezooijen. Hoppenbrouwers and Hoppenbrouwers (1988) used a 
correlation measure based on phonological features, the highest correlation being 1.0 for SN 
and the lowest being 0.97319 for the dialect of Kerkrade. Daan and Blok (1969) used a 
ranking primarily based on intuitions and knowledge of various dialectologists. Each of 28 
dialect groups which they distinguished in the Netherlands and the Dutch speaking part of 
Belgium was given a number indicating how divergent it is from SN: 1 (closest to SN) and 28 
(most divergent from SN). 
Our fragments consisted of spontaneous speech while that of van Hout and Münstermann 
(1981) consisted of read speech. Van Bezooijen (1994) used semi-spontaneous speech 
(descriptions of pictures). The judgements in our investigation were made by SN listeners 
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from all over the Netherlands. Van Hout and Münstermann (1981) used listeners from 
Gelderland, Brabant, and Limburg so that one could expect the listeners to be more familiar 
with the Kerkrade dialect than with the dialects of Loppersum and The Hague. Van Bezooijen 
used a group of students from the University of Nijmegen mostly originating from the 
southern provinces of the Netherlands. None of the listeners came from the places where the 
language varieties judged are spoken. 
Table 4.4 Ranking (in bold) of language varieties in the present investigation for the 'original' 
version and the 'prosody only' version and in earlier investigations. The lowest ranks indicate the 
language varieties most similar to SN and the highest ranks the language varieties most divergent 
from SN. Original values (either scale values, correlation coefficients, or rank numbers) in 
parentheses. 
present study (10 Point scale) 
judgements by SN listeners: 
'prosody only' 
'originar 
V. Bezooijen (1994) 
(10 point scale) 
V. Hoot and MOnstermann 
(1981) 
(10 point scale) 
Hoppenbrouwers and 
Hoppenbrouwers (1988) 
(correlations) 
Daan (1969) 
(total ranking 1-28) 
SN 
1 (5.8) 
1 (8.9) 
1 (9.0) 
1(1.0) 
SB 
2(4.7) 
2(6.1) 
The Hague 
4(4.3) 
3(4.5) 
2(5.3) 
1 (6.6) 
1(1) 
Maastricht 
3(4.5) 
4(2.4) 
3(0.1) 
Kerkrade 
4(0.97951) 
3(17) 
Bedum 
5(3.9) 
5(2.1) 
3.5(2.3) 
2(1.8) 
Loppersum 
3 (0.98478) 
4(26) 
Uitbergen 
6(3.5) 
6(1.9) 
3.5 (2.3) 
Tielt 
2 (0.99288) 
2(11) 
In the following we will systematically compare our own results with the results of the earlier 
studies. First the Original' version will be discussed and then the 'prosody only' version. It is 
clear that the measurement of the distances to SN by van Hout and Münstermann and by van 
Bezooijen are most similar to our own, since in all three cases distance is expressed on scales. 
It is therefore possible to compare the results (given in parentheses) directly. As far as the 
results of Daan and Hoppenbrouwers and Hoppenbrouwers are concerned it is only possible 
to compare the rankings. 
'Original ' version 
The three dialects from the geographical periphery are generally considered to be most 
divergent from SN. The dialect of Uitbergen was judged most divergent in our own 
investigation and by the listeners in the investigation of van Bezooijen. The judgements on 
the scale are similar (scale position 1.9 and 2.3, respectively). Daan gives an intermediate 
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rank (nimber 11 out of the 28 dialect groups, number 1 being closest to SN) to the group of 
East-Flemish dialects to which the Uitbergen dialect belongs. 
The dialect of Bedum is found to be most divergent in the investigations of Daan en van 
Bezooijen. Again our result (scale position 2.1) agrees well with that of van Bezooijen (scale 
position 2.3). The dialect group of Groningen, to which the dialect of Bedum belongs, is also 
given a high number by Daan (number 26 out of 28 dialect groups). 
The dialect of Maastricht is most divergent in Hoppenbrouwers and Hoppenbrouwers 
and in van Hout and Münstermann. In our investigation the dialect is also judged to be rather 
divergent (scale position 2.4), though less than in van Hout and Münstermann, who found an 
extreme scale position (0.1). This difference is probably due to the fact that van Hout and 
Münstermann investigated the dialect of Kerkrade, which is linguistically more divergent 
than the dialect of Maastricht. The dialect of Kerkrade is a High German dialect separated 
from most Limburg dialects by the so-called Benrather Line (see Notten 1988). Daan, 
surprisingly, does not consider the Limburg dialects as very divergent (number 17 of 28 
dialect groups). 
When disregarding SB, which has only been judged in our own investigation, the dialect 
of The Hague and SN get the lowest rank numbers in all investigations. However, in terms of 
absolute ratings the dialect of The Hague is judged to be more divergent in the investigation 
of van Bezooijen (scale position 5.3) and in our investigation (scale position 4.5) than in that 
of van Hout and Münstermann (scale position 6.6)3. 
Version with 'prosody only ' 
As indicated above, it is interesting to compare the judgements of the 'prosody only' version 
with the degree to which dialects as a whole (i.e. including prosody) are divergent from SN. It 
is possible that dialects which are divergent at some levels are less divergent at the prosodie 
level, or the other way round. 
As can be seen in Table 4.4, the rank order in the 'prosody only' version is not very 
different from that in the original versions. The dialects of Uitbergen and Bedum are the most 
divergent dialects as in the investigations of Daan, van Hout and Münstermann, and van 
Bezooijen, and in our own 'original' version. Also SB is consistent with the judgements of 
the Original' fragments. 
As mentioned above, the prosody of the Maastricht dialect is only perceived as slightly 
divergent (scale position 4.5) in contrast to expectations on the basis of the literature, where 
the Limburg intonation is often described as markedly different from that of SN. Daan places 
the Limburg dialects on the 17th position, which is not very divergent either. In the other 
investigations the Limburg dialects are given extreme positions. 
The dialect of The Hague, too, shows results at the prosodie level which were not 
expected. Since no mention has been made in the literature of specific prosodie characteristics 
of this dialect we expected the judgements to be quite close to the judgements of SN. 
However, the results show that SN listeners judge the prosody at one and a half scale 
positions from the judgements of SN. The original fragments are judged similarly. In all other 
investigations the dialect of The Hague is placed as the least divergent dialect in the order of 
ranking. 
3Such comparisons of the scales should clearly be carried out tentatively, since we are not dealing with 
interval scales. 
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To conclude, comparing the results for the Original' version with the results from other 
studies, there is little agreement in the rank numbers for the Uitbergen, Maastricht, and 
Bedum dialects (with the exception of the van Bezooijen study). All these dialects rank high. 
The Limburg dialects are perceived as most divergent by Hoppenbrouwers and 
Hoppenbrouwers and by van Hout and Münstermann, but are given a lower position in our 
own and in Daan's study. The dialect of The Hague is given a middle position in our 
investigation but the highest position in the other studies due to the fact that these included 
only one or no other variety. SB cannot be compared due to the absence of this variety in 
other research. 
For the dialects of Bedum and Uitbergen our 'prosody only' results are in most 
agreement with the Original' version results from other studies. The dialect of Maastricht 
gets a position less divergent from SN than in the other studies and the dialect of The Hague a 
position more divergent from SN. 
4.5 General conclusions 
On the basis of the results in this chapter we have first of all been able to draw conclusions 
about the distances between different Dutch language varieties at the verbal level and at the 
prosodie level. Verbally as well as prosodically the Uitbergen and Bedum dialects are the 
ones differing most from SN. At both levels SB is the least different variety, and the dialect 
of The Hague occupies an intermediate position at both levels. The dialect of Maastricht 
differs very much at the verbal level but, quite surprisingly, only intermediately at the 
prosodie level. The first hypothesis (see Section 4.1) is thus confirmed in almost all respects: 
language varieties spoken in the periphery of the Dutch language area, except SB, are 
perceived as more divergent from SN than dialects spoken in the Randstad. 
Secondly, for all language varieties the distances to the perceived standard language have 
been found to be greater at the verbal level than at the prosodie level, which confirms the 
second hypothesis. In order to investigate the importance of prosody as compared with verbal 
information we expressed the distance between each language variety and perceived SN in 
the 'prosody only' version as a proportion of the same distance in the Original' version. This 
way of presenting the results makes it clear that for the different language varieties prosody is 
responsible for a fifth to two fifth of the perceived distance to SN. We have thus confirmed 
the second hypothesis formulated in 4.1: verbal information plays a more important role for 
the perceived divergence of language varieties than prosodie information. On the basis of 
prosodie information only listeners are able to distinguish SN from the other language 
varieties, but unable to distinguish between the non-SN varieties. 
In this experiment all the distances between the language varieties were judged by listeners 
who are SN speakers. In the next chapter a number of experiments will be described that 
examined how distances are perceived by listeners familiar with the varieties investigated. 

5. Divergence of Dutch language varieties as 
perceived by speakers of Dutch language varieties 
5.1 Introduction 
In the previous chapter we studied the perceived distance between six Dutch language 
varieties at both the verbal and the prosodie level, and the relative importance of verbal and 
prosodie information in the perceived divergence of the non-SN varieties from Standard 
Dutch of the Netherlands (SN). That is, distances and divergence as perceived by listeners 
who are themselves SN-speakers. 
In this chapter we address the same questions about distances and divergence, but now as 
perceived by listeners who were born and raised in the places where the remaining five 
language varieties (the non-SN varieties) are spoken. For each of the non-SN varieties a 
separate experiment was conducted. In each of these five experiments the listeners judged SN-
fragments and fragments in their own variety (SB, Bedum, The Hague, Maastricht, or 
Uitbergen). Listeners listening to their own language will be referred to as endogenous 
listeners, as opposed to listeners judging another variety than their own, the exogenous 
listeners. 
It will not be possible to make a direct comparison between the judgements by the 
listeners from the five non-SN varieties (the endogenous listeners) and those by the SN 
listeners (the exogenous listeners), because of the following. The SN listeners judged 
fragments from all six language varieties on a 10-point scale from 'dialect' to 'SN'. This 
resulted in the use of almost the whole range of the scale when judging the Original' version 
and the 'verbal information only' version, with the most divergent language varieties 
occupying the extreme ends of the scale and the language varieties which are less divergent 
from SN being judged towards the middle of the scale. Endogenous listeners only judged the 
SN fragments and the fragments representing their own variety on a 10-point scale with the 
language variety in question (for example 'Maastricht') at the left end and 'SN' at the right 
end of the scale. Since we took great care to select speakers who were as representative as 
possible of the language varieties at issue (see Section 3.3.2), it can be expected that the 
listeners from a non-SN variety judge their own variety at the extreme end of the scale. 
Consequently, scale positions cannot be directly compared, neither across the various 
endogenous listener groups nor between endogenous and exogenous listeners. 
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However, the right end of the scale ('SN') was identical for all experiments. So, the 
judgements for Standard Dutch of the Netherlands (SN) can be compared across all six 
listener groups (SN and non-SN). 
Furthermore, it is possible to investigate whether the relative importance of prosody and 
verbal information in the assessments by SN listeners differs from that in the assessment by 
non-SN listeners, who know the non-SN variety they judged well. It is conceivable, for 
example, that Maastricht listeners familiar with the Maastricht prosody perceive the distance 
of Maastricht fragments to SN at the prosodie level as larger than SN listeners, since they are 
better able to identify intonational and temporal features of their own dialect. 
For each language variety we will try to give an answer to the following two questions, which, 
like the research questions in Section 4.1, are refinements of research question A in Section 
1.4: 
1. What is the distance - as perceived by endogenous listeners - between five 
Dutch language varieties and SN at the verbal level (syntax, lexicon, morphology 
and, segmental phonetics/phonology) and at the prosodie level (Section 5.3.1)? 
2. To what degree does prosody play a role in the divergence of the six language 
varieties in comparison with verbal information as perceived by endogenous 
listeners (Section 5.3.2)? 
In Chapter 4 our first hypothesis was that language varieties spoken in the periphery of the 
Dutch language area are perceived as more divergent from SN than dialects spoken in the 
Randstad. This hypothesis is different for the present experiments with endogenous listeners 
for the reasons explained above: 
1. All language varieties will be judged to be equally divergent from SN, since the 
speakers were all found to be good representatives of the language variety in 
question (see Section 3.3.2). 
The second hypothesis is repeated from Chapter 4: 
2. Verbal information will play a more important role for the perceived divergence 
of language varieties than prosodie information. 
The method used in the five experiments is largely the same as the one used in the experiment 
with the SN listeners. The differences and similarities will be explained in Section 5.2. In 
Section 5.3 the results of the experiments will be presented and discussed. Finally, some 
general conclusions will be drawn in Section 5.4. 
5.2 Method 
The material used in the five experiments described in this chapter is similar to the material 
used in the experiment described in the previous chapter. We refer to Chapter 3 for a detailed 
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account of how we collected the material, how we selected speakers and fragments from this 
material, and how we manipulated these fragments. The listeners and some aspects of the 
procedure, however, are different for each experiment. This will be explained in the present 
section. 
5.2.1 Listeners 
The listeners consisted of 12 males and 12 females for each of the five language varieties, 
except for the dialect of Uitbergen, where we had 10 male and 10 female listeners. The 
listeners from Maastricht and The Hague were all born and raised in the places where these 
varieties are spoken. Since it was not possible to find enough listeners from the villages of 
Bedum and Uitbergen, it was decided to include listeners from the immediate surroundings as 
well. This means that the listeners in the Bedum experiment came from the northern part of 
the province of Groningen, while the listeners in the Uitbergen experiment came from East 
Flanders north of the river Scheldt and east of Ghent. From the answers to a questionnaire 
identical to the one presented to the SN listeners (see Appendix C) we know that the listeners 
were not always speakers of the specific varieties themselves. However, since they had lived a 
large part of their lives in or close to the places where the varieties are spoken, it can be 
assumed that they are at least familiar with the language variety in question. 
Figure 5.1 Map of Belgium showing the geographical distribution of the 24 SB listeners The circle 
indicates the place where the Belgian dialect of Uitbergen is spoken The dotted line indicates the 
border between the Dutch-speaking and the French-speaking part of Belgium 
Like for SN, it was not possible to select the listeners in the experiment with SB speakers on 
the basis of the same criteria as for the dialects, since, in principle, speakers of the standard 
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language may come from all over the country. In order to select the SB listeners we used as a 
criterion the degTee to which they mastered the standard language. Short reading passages 
read by 35 persons who considered themselves speakers of SB were recorded onto tape. Two 
trained listeners (language and speech specialists from Belgium) were asked to judge the 
degree of SB (as spoken on Belgian television) of the passages on a scale from 1 (not SB) to 
10 (SB). The 12 men and 12 women who were judged to speak most SB-like were used for 
the listening experiment. The mean score of these 24 listeners was 5.5, the lowest mean score 
being 4 and the highest 8. The mean score is much lower than the mean score (7.9) given to 
the SN listeners (see Section 4.2.1). This probably reflects the fact that in Belgium only very 
few people are considered to speak pure SN. In Belgium there is a shorter tradition of 
Standard Dutch than in the Netherlands. For this reason fewer people approximate the 
Standard Dutch norm in Belgium than in the Netherlands. The listeners were spread 
geographically as shown on the map of Belgium in Figure 5.1. It can be seen that the 24 
listeners are nicely spread across the Dutch speaking part of Belgium. However, it was made 
sure that none of the listeners came from (the vicinity of) Uitbergen, in order to avoid a bias in 
the results of the listening experiment (see Section 4.2.1). 
Most listeners were students from universities or other higher institutions of education. This 
ensures homogeneous groups of subjects, who will not have too many difficulties in 
performing the task. For each variety we calculated the mean level of education of the 
listeners (see Table 5.1) in the same way as for the speakers of the six varieties (see Appendix 
B). For the sake of completeness the mean level of education for the group of SN listeners, 
who took part in the experiment described in the previous chapter, is also given in Table 5.1. 
Two varieties may be seen to differ from the rest, the mean level of education of listeners 
from The Hague being somewhat lower (8.0) and that of the listeners from Bedum being 
considerably lower (6.6) than that of the other groups of listeners, but still above a mean level 
of education. 
The listeners were all between 18 and 36 years of age. The mean ages of the listener 
groups are indicated in Table 5.1. The difference between the mean ages is small, the lowest 
being 20.5 for Uitbergen and the highest 24.0 for The Hague. 
From the answers to the questionnaire (question 1 in Appendix C) we know how many 
listeners from Bedum, The Hague, Maastricht, and Uitbergen stated to be speakers of the 
dialect spoken in the place they come from (see Table 5.1). The listeners from the four 
dialects were also asked to indicate how often they heard and spoke dialect on two 4-point 
scales from 1 (seldom) to 4 (always). The mean over these two scales we refer to as 'dialect 
command' (see Table 5.1). The percentage dialect speaking listeners from Maastricht and 
Uitbergen is highest (100 percent) and they also have the highest dialect command. 
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Table 5.1 Six groups of listeners: mean levels of education on a scale from I (lowest level) to 10 
(highest level) with ranges in parentheses, mean ages with ranges in parentheses, percentage of 
dialect speakers, and dialect command on a scale from I (low) to 4 (high), see text. 
language variety 
SN 
Bedum 
The Hague 
Maastricht 
SB 
Uitbergen 
level of education 
9.0 (9-9) 
6.6 (3-9) 
8.0(5-9) 
9.0 (8-9) 
9.0 (9-9) 
8.7 (4-9) 
age 
22.9(19-26) 
23.4(18-36) 
24.0 (19-36) 
22.4 (19-26) 
21.8(19-29) 
20.5 (18-26) 
percentage 
dialect speakers 
-
75 
76 
100 
-
100 
dialect command 
. 
2.1 
2.0 
2.9 
-
2.5 
5.2.2 Procedure 
Each group of listeners was first asked to fill out a questionnaire identical to the one presented 
to the SN listeners (see Appendix C). With the answers we hoped to be able to explain some 
of the results. 
Next the listening experiment took place. Each group of listeners listened to two types of 
fragments: the fragments from their own language variety and the fragments with speakers of 
SN. This means that each listener listened to 18 fragments, namely 2 language varieties (own 
language variety and SN) χ 3 versions ('original', 'verbal information only', and 'prosody 
only') χ 3 speakers. The fragments were the same as in the experiment with SN listeners 
described in the preceding chapter. They lasted 15 to 20 seconds each and were separated by 
pauses of 3 seconds. 
The order in which the fragments were presented to the listeners was the same as in the 
experiment with SN listeners. Half of the listeners (six males and six females) listened to one 
sequence (A) and the other half to another sequence (B). Here too, the fragments were 
presented in three blocks, each consisting of fragments in one version in order to avoid an 
effect of version on the judgements (see Section 4.2.3). The blocks were presented in two 
different orders and within the blocks the fragments were presented in two different random 
orders (a or a mirrored). An overview of the two sequences is given below: 
sequence A 
6 fragments with 'verbal information only', order a 
6 fragments with 'prosody only', order a 
6 Original' fragments, order a 
sequence В 
6 fragments with 'prosody only', order a - mirrored 
6 fragments with 'verbal information only', order a - mirrored 
6 'original' fragments, order a - mirrored 
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Each block was preceded by four practice trials from the two language varieties, so that the 
listeners could get used to the task. These practice fragments were made up of fragments 
which had been excluded when the speakers and fragments were selected (see Section 3.3). 
The listeners were asked to judge each fragment on a scale from 1 (own language variety, 
for example 'Maastricht') to 10 ('Standard Dutch' as spoken in the Netherlands). The 
listening experiment lasted 8 minutes. All stimuli were presented over headphones. Each 
experiment was organised by a local person from the place in question. The listeners were 
paid for their participation. 
5.3 Results and discussion 
In this section the results of the five experiments by the endogenous listeners will be presented 
together. The method of analysing and presenting the results is similar to the one used in the 
preceding chapter. This means that we will first look at the perceived distance between the 
different language varieties and SN (Section 5.3.1) and next at the role of prosody compared 
with that of verbal information for the perceived divergence of the different language varieties 
(Section 5.3.2). 
5.3.1 The perceived distance between the Dutch language varieties and 
Standard Dutch at the verbal level and at the prosodie level 
The analysis of the results of each experiment is similar to the one described in Chapter 4. 
First, for each language variety an analysis of variance was carried out with the fixed factors 
'language variety' (own language variety and SN) and 'version' ('original', 'verbal 
information only', and 'prosody only') and with the random factor 'speaker' nested under 
'language variety'. The dependent variable was the mean scores averaged over the 24 listeners 
(20 for Uitbergen). The results of these analyses are presented in Table 5.2. Significance was 
tested with the corrected degrees of freedom according to Huynh-Feldt. The degrees of 
freedom presented in Table 5.2 are the uncorrected ones. The level of significance was set at 
.01. 
Figure 5.2 shows mean scores over the three speakers and the 24 listeners (20 for 
Uitbergen) for each of the five groups of endogenous listeners, broken down for the three 
versions. In Table 5.3 the data are presented in a tabular form together with the standard 
deviations. The scores for SN are the mean judgements over the five groups of listeners. The 
scores for the other language varieties originate from five different groups of listeners. A post 
hoc analysis was carried out in order to see which language varieties were judged to be 
significantly different on the .05 level. The results will be discussed below, together with the 
mean judgements. 
As in the case of the SN listeners a post hoc analysis (Tukey HSD procedure) showed that 
no significant differences were found at the .05 level between the 'original' and the 'verbal 
information only' version. The results of these two versions will therefore be discussed 
together. The results of the fragments with 'prosody only' are quite different from the other 
two versions and will be discussed separately. 
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Table 5.2 Results of the analyses of variance of the degree ofSN-score (averaged over 24 
listeners, 20 for Uitbergen) for each of the language varieties with the fixed factors 
'language variety' and 'version' and the random factor 'speaker' (nested under 'language 
variety'). 
language 
variety of 
listeners 
Bedum 
The Hague 
Maastricht 
SB 
Uitbergen 
language 
variety of 
speakers 
df 
1,23 
1,23 
1,23 
1,23 
1,19 
F 
* 
280.29 
* 
129.69 
* 
437.54 
* 
191.58 
* 
150.95 
version 
df 
2,46 
2,46 
2,46 
2,46 
2,38 
F 
6.58 
0.42 
1.95 
* 
12.62 
* 
12.42 
lang. var. 
by version 
df 
2,46 
2,46 
2,46 
2,46 
2,38 
F 
* 
73.34 
* 
28.05 
• 
103.95 
* 
60.14 
* 
20.39 
* p < 0 1 
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Figure 5.2 Mean judgements (averaged over speakers and listeners) per language variety (1 = 
language variety in question, 10 = SN), broken down for version. For SN the mean is taken over all 
listeners from all groups. For the other language varieties the mean is given over the 24 listeners (20 
for Uitbergen) from the language variety in question. Brackets indicate (groups of) language varieties 
that were not judged to be significantly different at the .05 level. The dotted bracket indicates a 
partial overlap, see text. 
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Table 5.3 Mean judgements (averaged over speakers and listeners) on a scale from I (language 
variety in question) to 10 (SN). Each group of listeners judged Standard Dutch of the Netherlands 
(SN) and their own language variety. In parenthesis the standard deviations are given. 
language variety 
SN judged by 
listeners from: 
Bedum 
The Hague 
Maastricht 
SB 
Uitbergen 
mean 
Bedum 
The Hague 
Maastricht 
SB 
Uitbergen 
'original' 
8.39 
7.92 
8.67 
8.26 
8.42 
8.33 
1.74(1.00) 
2.25(1.25) 
1.49 (.51) 
3.14(1.05) 
2.50(1.15) 
'verbal inf. 
only' 
8.17 
7.78 
8.40 
8.40 
7.87 
8.12 
1.78 (.95) 
2.65(1.50) 
1.74(1.40) 
3.58(1.36) 
2.53(1.25) 
'prosody 
only' 
5.56 
5.86 
6.44 
5.15 
5.32 
5.66 
3.49(1.51) 
4.12(1.48) 
4.37(1.40) 
4.53(1.35) 
3.52(1.67) 
'Original ' and 'verbal information only ' 
As mentioned above, Figure 5.2 shows that the 'original' version and the 'verbal information 
only' version were judged very similarly. This was also the case for the judgements by the SN 
listeners. In Chapter 4 we already concluded that the language varieties are not perceived as 
more or less SN-like when intonation is not present than when it is present. 
The standard deviations of the judgements are in general lower in the present experiments 
(see Table 5.3) than in the experiment with SN listeners (see Table 4.2), which at least partly 
can be attributed to a greater confidence on the part of endogenous listeners. The SN listeners 
were probably confronted with language varieties they did not know. This made it more 
difficult for them to make their judgements. 
It appears from Figure 5.2 that only one language variety is significantly different from 
all the other language varieties, namely SN (approximate scale position 8.2). All groups of 
listeners agree on the degree of SN of the SN fragments: no significant differences are found 
at the .05 level between the judgements of SN by the five groups (see Table 5.3 for the 
numerical results). Also, the judgements by the SN listeners are not significantly different 
from the judgements by the five groups of endogenous listeners. Apparently all listeners, 
endogenous as well as exogenous, have the same point of reference when judging degree of 
SN regardless of their language background or geographical origin. This might be explained 
by the fact that all listeners are familiar with SN from the media. 
The other five language varieties, each judged by different groups of endogenous 
listeners, show two overlapping groups, SB (approximately scale position 3.4) being judged 
significantly different from the dialects of Bedum and Maastricht (both approximate scale 
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position 1.7). The dialects of Uitbergen and The Hague are judged in between (approximate 
scale position 2.5). 
All listeners judge their own language variety to be significantly different from SN. SB 
(as assessed by SB listeners) is judged to be (slightly) closer to SN than the other varieties (as 
assessed by their listeners). Also the experts who judged the broadness of the speakers (see 
Section 3.3.2) assessed SB as less typical of this language variety (mean 7.1, as opposed to 
8.7 for SN, with 10 indicating the most typical variety). If the ratings by the experts are 
considered valid, it should be concluded that the judgements of the fragments by lay judges in 
the present experiment reflect the nature of the fragments well. The SB fragments are in fact 
not as good representatives of this language variety as the other fragments are representatives 
of their language varieties. This may be due to the fact that SB has to fulfill very strict norms 
to be accepted as such in Belgium. For this reason only few people in Belgium can be consi-
dered speakers of SB. Maybe the only 'real' speakers of SB are the presenters of news 
programs on national radio and television. It is furthermore possible that it is less clear to the 
listeners what is understood by SB. The dialects included in the investigation have a clear 
local basis and therefore serve as more well-defined points of reference for the listeners from 
these groups. 
The speakers from The Hague and Uitbergen were less representative of their own 
language variety than the speakers from the other four language varieties according to the 
experts who judged them (see Section 3.3.2). The mean judgement was 6.4 for The Hague and 
7.1 for Uitbergen on a 10-point scale with 10 indicating the broadest speakers. In the present 
experiment these two dialects are also judged to be less dialectal than the Maastricht and 
Bedum dialects. The experts, too, judged the Maastricht and Bedum dialects to be more 
representative, 7.9 and 8.7 respectively. The results thus clearly show that the judgements by 
the lay listeners in the present experiment are a reflection of the degree to which the speakers 
are considered representative of their own language variety by experts: the speakers from 
Maastricht and Bedum are the best representatives, the speakers from Uitbergen and The 
Hague are intermediately good representatives, and the standard speakers from Belgium are 
least representative of their language variety. 
The listeners from the four dialect groups were asked whether they found people of their 
own age to have a less good command of their dialect than their parents (question 6 and 7 of 
the questionnaire, Appendix C). Next, they were asked whether they found that the generation 
of their parents had a less good command of their dialect than their parents (the grandparents 
of the listeners). Figure 5.3 shows per dialect group the percentages of listeners who indicated 
that the command of their dialect had changed over the last two generations: own generation 
compared with parents and parents compared with grandparents. As can be seen the listeners 
find the command of dialect to have changed. This is especially the case for Bedum and 
Uitbergen (92 and 75 percent). Still the listeners judge the speech fragments to be represen-
tative of the dialects in question. This shows that the listeners do not judge according to old 
norms, but that they judge the divergence from SN using the dialect as it is presently spoken 
as a point of reference. 
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listeners 
| Bedum 
H The Hague 
HI Maastricht 
L | Uitbergen 
own generation - parents parents - grandparents 
Figure 5.3 Mean percentages of listeners per dialect group who find their dialect to have changed 
over the last two generations: own generation as compared with parents and parents as compared 
with grandparents. 
Summarising, the comparison of the judgements of the 'original' version with the 'verbal 
information only' version has yielded three important results. 
Firstly, just as for the SN listeners, the removal of intonation from the fragments has no 
consequences for the judgements by the endogenous listeners. This means that intonation does 
not play a very important role for the perceived divergence of the language varieties. 
Secondly, the judgements of the SN fragments by the six groups of listeners do not differ 
significantly. It is remarkable that listeners with such a different command of SN and from 
places that are geographically and linguistically so distant from each other still agree so well 
in their judgement of SN. All listeners apparently have a common point of reference. 
Thirdly, the listeners' judgements can be considered to be reliable and valid. This is 
concluded from the fact that their judgements reflect the judgements by the experts in Section 
3.3.2, that the listeners are very consistent in their judgements, and that all groups judge SN in 
the same way. 
'Prosody only' 
As was also the case for the SN listeners, the judgements of the 'prosody only' version tend to 
cluster in the middle of the scale (see Figure 5.2). This we take to reflect the lack of 
confidence of the listeners, as also appears from the standard deviations, which are in general 
larger for the 'prosody only' version than for the other versions (see Table 5.3). 
The SN fragments show overlap with some of the other language varieties, as indicated 
by the dotted bracket in Figure 5.2. This overlap holds for the judgements of the SN fragments 
averaged over all groups of listeners. There is, however, always a significant difference 
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between the judgement of a language variety and the judgement of SN by the same group of 
listeners. This means that even with only prosodie information available listeners are always 
able to hear a difference between their own variety and SN. Also the SN listeners were able to 
hear a difference between SN and the other five language varieties (see Figure 4.2). As in the 
'original' version and the 'verbal information only' version there are no significant differences 
between the judgements of SN by the six groups of listeners, endogenous and exogenous. 
The first hypothesis (see Section 5.1) is also confirmed for the 'prosody only' version: no 
significant differences are found between the different language varieties (when excluding 
SN). So, at the prosodie level the fragments were also representative of the language varieties. 
We conclude that the prosody of the language varieties examined in the present experiment is 
not experienced as very divergent. However, all groups of listeners are able to make a 
distinction between the prosody of their own language variety and SN prosody. Furthermore, 
all groups of listeners agree about the degree of divergence of the SN prosody. Listeners from 
all over the Dutch language area thus have an idea of the verbal as well as the prosodie 
characteristics of SN. 
5.3.2 The role of prosody compared with the role of verbal information in 
the perceived divergence of the five non-SN language varieties 
In this section we compare the distances to SN of the three versions for each language variety. 
In Section 4.3.2, treating the same subject matter for the SN listeners, we first presented the 
absolute distances to 'ideal' SN (10 on the scale). Next we showed that the relative distance to 
perceived SN is a more meaningful way of presenting the results. For this reason we will only 
present the relative distances to perceived SN here (see Figure 5.4). For the way in which 
these values were calculated we refer to Section 4.3.2. The percentages in Figure 5.4 represent 
the proportion of the relative difference to SN in the 'prosody only' version and that in the 
'original' version (Table 5.4 lists the relative differences in tabular form). In Figure 4.5 the 
relative distances to SN as perceived by SN listeners were presented. We refer to this figure 
for the comparison of the judgements by endogenous and exogenous listeners. 
As can be seen in Figure 5.4, the verbal level outweighs the prosodie level in the perceived 
divergence of all language varieties. When intonation is removed from the speech signal, the 
distance to SN remains almost the same as when the complete fragment is judged. This 
appears from a comparison of the 'original' version with the 'verbal information only' 
version. However, when verbal information is removed there is a sizeable effect: the distance 
to SN of 'prosody only' fragments is much smaller than that of 'original' fragments. This is 
confirmed by a post hoc analysis of the relative difference to SN scores: the Original' and 
'verbal information only' versions do not differ significantly (at the 5 percent level), but both 
these versions do differ significantly from the 'prosody only' version. Nevertheless, in the 
'prosody only' version there is still a significant difference between SN and the other 
language varieties. We can assume, therefore, that prosody still plays a role for the perceived 
divergence of the language varieties investigated. This distance amounts to about one sixth to 
one third of the distance found for the original fragments. Similar results were found for the 
judgements given by the SN listeners (see Figure 4.5). 
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In Chapter 4 we concluded that the prosodie level is not very important for the divergence of 
the Maastricht dialect as perceived by the SN listeners (18 percent). The present experiment 
shows that to listeners from Maastricht prosody plays a larger role (28 percent). These two 
listener groups do hardly differ in their judgements of the Maastricht variety (scale position 
4.5 by SN listeners versus 4.4 by the Maastricht listeners). Most of the difference in distance 
is explained by the fact that the Maastricht listeners judge the SN prosody to be more SN than 
the SN listeners (6.4 by the Maastricht listeners versus 5.8 by the SN listeners, see Tables 4.2 
and 5.3). We can assume that for the Maastricht listeners the prosody of their dialect is a much 
stronger and recognisable cue. They use this knowledge to distinguish between prosody which 
sounds Maastricht and prosody which does not sound Maastricht. 
The SB listeners perceive the 'original' fragments and the fragments with 'verbal 
information only' as considerably more divergent from SN than the SN listeners (5.1 and 4.8 
versus 2.8 and 2.6), whereas the distance at the prosodie level is almost the same for the two 
groups of listeners (0.8 versus 1.1). Consequently the role of prosody compared with verbal 
information is larger for the listeners from the Netherlands (39 percent) than for the listeners 
from Belgium (16 percent). The results in general support the claim that the difference 
between the two standard languages is found at the verbal level as well as at the level of 
prosody (see Section 3.2.1). 
Prosody plays a similar role for the divergence of the dialect of Bedum as perceived by 
the SN listeners and by the listeners from Bedum. This can be inferred from the fact that the 
proportion of the distance to perceived SN in the 'prosody only' version compared with the 
Original' version is almost the same for the two groups of listeners, namely 31 percent and 28 
percent respectively. Also for the dialect of The Hague the role of prosody plays a similar role 
for the two groups of listeners (35 percent for the SN listeners and 30 percent for the listeners 
from The Hague) and the same goes for the dialect of Uitbergen (31 percent for the SN 
listeners and 30 percent for the listeners from Uitbergen). 
Table 5.4 Distance between the judgements of each of the three speakers and the mean 
scores aver the three SN speakers per language variety and version, judged by the five 
groups of endogenous listeners. 
language variety 
Bedum 
The Hague 
Maastricht 
SB 
Uitbergen 
'original' 
6.66 
5.68 
7.18 
5.14 
5.92 
'verbal inf. 
only' 
6.40 
5.12 
6.70 
4.82 
5.32 
'prosody 
only' 
2.07 
1.73 
2.08 
0.84 
1.80 
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version 
H 'original' 
III 'verbal information only' 
I 'prosody only' 
Figure 5.4 Endogenous listeners: relative distances to SN ofnon-SN varieties. The percentages are 
the results of the following calculations' the distances of the 'original' version to perceived SN 
divided by the distances of the 'prosody only ' version, times 100. 
In questions 9 to 13 in the questionnaire (see Appendix C) the listeners were asked to indicate 
on a 3-point scale (1 = little divergence, 3 = much divergence) how much they thought the 
dialects of each province in the Netherlands and Flanders differed from SN at the levels of 
syntax, lexicon, morphology, segmental phonetics/phonology, and intonation. In Figure 5.5 
the mean scores per group of listeners are given for the intonation level and for the verbal 
level (the scores for the verbal level are the means over the levels of vocabulary, syntax, 
morphology, and segmental phonetics/phonology). 
At the verbal level (top of Figure 5.5), the three dialects spoken in the geographical 
periphery, the Bedum, Maastricht, and Uitbergen dialects, are thought to be most divergent 
from SN, while SB and the dialect of The Hague are considered to be only a little divergent. 
This is in accordance with the findings in the literature as well as with the perceptual 
judgements by the SN listeners (see Section 4.3.1). It is not possible to compare these results 
with the perceptual judgments by the endogenous listeners since, as we explained in Section 
5.1, these listeners only judged their own language variety and SN. For this reason they are 
only expected to use the extreme ends of the scale and as a consequence the distances between 
the language varieties cannot be compared. 
At the intonation level (bottom of Figure 5.5), all language varieties are thought to be 
about as divergent from SN as at the verbal level. When we compare these 'paper and pencil' 
ratings with the perceptual judgements, it seems that in these ratings the role of intonation for 
the divergence of dialects is overrated, since the listeners were not well able to differentiate 
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between the various language varieties when judging the fragments with 'prosody only'. It is 
apparently difficult for laymen to theoretically distinguish the prosodie level from the other 
levels of speech and it is possible that the important role which intonation is sometimes 
allocated in the literature partly originates from laymen ideas. 
Groningen South Holland Limburg SB East. Flanders 
(Bedum) (Tbt H.(ue) (Muitncblf (Uilbtrion) 
Groningen South Holland Limburg 
(Bedum) (The Hague) (MmmcblT 
listeners 
SN 
Bedum 
The Hague 
Maastricht 
SB 
Uitbergen 
East Flanders 
(Uitbergen) 
Figure 5.5 Answers to the question how much the listeners thought the dialects of each province in 
the Netherlands and Flanders differed from SN on a three point scale (1 = little, 3 = much). Scores 
are the means per listener group for the verbal level (top, mean over the levels of syntax, lexicon, 
morphology, and segmental phonetics/phonology) and the intonation level (bottom). Only those 
provinces are shown which coincide with the provinces in which the language varieties of the present 
investigations are spoken. 
5.4 General conclusions 
In this chapter we first looked at the distances of the six language varieties of our investi-
gation to 'ideal' SN as perceived by endogenous listeners. With the results we wished to get 
an answer to the first research question: What is the distance - as perceived by endogenous 
listeners - between the five Dutch language varieties and SN at the verbal level and at the 
prosodie level? We expected all language varieties to be judged as equally divergent from SN 
since the speakers are presumed to be equally good representatives of the language variety in 
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question (hypothesis 1). This was indeed confirmed by the results. An exception is SB, which 
is judged to be less divergent from SN than the other language varieties. We explained this by 
the fact that only few people are considered to be perfect SB-speakers. 
Next, we presented the distances of the language varieties to perceived SN. In this way 
we tried to answer the second research question: To what degree does prosody play a role in 
the divergence of the six language varieties in comparison with verbal information as 
perceived by endogenous listeners? As in the experiment with SN listeners, the distances to 
SN are greater at the verbal than at the prosodie level. Thus the second hypothesis is also 
confirmed for endogenous listeners: verbal information plays a more important role for the 
perceived divergence of language varieties than prosodie information Removing verbal 
information from the speech signal has a more pronounced effect than removing prosodie 
information. Still, some distance to perceived SN is observed at the prosodie level, which 
means that listeners are able to hear a difference between the prosody of SN and their own 
language variety. 
Chapters 4 and 5 showed that listeners are able to perceive differences between the six Dutch 
language varieties in our investigation at the verbal level and (although less clearly) at the 
prosodie level. In Chapter 6 we will address the issue of the relative importance of verbal and 
prosodie information in the identification of our six language varieties by our six groups of 
listeners. 

6. Identification of Dutch language varieties 
6.1 Introduction 
The previous two chapters dealt with the perceived distances to Standard Dutch of the 
Netherlands (SN) of six Dutch language varieties. The results showed that the listeners were 
able to distinguish between their own language variety and SN, and, in the case of the SN 
listeners, between SN and the other five language varieties, both at the verbal level and at the 
prosodie level. The distances to SN were perceived as larger at the verbal level than at the 
prosodie level. 
In this chapter we will examine to what extent listeners are able to identify the six 
language varieties, and what role prosodie information plays as compared with that of verbal 
information in the identification. The fact that listeners are able to hear differences between 
language varieties (Chapters 4 and 5) does not necessarily imply that they are also able to 
identify them. On the other hand, the ability of the listeners to identify the language varieties 
would imply that they are able to hear differences. 
The experimental situation with the Original' fragments is much like a natural situation where 
someone hears a short fragment of a conversation by an unknown person and tries to decide 
where this person comes from. In the case of the fragments with 'prosody only' the situation 
may be compared with one in which there is a lot of noise, for example on a bus, or with one 
where listener and speaker are separated by a wall: only prosody is transmitted and therefore 
available as information for the identification. For fragments with 'verbal information only', 
i.e. the monotonised fragments, it is less easy to envisage a comparable real-life situation. 
The main research question here is: 
What is the role of prosody in comparison with that of verbal information in the 
identification of six Dutch language varieties? 
We will also try to answer the following two subquestions: 
a. Are some language varieties better identified than other language varieties, 
and, if so, which ones? 
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b. Are some groups of listeners better at identifying certain language varieties 
than other groups of listeners, and, if so, which groups? 
We formulate a number of hypotheses, some of which are based on the results of the 
judgement experiments presented in Chapters 4 and 5, some on findings in the literature (see 
Section 2.4). 
1. Identifiability will be better for the 'original' version and the 'verbal 
information only' version than for the 'prosody only' version. If verbal 
information was present, our listeners were better able to distinguish the 
language varieties, so it can be expected that identification will also be better. 
2. Identifiability will be about the same for the 'original' version and the 'verbal 
information only' version. This expectation is based on the fact that the 
distances to SN were judged to be approximately the same for these two 
versions. 
3. Language varieties from the geographical periphery will be less well 
identified than varieties from the Randstad and the standard languages. 
4. All six groups of listeners will be equally well able to identify the SN 
fragments, since all agreed about the distance of these fragments to 'ideal' 
Standard Dutch. 
5. A language variety will be better identified by the group of listeners from the 
area where the language variety is spoken (endogenous listeners) than by the 
other groups of listeners (exogenous listeners), since it can be expected that 
listeners can more easily identify a familiar variety than a less familiar one. 
6. Dutch listeners will be better at identifying language varieties from the 
Netherlands than Belgian listeners (and the other way round), since they have 
a greater chance of being exposed to the varieties from their own country. An 
exception might be formed by varieties known from the media. 
Section 6.2 gives the experimental method. The results will be presented and discussed in 
Section 6.3. In Section 6.4 our results will be compared with results from earlier studies on 
the identification of Dutch language varieties. Finally, some general conclusions will be 
drawn in Section 6.5. 
6.2 Method 
The stimulus material is the same as described in Chapter 3. We refer to this chapter for a 
detailed account of how this material was collected, how speakers and fragments were 
selected, and how the fragments were manipulated for the three versions ('original', 'verbal 
information only', and 'prosody only'). 
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The six groups of listeners were the same as the six groups used in the judgement 
experiments in Chapters 4 and 5, that is 12 men and 12 women from each of the six places 
where also the speakers came from, namely Bedum, Maastricht, The Hague, Uitbergen (10 
men and 10 women) and groups of Standard Dutch speakers from each country. Selection of 
these listeners was described in Section 4.2.1 (SN) and 5.2.1 (all other listener groups). 
6.2.1 Procedure 
The identification experiment took place after the judgement experiments. We opted for this 
order, because we wanted to force our subjects to use the whole range of the scale while 
judging SN and their own variety, and presentation of all six varieties before the judgement 
experiment might have interfered with this objective. Of course, this does not apply for SN 
listeners, since they also judged all six varieties. 
All groups of listeners listened to fragments from all six varieties. So, each listener 
listened to 54 fragments, namely six varieties (Standard Dutch of the Netherlands (SN), 
Standard Dutch of Belgium (SB) and the dialects of Bedum, The Hague, Maastricht, and 
Uitbergen) times three versions ('original', 'verbal information only', and 'prosody only') 
times three speakers. The fragments were the same as those in the judgement experiment with 
SN listeners (Chapter 4); they consisted of 15 to 20 seconds of spontaneous speech and were 
separated by pauses of 3 seconds. 
The order in which the fragments were presented to the listeners was the same as that in 
the judgement experiment with SN listeners. The two sequences, the block-wise presentation, 
random orders and practice fragments were all the same (see Section 4.2.3). 
The identification of the language varieties was carried out step-wise at four different levels. 
The listeners were instructed to indicate as precisely as possible where they thought the 
speakers of the fragments came from. They could do this by ticking boxes on a form with four 
levels: country, region, province, and place (see Table 6.1 which is an English translation of 
the form). In order to facilitate the task the listeners were given a map of the Netherlands and 
Flanders on which all provinces and cities with more than 100,000 inhabitants were indicated. 
The map is presented (in an English translation) in Figure 6.1. 
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Figure 6.1 An English translation of the map of the Netherlands and Dutch speaking Belgium 
(with all provinces and cities with more than 100,000 inhabitants) provided in the identification 
task 
First the listeners were to decide whether the speaker of the fragment was from Belgium or 
from the Netherlands. In general, a speaker is instantly identified as Belgian or Dutch even 
when he speaks Standard Dutch (either SN or SB). It is, however, unclear which language 
characteristics are used as cues to make this decision. According to Willemyns (1987) the 
most important difference between Standard Dutch of the Netherlands and of Belgium is a 
prosodie difference, since at all other levels there is hardly a difference between SB and the 
Standard Dutch which is spoken in the south of the Netherlands. Hardly any isoglosses are 
found which follow the border between the two countries. The 'soft' g, for example, is a 
sound which in particular betrays a southern origin, but it is found in the whole area south of 
the big rivers, i.e. Rhine and Meuse (van der Wal 1994, Goeman 1995). One of the few 
isoglosses which coincides exactly with the national border is the place of stress on a number 
of words borrowed from English or French. The word motor, for example, is stressed on the 
first syllable in the Netherlands (where it was borrowed from English) and on the second 
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syllable in Belgium (where it was borrowed from French) (Stroop 1974). That this isogloss is 
a prosodie one (be it at the level of word prosody) seems to support Willemyns in his claim 
that the difference between the standard languages in the two countries is mainly found in the 
prosody. So far, claims about the relative importance of prosodie and verbal cues for the 
difference between the language varieties in the two countries have only been intuitive. In this 
chapter we will look into these claims from an empirical point of view. 
Table 6.1 Form to be filled out by the listeners in the identification experiment (English 
translation). 
country 
The 
Netherlands 
Belgium 
region 
North 
East 
Middle 
West 
South 
province 
Groningen 
Friesland 
Drenthe 
Overijssel 
Gelderland 
Utrecht 
Flevoland 
North Holland 
South Holland 
Zeeland 
North Brabant 
Limburg 
place 
standard language 
West 
Middle 
East 
West Flanders 
East Flanders 
Antwerp 
Brabant 
Limburg 
standard language 
The next step was to identify the region. The Netherlands were divided into five regions, 
North, South, Middle, West, and East, and the Dutch-speaking part of Belgium into three 
parts, West, Middle, and East. From the information on the table and on the map (see Table 
6.1 and Figure 6.1) it was clear to the listeners where the borders between the regions were. 
No regions correspond with the two standard languages, since these language varieties are not 
geographically defined. For the standard languages there were therefore separate spaces on the 
form with the indication 'standard language'. So, in total the listeners had to choose between 
10 different 'regions'. 
After identifying country and region, the listeners tried to identify the province. For the 
two standard languages the same problem presented itself as at the level of region, namely the 
fact that Standard Dutch is not restricted to a certain geographical area in the two countries. 
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Therefore at this level too there was a response possibility 'standard language' for each of the 
two countries. In total there were 19 different 'provinces'. 
The last level, place, was an open response category. This was, however, not filled out 
very often, and therefore this level will be left out of consideration when presenting the 
results. 
A separate table was given to the listeners for each of the 54 fragments as well as for the 
practice fragments. The listeners were instructed to place not more than one cross per level 
and if possible to put crosses at all levels even though this might sometimes mean that they 
had the feeling they were just guessing. 
The level of identification for the standard languages is different from that of region, 
province and place, but we will nevertheless present it at equal terms with these levels, since 
there is no other way. When comparing the scores for the two standard languages with those 
for the other language varieties it should be kept in mind that the level of identification is 
different from that of the four dialects. 
The experiment lasted 20 minutes. All stimuli were presented to the listeners, 
individually or in small groups, through headphones. The listeners were paid for their 
participation. 
6.3 Results and discussion 
The identification results will be presented for all six groups of listeners together. This is 
possible since all groups listened to the same fragments and performed the same task. The 
results on the three levels of identification, country, region and province, will be presented 
and discussed together. In Section 6.3.1 we will look at the number of missing responses. In 
Section 6.3.2 log-linear analyses of the results are presented. In Section 6.3.3 the results will 
be presented broken down for endogenous and exogenous listeners. In Section 6.3.4 the 
results will be broken further down for the separate language varieties and in Section 6.3.5 for 
the separate groups of listeners. Finally the distribution of the responses, i.e. the confusions 
made, will be discussed in Section 6.3.6. 
6.3.1 Missing responses 
To obtain some idea of how confident our listeners were of their responses we considered the 
number of missing responses: the more missing responses the less confident the listeners can 
be assumed to be. For the response level country, an overview of missing responses for each 
language variety, broken down for group of listeners and version is given in Table 6.2. As can 
be seen there are almost no missing responses (5) in the 'original' version and few (12) in the 
'verbal information only' version. In the 'prosody only' version 3 percent (67) of the 
responses are missing. A major part of these missing responses (25) are made by the group of 
listeners from Bedum in the identification of the two Belgian language varieties. The large 
geographical distance might be held responsible for this. Strikingly, the opposite situation 
does not occur: the Belgian listeners only have two missing responses for the dialect of 
Bedum. 
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Table 6.2 Missing responses for 'country', broken down for language variety, group of listeners 
and version. Maximum N = 72 for each cell (60 for the group of listeners from Uitbergen). The 
total maximum per version is 2520. The actual total is underlined SN = Standard Dutch in the 
Netherlands, Be = Bedum, Ha = The Hague, Ma = Maastricht, SB = Standard Dutch in Belgium, 
Ui = Uitbergen, tot = total. 
group of 
listenere 
SN 
Bedum 
Hague 
Maastr. 
SB 
Uitb. 
total 
'original' 
language variety 
SN Bc Ha Ma SB Ui tot 
1 0 1 I 1 0 4 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 1 1 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 0 1 l l l S 
"verbal information only' 
language variety 
SN Be Ha Ma SB Ui tot 
1 0 1 0 0 0 2 
0 0 0 0 0 3 3 
0 0 0 3 0 2 5 
0 0 2 0 0 0 2 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 0 3 3 0 5 11 
'prosody only' 
language variety 
SN Be Ha Ma SB Ui tot 
1 1 0 0 0 0 2 
3 3 1 2 11 14 34 
3 4 4 3 2 4 20 
1 2 0 1 1 2 7 
0 1 0 1 0 0 2 
0 1 0 1 0 0 2 
8 12 S 8 14 20 41 
Since at the level of region a more precise response had to be given than at the level of 
country, the task is more difficult and more missing responses might be expected. This is 
indeed the case, as may be seen in Table 6.3. For each version the total number of missing 
responses is higher than for country. Again the 'verbal information only' version has more 
missing responses (6 percent) than the 'original' version (5 percent), and 'prosody only' has 
still more (16 percent), indicating an increasingly difficult task. At the level of country most 
missing responses were found among the listeners from Bedum, but at the level of region 
most of all missing values, 46 percent, are found among the listeners from The Hague. It was 
our personal impression that these listeners were simply less motivated than the other groups 
of listeners. The experimental coordinator was a different person for each group of listeners 
(except for the two Belgian groups, which had the same coordinator). It is possible that some 
coordinators were better than others at creating an atmosphere in which the listeners were 
willing to make an effort to fill out all levels of identification. On the other hand, the 
possibility cannot be excluded that the listeners from The Hague were less confident than 
other groups of listeners, possibly because they were less familiar with the other language 
varieties. In Section 6.3.5 we will see that some groups of listeners have indeed indicated to 
have a wider knowledge of other language varieties than other groups. 
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Table 6.3 Missing responses for 'region '. broken down for language variety, group of listeners 
and version. Maximum N = 72 for each cell (60 for the group of listeners from Uitbergen). The 
total maximum per version is 2520. The actual total is underlined. 
group of 
listeners 
SN 
Bedum 
Hague 
Maastr. 
SB 
Uift. 
total 
'original' 
language variety 
SN Be Ha Ma SB Ui tot 
1 1 1 3 5 6 17 
0 0 0 1 4 3 8 
1 4 0 18 21 26 70 
0 6 0 0 4 S IS 
0 1 0 0 2 1 4 
0 0 0 1 0 0 1 
2 12 1 23 36 41 115 
'verbal information only' 
language variety 
SN Be Ha Ma SB Ui tot 
1 2 1 10 4 IS 33 
1 1 0 1 0 S 8 
0 7 1 21 18 27 74 
0 1 2 0 11 4 18 
3 0 4 3 1 0 11 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5 11 8 35 34 51 144 
'prosody only' 
language variety 
SN Be Ha Ma SB Ui tot 
14 15 10 15 17 17 88 
3 7 7 7 11 14 49 
27 27 13 34 29 30 160 
12 16 6 7 11 13 65 
6 7 8 7 7 6 41 
0 1 1 1 0 0 3 
62 73 45 75 79 75 4Ü4 
Since there are twelve Dutch and five Belgian provinces where Dutch is spoken, there was a 
total of 19 possible answers, including the two standard categories (see Table 6.1). This makes 
the task even more difficult than at the preceding level. So, more missing responses can be 
expected, and this is indeed the case, as can be seen in Table 6.4. The missing responses are 
not equally spread over all groups of listeners. Again, the listeners from Uitbergen have 
hardly any missing responses, while the listeners from The Hague have many. It looks as if 
the listeners from The Hague were only prepared to fill out an answer when they were quite 
sure of a correct identification, whereas the Uitbergen listeners followed the instructions and 
filled out the forms even when they were uncertain whether their identification was correct. In 
the subsequent analysis of the responses, the missing responses were counted as incorrect 
responses, since not filling in an answer is equal to a wrong answer. 
Table 6.4 Missing responses for 'province', broken down for language variety, group of listeners 
and version. Maximum N = 72 for each cell (60 for the group of listeners from Uitbergen). The 
total maximum per version is 2520. The actual total is underlined. 
group of 
listeners 
SN 
Bedum 
Hague 
Maastr. 
SB 
инь. 
total 
'original' 
language variety 
SN Be Ha Ma SB Ui tot 
1 4 3 3 10 21 42 
0 0 0 1 4 3 8 
3 22 6 26 28 34 119 
0 6 0 0 6 10 22 
1 6 3 0 3 2 15 
0 1 0 1 0 0 2 
5 39 12 31 51 70 2ÜB 
'verbal information only' 
language variety 
SN Bc Ha Ma SB Ui tot 
4 4 13 12 8 27 68 
1 1 I 3 3 7 16 
5 13 3 33 23 31 108 
2 3 2 0 II 8 26 
4 8 10 16 3 1 42 
0 0 2 0 2 1 S 
15 29 31 64 50 75 ffi 
'prosody only' 
language variety 
SN Be Ha Ma SB Ui tot 
20 28 20 24 23 22 137 
9 9 7 10 11 13 59 
28 36 35 38 31 34 202 
19 15 15 18 13 13 93 
6 7 8 7 7 6 41 
0 3 1 1 4 0 9 
82 98 86 98 89 88 M l 
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6.3.2 Log-linear analyses 
On the basis of the responses, log-linear analyses were carried out for each of the three levels, 
country, region, and province (see Rietveld and van Hout 1993). This technique is suitable for 
frequency data like ours, in which a categorical dependent variable, in our case the responses 
of the subjects, has to be modelled on the basis of a number of other categorical, independent 
variables. By means of the analysis we wished to determine whether there is a significant 
difference in the number of correct answers depending on which version and which language 
variety was presented to the listeners. Furthermore, we also wanted to know whether the 
number of correct answers depends on whether the language variety is judged by endogenous 
listeners (listeners from the place where the language variety in question is spoken) or by 
exogenous listeners (the other five groups). In order to answer these questions we included the 
independent variables 'version' ('original', 'verbal information only', and 'prosody only'), 
'language variety' (SN, Bedum, The Hague, Maastricht, SB, and Uitbergen), 'listener group' 
(endogenous and exogenous) and the dependent variable 'response' ('correct' and 'incorrect') 
in the analysis. As stated above, we decided to consider missing responses as incorrect. 
When interpreting the results for the identifiability of the language varieties, it should be 
kept in mind that the responses are not evenly distributed over the groups of listeners. For 
example, when judging the 'original' version and the 'verbal information only' version, the 
Dutch listeners judge 68 percent of the fragments to be from the Netherlands whereas the 
Belgian listeners judge 59 percent to be from the Netherlands, 67 percent being the correct 
percentage. When judging the 'prosody only' version the difference between the listeners 
from the two countries is even greater, the Dutch listeners judging 63 percent to be Dutch and 
the Belgian listeners 46 percent. It looks as if the Belgian listeners tend to judge fragments as 
originating from their own country. This would increase the chance of their giving a correct 
response for the Uitbergen and SB fragments. It is, however, not possible to correct for this 
bias, since we do not know whether it is indeed a bias; it is also possible that the responses 
give an accurate picture of what the listeners perceive, which means that less language 
varieties sound Dutch to the Belgian listeners than to the Dutch listeners. 
The z-values resulting from the log-linear analyses are presented in Table 6.5. The level 
of significance was set at .01, which corresponds to a z-value of |2.36|. As can be seen, all 
variables have at least one significant z-value, which means that there is an effect for all 
variables: some versions and some language varieties yield a higher number of correct 
identifications than others and one listener group (exogenous or endogenous) is better able to 
identify the language varieties than the other. The effect for listener is very high which is to be 
expected, since the listeners had very different degrees of familiarity with the language 
varieties. Furthermore, there are significant interactions of all variables, which means that 
none of the interactions can be disregarded in the further analysis. 
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Table 6.5 Z-values associated with the coefficients which represent the effects of the independent 
variables and interactions on the responses resulting from a log-linear analysis for the three 
levels of identification. Values above \2.36\ indicate that there is a significant effect at the .01 
level, indicated by *. Vers = version, list = group of listeners, lang.var = language variety. 
country 
vers * 
lang.var * 
«St* 
list by vers * 
list by lang.var * 
vers by lang.var * 
list by vers by lang.var 
* 
13.41 7.17 
6.90 1.80 
-28.09 
-10.01 -4.22 
-6.80 .02 
-.88 2.07 
-.40 -.07 
1.19 -1.30 
-1.26 -.35 
5.00 
4.78 
1.53 
3.69 
-1.03 
-3.50 
-7.36 
8.32 
-2.68 
-3.40 
2.65 
3.59 
-1.53 
-.10 
.39 
-.33 
-.42 
.00 
region 
vers * 
lang.var * 
list * 
list by vers * 
list by lang.var * 
vera by lang. var * 
list by vers by lang.var 
* 
17.99 10.58 
-.88 -.26 
25.18 
-11.33 -4.95 
-3.93 3.72 
.83 -.80 
-.26 1.39 
-1.41 1.17 
-.09 -1.04 
13.05 
-9.42 
2.79 
3.28 
-2.59 
-2.84 
-1.42 
4.40 
.68 
-1.44 
.04 
2.67 
-8.20 
1.54 
-1.63 
-1.20 
2.79 
.12 
province 
vers* 
lang.var * 
list* 
list by vers * 
list by lang.var * 
vers by lang. var * 
list by vers by lang.var 
* 
16.53 7.42 
7.09 -7.26 
38.28 
-8.36 -.71 
-9.87 9.59 
2.16 -3.41 
1.57 .06 
-3.45 4.48 
-1.65 .14 
6.20 
-5.06 
1.57 
3.59 
-.66 
-1.99 
-.56 
4.15 
2.70 
-2.47 
-1.71 
4.15 
.30 
-4.94 
-1.05 
.06 
1.34 
-1.69 
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6.3.3 Endogenous and exogenous listeners 
We first look at the overall results for 'version' broken down for 'group of listeners'. In 
Figure 6.2 the mean percentages correct identifications over all endogenous listeners (the 
mean over the six listeners groups identifying their own language variety) as well as over all 
exogenous listeners (the mean identifications of the six language varieties by the five listener 
groups from other places) are given for the three levels of identification. An asterisk indicates 
a correct identification above chance (at the .01 level). 
Generally speaking, the percentage correct identifications gets lower as the level of 
identification gets more detailed. As predicted in hypothesis 5 listeners identify their own 
language variety better than other language varieties. This goes for all three versions and all 
levels of identification. We know from the z-values presented in Table 6.5 that the difference 
is significant. All versions are identified above chance by the endogenous listeners. When 
identified by the exogenous listeners, only the 'original' version and the 'verbal information 
only' version are identified above chance, the 'prosody only' version is not. 
In order to determine which contrasts between versions are significant, we carried out 
contrast analyses with the two contrasts 'original' - 'verbal information only' and 'verbal 
information only' - 'prosody only' for each of the two groups of listeners, endogenous and 
exogenous, and for each level of identification, country, region, and province. The contrast 
'original' - 'prosody only' was not analysed since the 'original' version is always better 
identified than the 'verbal information only' version. If there is a significant contrast between 
'verbal information only' and 'prosody only', it therefore follows that there is also a 
significant contrast between 'original' and 'prosody only'. The z-values resulting from the 
contrast analysis for all three levels of identification are given in Table 6.6. 
The z-values make clear that the percentage correct identifications by the endogenous 
listeners is not significantly higher in the 'original' version than in the 'verbal information 
only' version. For them identification is apparently not inhibited by removing intonation from 
the original fragment. This holds for all three levels of identification. We are probably dealing 
with ceiling effects (see Section 6.3.4). On the other hand, for the exogenous group there is a 
significant difference. For this group it is less easy to identify the language variety when 
intonation is removed from the fragment than when it is present. We interpret this as an 
indication that listeners do use intonation for the identification, at least when they identify 
language varieties other than their own. However, when identifying the 'prosody only' 
version the percentage correct identification is significantly lower than for the 'verbal 
information only' version for both groups of listeners. This means that prosody is less 
important for the identification of the language varieties than verbal information. 
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country 
* * 
'verbal inf only' 'prosody only' 
Figure 6.2 Percentage correct identification of country, region, and province, broken down for 
version and group of listeners * indicates identification above chance (50 percent for country, 10 
percent for region and 5 26 percent for province, shown by the dotted line) at the 01 level (chi-
square test) 
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Table 6.6 Contrasts between versions. Original' - 'verbal information only' and 'verbal 
information only' - 'prosody only', for endogenous (endo) and exogenous (exo) listeners, at the 
three levels of identification. A z-value above \2.36\ indicates a significant difference between the 
contrasted versions at the .01 level, indicated by *. 
contrast 
'originar-'verbal inf. only* 
'verbal inf. only'-'prosody only' 
country 
endo exo 
-.35 * -3.85 
* -.6.47 * -14.52 
region 
endo exo 
-.82 * -4.47 
*-12.29 *-18.81 
province 
endo exo 
-1.15 »-5.37 
*-14.87 *-12.90 
6.3.4 Separate language varieties 
The results as presented so far are based on the mean percentage correct identifications over 
all language varieties. Since an interaction was found between language variety and version 
(see Table 6.5), the relative importance of verbal information compared with prosodie 
information is different for at least some of the language varieties. More insight into the exact 
nature of these differences can be gained by looking at the percentages correct identifications 
for the separate language varieties. In Figures 6.3, 6.4, and 6.5 the percentages correct 
identifications on the three levels of identification are given for the endogenous and for the 
exogenous listeners, broken down for language variety and version. At the right side of the 
three figures the results of a contrast analysis of the varieties are given for the two groups of 
listeners. Significant differences (p = .01) between percent correct identifications of the six 
language varieties are indicated by an asterisk. 
Looking first at the 'original' version and the 'verbal information only' version as 
identified by the endogenous listeners (top half of Figures 6.3, 6.4, and 6.5), it can be noticed 
that all language varieties were identified above chance at all three levels of identification, 
country, region, and province. At the level of country the percentage correct identifications is 
almost 100 for all language varieties except for SB. At the other two levels the percentages 
correct identifications are significantly lower for the two standard languages and for the 
dialect of Uitbergen than for the other three language varieties (see the tables at the right side 
of the figures). Concerning the standard languages we know from Chapters 4 and 5 that the 
speakers are not considered perfect representatives of these language varieties. Even though 
we have taken great care to select speakers with high ratings for the degree of standardness, 
the possibility cannot be excluded that there are some regional characteristics in their speech. 
Perhaps the listeners identified this regional element, or they were hesitant to identify the 
variety as a standard language. The relatively low identification score for the dialect of 
Uitbergen might be explained by the fact that this dialect is spoken in the transition zone 
between East-Flanders and Brabant (see Section 3.2.1). The speakers themselves consider 
their dialect to be quite different from surrounding dialects. Since none of the endogenous 
listeners come from the rather small community of Uitbergen itself (the phrase 'listeners from 
the place where the language variety is spoken' is somewhat misleading in this respect) but 
from a wider area in the north-east of Flanders (see Section 5.2.1), it is thus possible that the 
dialect does not sound familiar to the listeners. We will look further into confusions of the 
identified regions in Section 6.3.6. 
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As for the Original' version and the 'verbal information only' version as identified by the 
exogenous listeners (bottom half of Figures 6.3, 6.4, and 6.5), it can be noticed that the dialect 
of The Hague and also SN are identified remarkably well. The dialect of The Hague contains 
stereotypically 'Hollands' features such as diphthongisation of the long vowels /e:/ and /o:/, 
the 'hard' /g/ and devoicing of the fricatives (see Section 3.2.1). The dialect is not very 
divergent from the standard language and for the listeners it is therefore probably clear that it 
is not a dialect spoken in the periphery of the Dutch language area but rather a Randstad 
language variety. Furthermore, both the dialect of The Hague and SN are known from the 
media (see Section 3.2.1). 
SB is also known from the media, but probably less so than SN. This is corroborated by a 
comparison of the market shares of Belgian and Dutch television. The market share of Dutch 
speaking Belgian television in the Netherlands was 2.7 percent in 1995, while the market 
share of Dutch television in Dutch speaking Belgium was much higher, 7.03 percent in the 
same year'. This might be one of the explanations for the fact that the percentage correct 
identifications of SB by exogenous listeners is significantly lower than that of SN. The reason 
why SB is often placed in the Netherlands might be that the characteristic features of Standard 
Dutch spoken in Belgium are difficult to distinguish from the characteristic features of the 
varieties spoken in the south of the Netherlands (Willemyns 1987, see Section 3.2.1 ). 
At the level of country, the dialect of Maastricht is significantly less well identified by 
exogenous listeners than the other language varieties in the versions with verbal information. 
So, listeners not familiar with the Maastricht dialect find it hard to determine whether it is a 
variety spoken in Belgium or in the Netherlands. We will look for explanations for this when 
dealing with the confusions made by the listeners (Section 6.3.6). 
Turning now to the 'prosody only' version we see that the identifications by the endogenous 
listeners (top half of Figures 6.3, 6.4, and 6.5) are above chance in all cases except for SB at 
the level of region. Also the other standard variety, SN, has a low percentage correct 
identifications. So, all dialect listeners identifying their own language variety are well able to 
determine the correct country, region, and province on the basis of prosodie cues only. This is 
especially the case at the level of region. The prosody of Uitbergen plays a very important role 
for its identification, as can be concluded from the fact that it is better identified than the other 
language varieties, at least when region and province are asked for. 
By the exogenous listeners (bottom half of Figures 6.3, 6.4, and 6.5) the prosody of SN is 
significantly better identified than all the other language varieties at the level of country. The 
dialects of Maastricht and Bedum seem to have country-specific prosodie features as well, but 
for the dialect of The Hague and the two Belgian language varieties this is not the case; they 
are not identified above chance in this version. 
At the level of region the exogenous listeners are only able to identify the prosody of The 
Hague, the other language varieties are not identified above chance. At the level of province 
the language varieties are never identified above chance by the exogenous listeners. It is 
evidently a very difficult task for the listeners to identify the region and the province of 
language varieties which they are not familiar with on the basis of prosody only. 
'Sources: NOS and ASPEMAR 
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Figure 6.3 At the left side percentages correct identifications of 'country' for the 
endogenous and exogenous listeners are presented, broken down for language variety 
and version. * indicates identification above chance (50 percent, shown by the dotted 
line) at the .01 level (chi-square test). In the tables at the right side it is indicated which 
language varieties have a percentage correct identifications significantly different from 
the other language varieties at the .01 level. 
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Figure 6.4 At the left side percentages correct identifications of 'region ' for the endogenous and the 
exogenous listener groups, are presented, broken down for language variety and version * indicates 
identification above chance (10 percent, shown by the dotted line) at the 01 level (cht-square test) In the 
tables at the right side it is indicated which language varieties have a percentage correct identifications 
significantly different from the other language varieties at the 01 level 
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Figure 6.5 At the left side percentages correct identification of 'province ' by the two kinds of 
listener groups, endogenous and exogenous, are presented, broken down for language variety 
and version * indicates identification above chance (5 percent, indicated by the dotted line) at 
the 01 level (chi-square test) In the tables at the right side is indicated which language varieties 
have a percentage correct identifications significantly different from the other language varieties 
at the 01 level 
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Table 6.7 Contrasts between versions, Original' - 'verbal information only' and 'verbal 
information only' - 'prosody only', broken down for type of listeners (endogenous and 
exogenous) and for language variety, for the three levels of identification. A z-value above \2.36\ 
indicates a significant difference between the contrasted versions at the .01 level, indicated by *. 
country 
language variety 
SN 
Bedum 
TheHague 
Maastricht 
SB 
Uitbergen 
Original' - 'verbal inf. only' 
endogenous exogenous 
.17 .00 
.00 -1.45 
-.34 -.23 
.00 -2.05 
-.33 -1.91 
-.37 * -3.75 
'verbal inf. only' - 'prosody 
only' 
endogenous exogenous 
* -3.81 * -7.25 
-1.66 »-6.06 
* -3.16 *-10.73 
* -2.82 -.38 
-2.16 *-5.99 
-2.19 * -5.08 
region 
language variety 
•SN 
Bedum 
TheHague 
Maastricht 
SB 
Uitbergen 
'original' - 'verbal inf. only' 
endogenous exogenous 
.18 »-2.39 
.34 -.54 
-.17 -1.64 
.00 * -3.21 
-1.79 -.92 
-.18 -2.25 
'verbal inf. only' - 'prosody 
only' 
endogenous exogenous 
* -4.92 » -8.55 
* -5.60 * -8.52 
* -5.59 *-12.67 
* -6.84 * -5.54 
* -4.35 * -5.68 
* -2.55 * -5.07 
province 
language variety 
SN 
Bedum 
TheHague 
Maastricht 
SB 
Uitbergen 
'original' - 'verbal inf. only' 
endogenous exogenous 
.35 * -2.93 
-1.05 .08 
.00 -1.23 
.00 * -5.39 
-1.70 -.99 
-.37 * -2.69 
'verbal inf. only' - 'prosody 
only' 
endogenous exogenous 
* -5.22 * -8.71 
* -6.88 * -2.95 
* -8.34 * -9.13 
* -8.48 * -2.75 
* -4.17 «-5.60 
* -2.73 * -2.46 
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The z-values yielded by the contrast analyses presented in Table 6.7 show that at none of the 
levels, country, region, and province, there is a significant difference between the Original' 
version and the 'verbal information only' version when judged by endogenous listeners. This 
means that for listeners familiar with the language variety in question it never makes a 
difference for the identification whether intonation is present or not. Maybe we are dealing 
with a ceiling effect at least in some cases. The percentages correct identifications are often 
close to 100, indicating that identification is easy, even when only verbal information is 
present. 
In the case of the exogenous listeners there is no significant difference between the 
'original' version and the 'verbal information only' version for Bedum, The Hague, and SB. 
For SN, Maastricht, and Uitbergen (except for the level of region), however, there is a 
significant difference between the two versions. This is an indication that intonation plays a 
role in the identification of these language varieties: when it is not present, identification is 
more difficult. However, among the cases where there is a significant difference between the 
two versions, prosody alone is only sufficient for the identification above chance of the 
Maastricht dialect at the level of country. There is no significant difference between the 
identification of the 'verbal information only' version and 'prosody only' in this case. At both 
the verbal level and at the prosodie level it is difficult for the exogenous listeners to determine 
whether the Maastricht fragments originate from the Netherlands or Belgium. We will look at 
the confusions made at the levels of region and province in Section 6.3.6. 
6.3.5 Separate groups of listeners 
The results presented so far make it clear that it is in general easier for endogenous listeners to 
identify the language varieties than for exogenous listeners. This result is not surprising, since 
familiarity with a language variety facilitates identification. The familiarity of each listener 
group with the six language varieties can be expected to vary. We will therefore look at the 
percentage correct identifications for each individual group of listeners. In Figures 6.6, 6.7, 
and 6.8 the mean percentages correct identifications at the three levels of identification are 
presented separately for each version, language variety, and group of listeners. 
As can be seen from the asterisks in Figures 6.6,6.7, and 6.8, all groups of listeners are able to 
identify all language varieties above chance in the 'originar version with a few exceptions. 
The Maastricht dialect is not identified above chance as being spoken in the Netherlands by 
the SB listeners. In general, the percentage correct identifications of country for the 
Maastricht dialect is rather low for all listeners except for those from Maastricht. This might 
be explained by the fact that this dialect is spoken close to the Belgian border. Furthermore, 
the Dutch listeners have difficulties identifying the dialect of Uitbergen at the levels of region 
and province, whereas on the other hand the Belgian speakers have difficulties identifying the 
dialect of Bedum at the level of province. Probably these two dialects have rarely or never 
been heard by listeners from the other country. Only identification at the level of country is 
possible. It should furthermore be noted that in general listeners who do not speak a dialect 
(i.e. SN and SB listeners) identify their own variety less well than endogenous listeners with a 
dialect background. 
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Figure 6.6 Percentages correct identification of 'country' for the three versions, 'original', 
'verbal information only' and 'prosody only', broken down for language variety and separate 
groups of listeners * indicates identification above chance (50 percent, shown by the dotted line) 
at the 01 level (chi-square test) The arrows indicate the varieties identified by their respective 
endogenous listener groups 
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Figure 6.7 Percentage correct identifications of 'region 'for the three versions, Original ', 'verbal 
information only' and 'prosody only', broken down for language variety and group of listeners. 
* indicates identification above chance (10 percent, shown by the dotted line) at the .01 level 
(chi-square test). The arrows indicate the varieties identified by their respective endogenous 
listener groups. 
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Figure 6.8 Percentages correct identification of 'province' for the three versions, Original', 
'verbal information only ' and 'prosody only ', broken down for language variety and group of 
listeners. * indicates identification above chance (5 percent, shown by the dotted line) at the .01 
level (chi-square test). The arrows indicate the varieties identified by their respective endogenous 
listener groups. 
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There is a general tendency for the listeners from the Netherlands to be better at identifying 
the Dutch language varieties and for the Belgian listeners to be better at identifying the 
Belgian language varieties, even when the own language variety of the listeners is left out of 
consideration. In Figure 6.9 it is shown how often the listeners declared to speak and to hear 
SN in the questionnaire (questions 4 and 5 in Appendix C). As can be seen all Dutch groups 
of listeners hear and speak SN often, while the Belgian listeners rather seldom hear and even 
less seldom speak this language variety. On the basis of this information we would expect the 
Dutch listeners to be better at identifying SN than the Belgian listeners. The listeners from 
Bedum, however, have difficulties identifying SN at the levels of region and province, and the 
SB listeners have a percentage correct identifications of SN which is just as high as that of the 
other three Dutch language varieties. We will look for explanations for this when presenting 
the distribution of the responses in Section 6.3.6. Since the listeners were not asked how often 
they hear and speak SB we cannot compare the results with the opposite situation, that of 
Belgian and Dutch listeners identifying SB 
hear SN speak SN 
• 
listeners 
SN И 
Bedum В 
The Hague H 
Maastricht 
SB 
Uitbergen 
Figure 6.9 Mean scores per listeners group over the answers to two questions in the 
questionnaire: "How often do you hear Standard Dutch of the Netherlands?" and "How often do 
you speak Standard Dutch of the Netherlands?" expressed on a four-point scale from 1 (hardly 
ever) to 4 (always). 
In the questionnaire the listeners were also asked to indicate on a 10-point scale from 1 (not at 
all) to 10 (very well) how well they thought they would be able to identify the dialects of the 
provinces in the Netherlands and Flanders and the two standard languages (question 8 in 
Appendix C). The listeners were asked to fill out their expectations for all provinces. If only 
the provinces which are relevant for the present investigation had been asked, the listeners 
might have been guided in the subsequent auditory identification tasks. The results for the 
relevant provinces and the standard languages are shown in Figure 6.10. When comparing the 
actual ability to identify the province of a language variety as shown in Figure 6.8 for the 
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'original' fragments to the ability which the listeners expected, we see that in general the 
listeners expected to be better at identifying the language varieties than they rum out to be in 
reality. This might be due to the fact that the experimental task was more difficult than a real 
life situation, the fragments being short. However, the general pattern in the two figures is 
quite similar. This is confirmed by a pearson correlation coefficient of .77 (df = 35), which is 
significant at the .01 level. This shows that the listeners have rather good intuitions about their 
relative ability to identify different language varieties. 
Groningen ι Limburg 
SN ( B , *- ) South HolІInd(и- , r i·ы, 
(П«Ні|Іі) 
SB 
East Flanders 
( U U B I U ) 
listeners 
• SN 
L | Bedum 
И The Hague 
Maastricht 
SB 
Uitbergen 
Figure 6.10 Ability to identify the provinces of the four dialects and two standard languages as 
predicted by the six groups of listeners, expressed along a ten-point scale from 1 (not at all) to 10 
(very well). 
Turning back to Figures 6.6, 6.7, and 6.8 it can be seen that the effect of removing intonation, 
apparent in the 'verbal information only' version, is the largest for the Belgian listeners 
identifying the dialect of Bedum and Dutch listeners identifying the dialect of Uitbergen at all 
three levels of identification. Clearly the intonation is missed in those cases where 
identification was already difficult even with all information present (see discussion of the 
'original' version above). Listeners from the same country as where these two language 
varieties are spoken are less dependent on intonation for the correct identification. The 
absence of intonation furthermore makes the identification of the Maastricht dialect less easy 
for most groups of listeners. 
The results of the 'prosody only version in Figures 6.6, 6.7, and 6.8 show that Dutch listeners 
are generally better at identifying the country of Dutch language varieties whereas Belgian 
listeners are better at identifying the country of the Belgian language varieties on the basis of 
prosodie information. Again this can probably be explained by the familiarity with the 
language varieties, which is likely to correlate with the geographical distance between the 
language variety to be identified and the place where the listener comes from (van Hout and 
Münstermann 1981, Boets and de Schutter 1977, Deprez and de Schutter 1980, see Sections 
2.3 and 2.4.2). This is confirmed by the identifications made by the Maastricht listeners. They 
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are better able to identify the Belgian language varieties, which are geographically closer, than 
the Dutch dialects. Their identification of SN is high, too, but this language variety is not tied 
to a particular region. The region and the province of the language varieties are not well 
identified in the 'prosody only' version. 
In order to get an impression of the relationship between the judgements of the Original' 
fragments and the judgements of the two manipulated versions, pearson correlation 
coefficients were calculated for each level of identification. These were based on the 
judgements broken down for version, language variety, and listener group. The results are 
presented in Table 6.8. The correlations between the Original' version and the 'verbal 
information only' version are high and always larger than the correlation between the 
'original' version and the 'prosody only' version. This can be interpreted as an indication that 
prosodie cues are largely independent from verbal cues. In other words, relative identifiability 
may differ depending on the type of information presented, prosodie or verbal. The correlation 
between the 'verbal information only' version and the 'prosody only' version is not given in 
Table 6.8. This is predictable since the correlation between the 'original' version and the 
'verbal information only' version is so high. 
Table 6.8 Pearson correlation coefficients between the 'original' version and the 'verbal 
information only' version and between the 'original' version and the 'prosody only' version 
based on the results broken down for version, language variety, and listener group, df= 35. 
level of identification 
country 
region 
province 
'originar - 'verbal inf. only' 
.83 
.96 
.95 
'original' - 'prosody only' 
.36 
.73 
.63 
In Section 6.3.1 we used the number of missing responses as an indication of how confident 
the listeners were when identifying the fragments. We predicted that many missing scores 
would be accompanied by a low percentage correct identifications. At the level of country this 
does indeed seem to be the case. The listeners from Bedum had many missing scores for the 
two Belgian language varieties, especially in the 'prosody only' version, and in fact the 
percentages correct identifications are very low in these cases compared with their ratings for 
other varieties. 
At the level of region the number of missing responses was rather large for the listeners 
from The Hague, while the listeners from Uitbergen hardly had any missing responses. From 
Figure 6.7 it becomes clear that the percentages correct identifications over all language 
varieties and versions hardly differ for the two groups: 41 percent for the listeners from The 
Hague and 38 percent for the listeners from Uitbergen. This means that the listeners from 
Uitbergen always tried to identify the language variety but made many wrong identifications, 
while the listeners from The Hague in general noted down a response only when they were 
reasonably certain that they had identified the language variety correctly. Since missing 
responses have been counted as wrong identifications, the overall percentages correct 
identifications are almost the same for the two groups. 
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6.3.6 Distribution of the responses 
In Appendix D the complete confusion matrices are given accumulated over the three 
speakers but broken down for each of the six language varieties, six groups of listeners, and 
three versions for the response level region. Appendix E shows the confusion matrices for the 
level of province. However, in order to get a general impression, the distribution of the 
responses are presented in mean percentages over the three speakers and all groups of listeners 
for each language variety and version in Figures 6.11 and 6.12. Figure 6.11 shows, for each 
language variety, a map of the Netherlands and the Dutch speaking part of Belgium with the 
borders of the eight regions. In Figure 6.12 the same maps are given with the provincial 
borders. For each version the percentage (excluding the missing responses) indicates how 
often the language variety in question was identified as spoken in each of the eight regions or 
17 provinces, as well as how often it was identified as SN, written left of the Netherlands, and 
SB, written left of Belgium. The top value is the Original' version, the middle value is the 
'verbal information only' version and the bottom value is the 'prosody only' version. Only the 
identifications above chance (10 possible choices = 10 percent for region and 19 choices = 
5.26 percent for province) are indicated. The correct identifications are placed in a box. 
As becomes clear from Figures 6.11 and 6.12, the confusions of each language variety 
are limited to a few regions and provinces. This goes in particular for the 'original' version 
and the 'verbal information only' version, which are never confused with more than two 
different regions or five different provinces. At the level of prosody more different confusions 
are found, which reflects the difficulty of the task. It is also striking that the identifications of 
the 'prosody only' version are often differently distributed from those of the other two 
versions, which suggests that the verbal levels and the prosodie level are to a great extent 
independent of each other. This also appeared from the correlation coefficients between the 
judgements (Section 6.3.4). 
In all three versions SN has most often been confused with the West region and the 
province of North Holland, the province where the capital is situated. This confusion is 
particularly strong among the listeners from Bedum (see Appendices D and E), which 
explains the low percentage correct identifications found for this group of listeners in Figures 
6.7 and 6.8. Some confusion with the provinces of Utrecht and South Holland is also found. 
The 'prosody only' version of SN is even less often identified as SN than as a variety spoken 
in the West and the prosody is also confused with SB (see Figure 6.12). The SN speakers are 
themselves, in fact, not from the West. Two of them grew up in the East and the third spent 
his childhood and youth in places all over the Netherlands. However, many listeners 
apparently associate Standard Dutch with a language variety spoken in the Randstad. We 
know from the judgements in Chapter 4 and 5 that the listeners do not find the fragments to be 
'ideal' SN (between 8 and 9 on a 10 point scale). Also the specialists who judged the speakers 
during the selection did not judge any of the speakers to speak 'ideal' SN. The mean 
judgement of the three SN speakers was 8.7 (see Section 3.3.2). Probably the listeners in the 
identification experiment associate a variant of SN with characteristics they do not consider 
SN with a Randstad language variety, since Randstad language varieties are in general not as 
divergent from SN as language varieties from other parts of the Netherlands (see Section 2.3). 
In fact, most features of SN are derived from the Randstad language varieties. 
In the 'original' version and the 'verbal information only' version, the dialect of Bedum is 
most often confused with the regions and provinces which are geographically closest, namely 
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the East region and the provinces of Friesland, Drenthe, and Overijssel. The listeners thus 
have an idea that it is a dialect spoken in the north or northeast of the Netherlands as also 
appears from the level of region. At the prosodie level no clear picture emerges: confusion 
takes place with many regions and provinces both in the Netherlands and Belgium. It looks as 
though the prosody is not very characteristic of this dialect. This is, however, contradicted by 
the fact that the listeners from Groningen themselves have a high number of correct 
identifications in this version, as we saw in Figure 6.9 and 6.10. Apparently the characteristic 
features are not known by non-Groningen listeners. In general exogenous listeners appear not 
to be familiar with Groningen dialects: as the only language variety in our investigation, it is 
not identified above chance at the level of province by the exogenous listeners in any of the 
versions (see Figure 6.10). 
The region of The Hague is identified correctly in three quarter of the cases in the 
'original' version and the 'verbal information only' version. At the level of province, most 
confusions occur with North Holland in these versions. It is striking how often the prosody of 
this language variety is confused with the West and Middle of Flanders. This is in particular 
the case for the listeners from Belgium (see Appendix D). The confusion found for SN with 
the West of the Netherlands is not symmetrical, as The Hague is rarely confused with SN. 
In the 'original' version and the 'verbal information only' version the dialect of 
Maastricht is confused with the East region of Belgium and more in particular the Belgium 
province of Limburg, which is not very surprising considering the fact that the dialects spoken 
at either side of the border both belong to the same dialect group, that of the Limburg dialects. 
This also explains the fact that the percentages correct identification at the level of country 
was so low compared with that for the other language varieties (see Figure 6.3). The 
confusion with the East of Belgium is small at the prosodie level; in this case the listeners 
have more often confused the Maastricht dialect with a language variety from North Brabant, 
which is also an adjacent province but which belongs to another dialect group (see Figure 
2.3). This is unexpected, since almost all the Limburg dialects have prosodie characteristics in 
common, in particular the use of lexical tones. It is possible that the lexical tones are difficult 
to perceive without verbal information. Also, the phonetic realisation of the tones might be 
different in the individual dialects. This is supported by the fact that the different phonetic 
descriptions of the Limburg lexical tones which have been carried out so far have shown very 
different results (Gooskens and Rietveld 1995). 
SB is very often placed in the Middle region of Belgium in the provinces of Antwerp and 
Brabant. This can be explained by the fact that these are the provinces from which the 
speakers originate or by the fact that the standard language is identified with these provinces. 
Brabants is a historically important dialect, which has contributed considerably to the 
vocabulary and pronunciation of the standard language. The prosody of SN was rather often 
confused with that of SB. The other way round this is not very often the case. It is more often 
confused with language varieties in the West and Middle of Belgium. 
The dialect of Uitbergen, finally, is only confused with the Middle region of Flanders, 
but at the level of province it is more often placed in West-Flanders than in Antwerp or 
Brabant. This is contrary to our expectations, since this dialect is located in the transition zone 
between East-Flanders and Brabant. However, the dialect is placed rather often in all Belgium 
provinces, which suggests that the listeners know that it is a Belgium dialect, but have 
difficulty placing it more precisely. 
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Figure 6.11 The Netherlands and the Dutch speaking part of Belgium with the eight regions In 
percentage (excluding the missing responses) it is indicated how often the language variety m 
question was identified to be spoken in each of the eight regions as well as how often it was 
identified to be SN, written next to the Netherlands, or SB, written next to Belgium The top value 
refers to the 'original' version, the middle value to the 'verbal information only ' version, and the 
bottom value to the 'prosody only ' version. Only identifications above chance (10 percent) are 
indicated The correct identifications are placed ¡n a box 
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Bedum 0 
The Hague 0 Maastricht О 
Uitbergen^ 
Figure 6.12 The Netherlands and the Dutch speaking part of Belgium with the 17 provinces. In 
percentage (excluding the missing responses) it is indicated how often the language variety in 
question is identified to be spoken in each of the provinces as well as how often it is identified to 
be SN, written left of the Netherlands, or SB, written left of Belgium The top value refers to the 
'original' version, the middle value to the 'verbal information only' version and the value 
number to the 'prosody only ' version Only the identifications above chance (5 26 percent) are 
indicated The correct identifications are placed in a box 
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6.4 Comparison of the results with those of earlier studies 
First, we will compare our results with those of other studies on the role of prosody for the 
identification of languages and language varieties (Section 6.4.1). Next, we will compare our 
results with the results concerned with the identification of Dutch language varieties on the 
basis of original speech fragments (Section 6.4.2). 
6.4.1 Comparison with earlier studies on the role of prosody for the 
identification of languages and language varieties 
In Section 2.4.1 we discussed a number of studies which concerned themselves with the role 
of prosody for the identification of languages and language varieties. Maidment (1976) and 
Ohala and Gilbert (1980) showed that listeners can identify languages well above chance in a 
forced choice experiment when hearing only the prosody of the languages in question 
(English, French, Japanese, and Cantonese). 
Bush (1967) carried out a similar experiment for three different English language 
varieties and van Els and de Bot (1987) for Dutch ethnic accents. Van Els and de Bot used the 
same three versions as in our experiments, namely normal, filtered, and monotonised. Just as 
in our investigation their results showed a negative effect of the removal of intonation ('verbal 
information only' version) on the identification by native Dutch speakers. This effect was 
larger when the foreign accents were identified for their specific language background than 
when it had to be decided whether a fragment was Dutch or not. Similarly, our results showed 
a lower percentage correct identifications on the part of listeners when the identification had 
to take place at a detailed level like region and province. Ohala found that listeners are 
significantly better at identifying their own language than other languages and we also found 
that endogenous listeners had a higher percentage correct identifications than exogenous 
listeners. 
6.4.2 Comparison with earlier studies on the identification of Dutch 
language varieties on the basis of original speech fragments 
The role of prosody for the identification of non-ethnic Dutch language varieties has never 
been investigated. Moreover, different studies concerned with the identification of 'original' 
fragments often used different varieties. We are therefore only able to compare the 
identification of our 'original' version with that of more or less related language varieties in 
other studies. These were all discussed in Section 2.4.2. 
In Table 6.9 we give a summary of the relevant parts of earlier studies which have been 
concerned with the same or closely related Dutch language varieties. Different ways of 
measuring the degree of identification were used. In our study as well as in that of Knops 
(1984) and Deprez and de Schutter (1980) identification of 'country' was better for SN than 
for SB. Maybe in the Netherlands a wider variety with more regional characteristics is 
accepted as Standard Dutch than in Belgium. If the fragments by speakers of SN contain more 
regional characteristics it might be easier to identify the country where the language variety is 
spoken. Another possible explanation was given in Section 6.2.1: the boundary between the 
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northern and the southern varieties of Dutch does not follow the national border but is often 
placed further north at the big rivers separating the southern part of the Netherlands from the 
rest. The existence of the border following the rivers is an idea in particular held among 
laymen and it is probably strengthened by the fact that the rivers also form a rough border 
between the Catholic south and the Protestant north. Linguistically, not very many isoglosses 
coincide with the rivers. The isogloss for the 'soft' /g/, however, does to some extent. Deprez 
and de Schutter found a tendency of the listeners to be better at identifying Standard Dutch 
from their own country than from the other one. This tendency was also found in our study 
but not by Knops. The low percentage correct identification of SN found by van Bezooijen is 
due to the fact that correct identification is defined as identification with the West of the 
Netherlands rather than with a separate response category 'Standard Dutch'. 
Table 6.9 Results of the identifications of the six language varieties (mean percentage correct 
identifications over all listeners per language variety for the three levels of identification) 
compared with results from previous identification studies of Dutch language varieties. At the left 
the reference is given, with the manner of measurement indicated underneath. Under the results 
the level of measurement is indicated (if relevant) as well as the language variety used in the 
study (if different from our study). 
present investigation 
% correct identifications over 
six groups of listeners: 
country 
region 
province 
V. Bezooijen (1995) 
% correct identifications over 
7 groups of Dutch listeners 
V. Hout & MUnstermann 
(1981) 
deviation coefficient 
Knops (1984) 
% correct listeners over 85 
Dutch and Belgian listeners 
Boets & de Schutter (1977) 
% correct identifications 
by 72 listeners from Duffel 
(close to Antwerp) 
Deprez & de Schutter (1980) 
deviation in km ./percentage 
correct identifications (for the 
standard languages) by 100 
listeners from Antwerp and 100 
from Rotterdam 
SN 
98% 
57% 
57% 
65% 
region 
West 
99% 
country 
95% 
country 
Bedum 
92% 
55% 
29% 
55% 
region 
4.92 
Loppersum 
126 km 
Velerveen 
The 
Hague 
100% 
79% 
55% 
80% 
region 
.03 
52 km 
Rotter-
dam 
Maastr. 
76% 
56% 
49% 
.41 
Kerkrade 
SB 
89% 
43% 
43% 
92% 
country 
91% 
country 
Uitbergen 
88% 
50% 
34% 
80% 
country 
Tielt 
60% 
province 
mean over 4 dialects 
from East-Flanders 
42 km 
St.Niklaas 
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The results of van Bezooijen and our own results are surprisingly similar for the dialects of 
Bedum, The Hague, and Uitbergen. Boets and de Schutter (1977) found a higher mean 
percentage correct identification over the four dialects from East-Flanders than we did for 
Uitbergen, but this is probably due to the fact that their listeners all came from Belgium. The 
mean over the separate groups of Belgian listeners is 67 percent in our investigation, which is 
higher than the percentage reported by Boets and de Schutter. As far as the dialects are 
concerned, it is not possible to directly compare the results of van Hout and Münstermann 
(1981) and Deprez and de Schutter (1980) with our results, since they used a deviation 
coefficient (see Section 2.4.2) or distance in kilometres. It is, however, clear that the 
identification of the Groningen dialects is poor and that of the dialect of The Hague high in all 
investigations. Probably more listeners have been in contact with the dialect of The Hague 
than with the Groningen dialects, because it is geographically more central and because the 
language varieties of the Randstad are more often represented in the media than the northern 
dialects. Furthermore, the dialect of The Hague shares many characteristics with other city 
dialects. Most of these cities are situated in Holland, which has the effect that wrong 
identifications are not always brought to light. Like the other language varieties in the 
Randstad, the dialect of The Hague is not very divergent from SN. So, if listeners hear a 
dialect that does not deviate very much, they identify it with the Randstad, which results in a 
great chance of a correct identification. When listeners hear a dialect which is very divergent 
from SN they know that it is a dialect from the periphery and the chance that they make a 
correct identification is smaller since the number of choices is larger. 
6.5 General conclusions 
In Section 6.1 we formulated a main question and two subquestions, as well as six hypotheses 
related to these questions. The main question was to which degree listeners use prosodie 
information as compared with verbal information when identifying short fragments of speech 
from six Dutch language varieties. We expected the role of verbal information to be more 
important than that of prosodie information, since the experiments carried out in Chapters 4 
and 5 showed that listeners judged the distances of the six language varieties to 'ideal' SN to 
be larger in the 'verbal information only' version than in the 'prosody only' version 
(hypothesis 1). Indeed this expectation was confirmed: the country, region, and province of 
origin of the language varieties were always better identified in the 'verbal information only' 
version than in the 'prosody only' version. In fact, only listeners from the area or place where 
the language variety is spoken (endogenous listeners) were able to identify a language variety 
above chance in the version with prosody only. Listeners from other places (exogenous 
listeners) were in general not able to do so. 
The second hypothesis predicted the same percentage correct identifications for the 
'original' version and the 'verbal information only' version, since the distances to Standard 
Dutch were judged to be approximately the same for these two versions (see Chapters 4 and 
5). This hypothesis has to be partly rejected. The endogenous listeners indeed did not identify 
the 'original' version significantly better than the 'verbal information only' version, but this 
appears to be due to a ceiling effect. The exogenous listeners identified SN and the dialects of 
Maastricht and Uitbergen significantly better in the Original' version than in the 'verbal 
information only' version. We interpreted this as an indication that intonation does play a role 
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for the identification of at least some language varieties, although a smaller role than verbal 
information. This is in fact a confirmation of the expectations in the literature which claims 
that prosody is important for the perception of language varieties. This means that the 
intuitions expressed in the literature are based on the identification rather than on the 
perception of differences between language varieties. 
We also formulated the question whether some language varieties are better identified than 
other language varieties (subquestion a). Our hypothesis (hypothesis 3) was that language 
varieties from the geographical periphery are less well identified than varieties spoken in the 
Randstad, exemplified by The Hague. This result was also found in other investigations (see 
Section 6.4). In addition, we expected the two standard languages to be better identified than 
the dialects, since they are better known from the media and the educational system. 
The exogenous listeners did indeed identify the Randstad dialect of The Hague 
significantly better than the other dialects especially at the verbal levels. SN is also 
significantly better identified than the dialects from the periphery, at least at the level of 
country. At the other levels the listeners have often tried to identify the region and the 
province where the speakers come from, which gives a lower percentage correct 
identifications. SN is better identified than SB. It is possible that SN is more widely known 
than the Belgian variety. Furthermore, the difference can be explained by the fact that the 
southern variant of Standard Dutch is spoken in the south of the Netherlands as well as in 
Belgium. 
At the level of prosody it is difficult to draw clear conclusions about which language 
varieties are better identified by the exogenous listeners, since all language varieties are rather 
poorly identified. The endogenous listeners identify SN significantly better than the other 
language varieties at the level of country, and percent correct identification of the Uitbergen 
dialect by the endogenous listeners is significantly highest at the level of province. 
It is important to note that dialects with the best identification at the verbal levels were 
not always the same as those with the best identification at the prosodie level, and the other 
way round. This means that to a certain extent prosody is independent of verbal 
characteristics. A language variety with a very characteristic prosody is not necessarily very 
characteristic at other levels. That prosody is indeed to some extent independent of verbal 
information is also supported by the fact that the correlation coefficients between the 
judgements of the 'original' version and the 'verbal information only' version are higher than 
the correlation coefficients between the 'original' version and the version with 'prosody only. 
Furthermore, the confusions made at the prosodie level are not always the same as at the 
verbal level, which also points to independence of the two characteristics. 
We expected the percentage correct identifications of SN to be the same for all groups of 
listeners (hypothesis 4), since they agreed about the distance of the SN fragments to 'ideal' 
Standard Dutch in the judgement experiments. This is however not the case. Some groups of 
listeners are more willing to accept the fragments as SN than others, who tried to use regional 
characteristics present in the speech of the SN speakers to identify them with one of the 
regions or provinces. At the level of prosody there is even a rather great disagreement about 
the country in which this variety is spoken. 
Finally, we wished to know whether some groups of listeners are better at identifying certain 
language varieties than others (subquestion b). As expected (hypothesis 5) endogenous 
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listeners are better at identifying the language varieties than exogenous listeners at all levels. 
The difference between the two groups is largest for the dialects of Bedum, Maastricht and 
Uitbergen. Also the listeners are in general better at identifying the language varieties from 
their own country than from the other country (hypothesis 6), even when the own language 
variety of the listeners is left out of consideration. These results show that familiarity is very 
important for a successful identification of a language variety. This is especially the case at 
the prosodie level. 
The present study has shown that the role of prosody is rather small for the identification of 
the six Dutch language varieties investigated. If we return to the natural situation of hearing a 
small fragment of speech on the street or in the bus, this might mean that a listener will first 
of all use verbal information about a speaker when trying to guess where the speaker comes 
from and that prosody plays a supporting role for at least certain language varieties. It is 
however also possible that a listener in such a situation first become aware of the fact that the 
prosody of a speaker is different from his own or from the standard language and that verbal 
information is then used to determine more precisely where the speaker comes from. On the 
basis of the results of our experiments it is not possible to chose one of these two processing 
models. However, prosodie information tend to be better recognised than segmental 
information during difficult listening circumstances (Huggins 1972, Nooteboom and 
Doodeman 1984). This supports the second model. It should also be kept in mind that a 
listener is only rarely confronted with a situation like the experimental situation we created, 
where either intonation or verbal information is fully removed from the signal. Most of the 
time the listener will have at least a little verbal information at his disposal. 
An explanation for the fact that prosody has been found to play a rather small role for the 
identification of the language varieties might also be found in the fact that we used short, 
emotionally neutral fragments which were selected randomly without special attention to 
prosody. This choice may have reduced the chance that such fragments contain prosodie 
characteristics specific for a language variety. We do not know how the prosodie 
characteristics of the investigated language varieties are distributed. It is possible that some 
varieties have characteristics that appear only rarely. 
As long as we have no results from another language community for comparison it is not 
really possible to draw conclusions about the relative importance of prosody in the 
identification of Dutch language varieties. It is furthermore possible that the method used is 
not fit to bring to light the role of prosody for the identification of language varieties. In order 
to compare the Dutch results with results for another language community and in order to test 
the suitability of our method, we carried out similar judgement and identification experiments 
with British language varieties. In these experiments we also included fragments which were 
selected by experts for their having a very divergent intonation in order to check whether in 
these fragments the role of prosody would indeed be larger than in intonationally neutral 
fragments. We will report on these experiments in Chapters 7, 8, and 9. 
7. Introduction and material for the English 
perception experiments 
7.1 Introduction 
Chapters 4, 5, and 6 of this thesis described a number of experiments designed to investigate 
the role of prosody compared with that of verbal information in the perceived divergence and 
the identification of six Dutch language varieties. The results showed the role of prosody to be 
rather small. There are two possible explanations for this. Firstly, the method used may not be 
suitable for investigating the role of prosody for the perception of language varieties. The 
fragments, which were selected randomly as far as prosody is concerned, might have been too 
short thus minimising the chance of prosodie characteristics being present. Also, the confron-
tation with the manipulated fragments, especially the delexicalised fragments, might be a 
rather unnatural situation for the listeners, which may have led to low identification scores. 
Secondly, the role of prosody may indeed not be very large in the Dutch language area. 
On the basis of the Dutch results it cannot be decided which of the two explanations is 
valid. However, a replication of the experiments in an area which can be assumed to have 
larger differences in prosody may throw some light on the question. If the first explanation is 
correct, then the replication study can be expected to yield the same result as the original 
study. If the second explanation is true, then the replication study can be expected to show a 
larger effect of prosody on perceived divergence and identification. 
In Chapters 7, 8, and 9 we will describe an investigation which is very similar to the one 
with Dutch language varieties, but this time with six English language varieties spoken in the 
British language area. We chose this language area because we assumed the prosodie diffe-
rences among the language varieties spoken in Britain to be larger than in the Netherlands. 
This assumption is based on the fact that intonational differences between British English' 
language varieties are often mentioned and described in the literature, in contrast with the 
Dutch situation, where this is only seldom the case. This may point to prosody being a more 
salient feature in English than in Dutch dialects. The method used is largely the same as the 
one used for the Dutch language varieties. A difference is that in the Dutch study six different 
1
 We henceforth refer to British English language varieties as English language varieties, by which we mean 
all English language varieties spoken in the United Kingdom. In the same way we refer to the British English 
language area as the English language area. 
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groups of listeners participated, whereas in the English study only one group of listeners 
participated, namely a group consisting of listeners from all over England. This group is 
comparable with the group of Standard Dutch (SN) listeners from the Netherlands in the 
Dutch experiments. These listeners came from all over the Netherlands. Furthermore, in 
addition to randomly chosen fragments we added fragments selected for their having an 
intonation which is maximally divergent from the Standard English intonation. After all, it is 
possible that some dialects have divergent intonation patterns which are very infrequent and 
which may therefore coincidently not be present in fragments chosen at random. On the basis 
of the 'divergent' fragments it can be assessed how well listeners can perceive the divergence 
of language varieties and identify them in prosodically 'ideal' circumstances. 
The study of the English language varieties consisted of two experiments. The first was 
set up in order to study the perceived distances of the six English language varieties to 
Standard English at the verbal level and at the prosodie level. This experiment is the subject of 
Chapter 8. The second experiment examines the role of prosody versus verbal information for 
the identification of the six language varieties and will be the subject of Chapter 9. The 
material used for the two experiments is identical and will be described in the present chapter. 
In Section 7.2 we will present the six language varieties used in the two English perception 
experiments. Section 7.3 describes how the speech material was collected, Section 7.4 how 
the speakers and fragments were chosen, and Section 7.5 how the fragments were mani-
pulated. In Section 7.6 we will sum up the steps taken in preparing the material. The nature of 
the material is similar to the material used for the Dutch experiments described in Chapter 3, 
since we wanted as many aspects as possible to be identical in order to facilitate comparison. 
7.2 Language varieties 
For our study we opted for the following six English language varieties: 
1. Standard English (SE). We define this language variety as the one used in 
education and broadcasting in Britain, and in England in particular. It is also 
commonly referred to as Received Pronunciation (RP). This variety will be used 
as the point of reference when investigating how divergent the language varieties 
in our investigation are. 
2. The dialect of Liphook, a village in the county of Hampshire south-west of 
London. 
3. The dialect of Glasgow, a city in the southwest of Scotland. 
4. The dialect of Newcastle, a city in the northeast of England. 
5. The dialect of Rhondda, a community in the south of Wales. 
6. The dialect of Belfast, the capital of Northern Ireland. 
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The places where the five non-standard language varieties are spoken can be found on the map 
of Great Britain (Figure 7.1). The choice for these language varieties was based on two 
criteria. First, we wished the five language varieties to be spread over the English language 
area in order to enhance the geographical and linguistic distances between them. Wells (1982) 
divides the British English language area into the following five main dialect areas: Scotland, 
Ireland, Wales, north England, and south England. The five non-standard language varieties 
were selected in such a way that there is one language variety from each of these areas. The 
approximate border lines between the dialect areas are shown in Figure 7.1. The dialects of 
south and north England are subdivided into a larger number of areas by Trudgill (1990). The 
dialect of Liphook is spoken in the Home Counties and the dialect of Newcastle in the north-
east of England. 
Second, we chose language varieties which differ from Standard English to different 
degrees at the verbal as well as the prosodie level. Five English dialects, Scottish, Irish, 
Welsh, Northern, and Midland, were reported to have a narrower pitch range and a less varied 
melodic repertoire than Standard English (Shevchenko 1989). According to Cruttenden (1986) 
only areas of Celtic influence in the north and west of the British Isles are intonationally 
different from Standard English. Typical of the sentence intonation of these areas is the more 
extensive use of rising tones. Four varieties of these rising tones are distinguished by 
Cruttenden: 
(i) a rising glide on the nuclear syllable or a jump-up between the nuclear syllable 
and the following unaccented syllable ('rise') 
(ii) a jump-up on the unaccented syllable following the nucleus and the 
maintenance of this level on succeeding unaccented syllables ('rise-plateau') 
(iii) a jump-up on the unaccented syllable following the nucleus and the 
maintenance of this level on succeeding unaccented syllables, except that the 
last one or two syllables may decline slightly ('rise-plateau-slump') 
(iv) a rise-fall in which the voice reaches the baseline and which is accomplished 
without any plateau between rise and fall ('rise-fall') 
Generally there is an increase in the occurrence of all such varieties in the dialects mentioned, 
although each dialect has a preference for one variety. We have taken care to include dialects 
which are representative of all these rising tone varieties, namely Glasgow which prefers type 
(i), Newcastle types (ii) and (iv), Rhondda type (iv), and Belfast types (ii) and (iii). Studies on 
the intonation of English dialects other than the northern and north-western dialects with 
Celtic influence report little difference from Standard English. A representative of this group 
of dialects is the dialect of Liphook. The dialects which are intonationally most divergent 
from Standard English are also most divergent from Standard English at the verbal level, 
while little intonational divergence also goes with little verbal divergence. 
Relevant information on the six language varieties will be given below, with special 
attention being paid to verbal and prosodie characteristics. 
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Figure 7.1 Classification of the English dialects by Trudgill (1990) 
Standard English 
Standard English pronunciation, or Received Pronunciation (RP), is the variety commonly 
associated with ВВС-broadcasting. It is the variety of English used in education and by many 
public figures. It is the mother tongue for only a small minority of speakers (Wells 1982) and 
has its origins in the older traditional dialects of the southeast of England. It is the variety of 
English that has been studied in most detail. Table 7.1 presents an overview of the consonants 
and vowels of Standard English. 
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Table 7.1 The consonants, vowels and diphthongs of Standard English. Adapted from Collins and 
Mees (1984). 
Consonants 
plosive 
affricate 
nasal 
fricative 
trill 
central 
approximant 
lateral 
approximant 
bilabial 
Ρ b 
m 
w 
lab-dent. 
f V 
dental alveolar palato' 
alveolar 
t d 
tj d3 
η 
θ 8 s ζ ƒ 3 
г 
I 
palatal 
j 
velar 
к g 
η 
(M) 
uvular glottal 
h 
Vowels and diphthongs 
\ IQ 
\ \ . BD 1 
0 » 
\У! 
\*· \
 Ч
 ' 
The intonation of Standard English has been studied in greater detail than that of any other 
language (see for example de Pijper 1983, Willems, Collier and 't Hart 1988, and 't Hart, 
Collier and Cohen 1990). A dominant feature are falling-rising patterns, occurring both on 
single words and spread over two or more words. Another common feature is the frequent use 
of emphatic falls on pre-nuclear syllables. As already mentioned above, Standard English has 
been found to use a wider pitch range and a more varied melodic repertoire than at least some 
British dialects (Shevchenko 1989). Willems (1982) also found large excursions in Standard 
English (twice as large as in Dutch pitch contours). He furthermore gives an overview of a 
number of specific characteristics of English intonation. It is, however, not clear which of 
these characteristics are specific for Standard English and which are more widely used in the 
English language area. 
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Liphook 
Liphook is a village in the county of Hampshire close to the borders of Surrey and West 
Sussex, south-west of London. It has approximately 7,000 inhabitants. Liphook is situated 
near the historical centre of Standard English (London). The language variety spoken in 
Liphook is regionally identifiable but it can be considered to be rather neutral because of its 
linguistic nearness to the standard pronunciation. Linguistically the dialect of Liphook 
belongs to the part of England which Wells (1982) as well as Trudgill (1990) refer to as the 
Home Counties: the eastern part of south England. According to Trudgill, Home Counties 
English is distinguished by having very wide diphthongs in words like made and boat, by a 
pronunciation of long /ai/ which is rather like /oi/, and by a pronunciation of short /л/ as in up 
which is rather like short /a/. Finally there is a loss of the distinction between the two 'th' 
sounds, and /f/ or /v/, so that /Θ/ becomes [f] and ІЫ becomes [v]. 
According to Wells there are few differences between the southern language varieties and 
Standard English at the prosodie level. 
Rhondda 
Rhondda is the name of a community in Mid-Glamorgan county in Wales, about 30 km north 
of Cardiff in the south of Wales. The population of the Rhondda Valley is about 78,000. The 
speakers come from the village of Ystrad Rhondda, which lies in the very centre of the 
Rhondda Valley. 
There are places in Wales that have been English speaking for centuries, but they are the 
exception rather than the rule. The Industrial Revolution of the 19th century first undermined 
the dominance of Welsh in Wales. In 1901 English speakers outnumbered Welsh speakers for 
the first time. Nowadays virtually everyone in Wales can speak English, and it is only for a 
minority that it is a second language. The southern part of Wales has fallen under the angli­
cising influence of the west of England (Gloucester, Bristol, etc.). The Rhondda Valley is a 
good example of a place where the English language has been the native tongue of the original 
inhabitants for only a relatively short period. 
The phonological system of Welsh has a large influence on the pronunciation of English 
in Wales. A striking characteristic of Welsh English is the vowel quality. It tends to have 
more monophthongs and fewer diphthongs than most accents of English, while the diphthongs 
that Welsh English has tend to be narrow. In addition, the '1' is 'clear' in all positions, 
particularly in the south. Southern Welsh English has features of Welsh English, northern 
English and other types of English. Hughes and Trudgill (1979) and Wells (1982) give 
detailed accounts of typical features of the southern Welsh English variety. 
To many English ears the most immediate striking feature of a Welsh accent is the 
intonation. It is stereotyped as 'sing song'. This is particularly the case in the industrial 
valleys of south Wales, including the Rhondda valley. Intonation in Welsh English is very 
much influenced by the Welsh language. According to Wells (1982) one of the typical 
features is its rise-fall tone (group (i) in the terminology of Cruttenden, see above) in cases 
where standard accents would have a simple fall. He suggests that this gives the impression of 
throwing the syllable after the one bearing the intonation nucleus into inexplicable 
prominence. The excursion size of this rise-fall is more striking in the Valleys than in Cardiff. 
Wells further suggests that there is something noticeable about the high-rise tone in Welsh 
English. Where there is a tail, he says, the nuclear syllable is low and level, the tail steadily 
rising, and the whole thing is rather more rapid than Standard English; and it is used in yes/no 
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questions where Standard English might well prefer a low-rise. Welsh accents furthermore 
tend to avoid secondary stresses in the word in many instances. 
Belfast 
The city of Belfast is the capital of Northern Ireland and it is situated on the River Lagan. Its 
population is about 280,000. 
In the northern part of Northern Ireland speech is quite similar to that of Scotland. In the 
southern part, on the other hand, the English language derived originally from that of the West 
Midlands and the southwest of England. The language in Northern Ireland has also been 
influenced by the Celtic Irish language. Belfast combines features from both north and south. 
The following features are mentioned as characteristic of Belfast speech by Hughes and 
Trudgill (1979). As in Scotland there is post-vocalic /r/ which is realised as a retroflex, 
frictionless continuant. The vowel system is similar to that of Scottish English. Some vowel 
distinctions made in Standard English are not made in Belfast English. There is a loss of 
phonemic vowel-length distinctions. Vowels are short before /p,t,k,tf/, and long before other 
consonants or when final. Between vowels ІЫ may be lost. A more detailed account of the 
features of the Irish dialects is given in Wells (1982). The Milroys have carried out a number 
of studies on the pronunciation and social distribution of the Belfast dialect (see for example 
J. Milroy 1976, L. Milroy 1976, Milroy and Milroy 1978). 
Belfast intonation is very different from both that of Standard English. Like the other 
language varieties in the areas of Celtic influence in the north and the west of the British Isles, 
the intonation of the Belfast dialect is characterised by an extensive use of rising tones. The 
Belfast variety of these rising tones belongs to the groups (ii) 'rise-plateau' and (iii) 'rise-
plateau-slump' (Cruttenden 1986, see above). The intonation of Belfast is furthermore 
described by Jarman and Cruttenden (1976). They found 70 percent of the tone-groups 
pronounced by their informant to have a rising nuclear tone. Falls were found on echo 
questions and exclamations. 
Douglas-Cowie, Cowie and Rahilly (1995) investigated the social distribution of 
intonation patterns in Belfast. They distinguish between three families of tunes: concave, 
convex, and linear. Of these three the concave, which has a rise on the nuclear tone, is most 
widely used. The results showed clear sex and class differences in the exact realisation of the 
tunes, the tunes consisting of different combinations of pitch movements. 
Glasgow 
The city of Glasgow is Scotland's largest city, in the Strathclyde region, situated on the 
western coast along the banks of the River Clyde, 32 km from the river's mouth. The 
population is about 620,000. 
In Glasgow the use of the traditional dialect, the Gaelic language called Scots, has died 
out and has been replaced by Scottish English. Yet working-class Glasgow speech includes 
many features which would normally be considered characteristic of Scots rather than of 
Standard English. Such features may be lexical, syntactic, morphological, and phonological 
(Wells 1982). The pronunciation of Glasgow English is rather different from that of Standard 
English as spoken in England. One obvious difference is the smaller number of vowels in the 
Glaswegian sound system. In fact, there are fewer vowels in the Glasgow dialect than there 
are in most other common varieties of English. Phonetically, most Glasgow vowels are 
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monophthongs and length is not distinctive as it is in Standard English. The consonants of the 
Glasgow dialect, too, are different from those of Standard English. 
Many other differences between Standard English and the Glasgow dialect make this 
variety very recognisable. Although the Standard version of Scottish English is easily 
understood by those not familiar with its sounds, the broad variety of Glaswegian English 
(that of Dennistoun, about one and a half mile east of the old city centre), the variety used in 
this study, can safely be said to be hard to comprehend for outsiders. Features considered 
typically Glaswegian include a strongly rolled /r/, a regular glottal stop for lil, both in the 
middle of words and at the end, and numerous vowel differences, for instances [aa.] being 
pronounced as [u.], making about sound like a boot. 
As far as intonation is concerned, Wells (1982) suggests that two patterns stand out as 
particularly Scottish. One is a nuclear tone which might be described as a narrow high to high-
mid fall. The other is a pattern involving a series of falls (or rise-falls), one on each accented 
syllable in the utterance, with a particularly wide fall on the first accented syllable (the onset 
of the head) and another on the last accented syllable (the nucleus). Cruttenden (1986) assigns 
the rise used in the Glasgow dialect to group (i) 'rise'. Also, in Scotland the final stressed 
syllable of a sentence often has a high pitch with a very slight fall (Jones 1975). Certain words 
have a characteristically Scottish English stress pattern different from that of Standard 
English: in particular verbs with the suffix -ise, as organ 'ise (Standard English 'organise) and 
some with -ate as adjudi'cate (Standard English ad'judicate). It is clear that there are 
considerable regional differences in intonation in Scotland, but since no comprehensive 
studies have been completed so far, it is not possible to describe these differences adequately. 
Macauley (1976) found clear sex, class, and age differences in six phonological variables 
in the speech of 16 adults from Glasgow. He also presumes intonation differences to be 
present, lower class speakers using more high rise-falls than speakers from higher social 
classes. 
Newcastle 
The city of Newcastle-upon-Tyne lies in the county of Tyne and Wear in Northumbria, about 
13 km from the North Sea mouth of the Tyne. It has about 260,000 inhabitants. We used 
speakers from the residential area called Benwell, just west of the city centre. 
From a linguistic point of view, the population of England is about equally divided 
between the north and the south. Newcastle is placed in the far north by Wells (1982) and 
more precisely in the north-east by Trudgill (1990). It is here that traditional dialect use 
survives most strongly and the dialect is so distinctive that it might be hard for people from 
the south of England to understand it. The language variety spoken in Newcastle is referred to 
as Geordie English (from the dialect version of the name Geòrgie). 
Some features of Tyneside speech are similar to those of Scottish accents. According to 
Trudgill (1990) some of the best-known characteristics of the north-eastern pronunciation 
include the long vowels /el/ and /эо/, which are not diphthongised as in southern English in 
words like made, gate, boat, and road. A more detailed account of features of the speech of 
Newcastle is given in Hughes and Trudgill (1979) and in Wells (1982). Studies on socio-
linguistic aspects of Tyneside speech have been carried out by for example Rigg (1987), 
Turner (1988), and Milroy (1989). 
According to Cruttenden (1986) the Tyneside dialects belong to the group of dialects 
spoken in the northern cities which have an extensive use of rising tones. The varieties of the 
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rise used in the Tyneside dialects are (ii) the 'rise-plateau' and the (iii) 'rise-plateau-slump' 
(Cruttenden 1986, see above). Pellowe and Jones (1978) found a higher number of rise-falls 
and level tones in the speech of 20 Tyneside speakers than in the speech of 10 non-localised 
speakers. Furthermore, the results showed that women, and in particular young women, 
produce a higher percentage of rises than men and that men produce more falls than women. It 
is the impression of Wells (1982) that the Tyneside dialects tend to use a low-to-high rise, 
with high level tail, in certain contexts where RP would have a high fall. 
7.3 Recordings 
For each language variety four to six young male speakers were recorded. The speakers from 
Rhondda, Belfast, Glasgow, Newcastle, and Liphook were all bom and raised locally. The 
speakers of Standard English were all regarded as good representatives of this language 
variety by other native Englishmen and by Dutch anglicists. 
The material was selected during an interview consisting of four questions which were 
asked in order to elicit spontaneous speech. These questions closely resembled those asked in 
the Dutch experiment (see Section 3.2.3). The recording circumstances were similar as well. 
When possible, the speakers were interviewed by speakers of their own language variety. 
However, this could not always be arranged. In these cases the speakers interviewed 
themselves in their own language variety with the help of a written version of the four 
questions. The recordings took place in the speakers' homes and were made with the same 
equipment as the Dutch recordings (see Section 3.2.4). 
7.4 Selection of speakers and fragments 
For each language variety we first selected the three speakers to be used in the study, and next 
two suitable fragments for each selected speaker. The selection procedure is described below. 
Speakers 
More speakers were recorded than were actually needed. In order to select the three best 
speakers of each variety, the recordings were judged by three Dutch listeners with a 
professional interest in speech sounds, on the following criteria, the first criterion being most 
important: 
1. Broadness of the speech of the speaker. The three Dutch listeners were used to 
Standard English as spoken on the BBC and were less familiar with the sounds 
of other English language varieties. Broad dialects could easily be selected, 
simply because they were harder to understand. 
2. Quality of the recording. Recordings with many background noises were 
excluded. 
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3. Voice quality of the speakers. Speakers with speech defects, deviant voice 
qualities such as strong creak, etc. were excluded. 
4. The amount of speech per speaker. Not all speakers were equally talkative, and 
some gave shorter answers than others. Speakers who produced too little 
coherent speech to provide suitable fragments for the investigation were 
excluded. 
Not all of the 18 speakers (three speakers for each of the six language varieties) who were 
selected were willing to say how old they were. The average age over the 13 speakers who 
were willing to do so was 31.8 years, the mean age being lowest for Belfast (23 years) and 
highest for Liphook (37.5 years). The age of the remaining five speakers was also estimated to 
be between 20 and 40 years. The exact ages as well as their means are given in Appendix G. 
The level of education, also presented in Appendix G, was quantified in the same way as in 
Section 3.3.2. It was rather low for most speakers except in the case of the speakers of 
Standard English, who all had university degrees. 
Fragments 
For each speaker two kinds of fragments were selected for our study: a randomly selected 
fragment (henceforth 'random' fragment) and a fragment composed of utterances which were 
judged to be intonationally divergent from Standard English (henceforth 'divergent' 
fragment). In this way we hoped to be able to investigate the role of prosody for the 
perception in neutral circumstances as well as in prosodically 'favourable' circumstances (see 
Section 7.1). It can be expected that the 'divergent' fragments will be judged by lay listeners 
as more divergent from Standard English than the 'random' fragments, and that the language 
varieties of the 'divergent' fragments are easier to identify from prosody alone than those of 
the 'random' fragments. 
In order to select the 'random 'fragments the following procedure was followed. Two to four 
15-20 second stretches of uninterrupted speech were taken at random (as far as intonational 
and verbal characteristics are consemed) from the interview of each speaker. These fragments 
were selected so as not to contain any explicit geographical information about the speaker's 
place of origin. Furthermore, they were selected on the basis of their 'social neutrality'. This 
means that these fragments contained no or little information that could give away the socio-
economic status of the speaker. As an extra check on the geographical and social neutrality, 
the fragments were written down and presented on paper, in random order, to two Dutch 
linguists and one native Englishman, and judged for their neutrality, using a 10-point scale. 
This was a difficult task, because lexical and grammatical cues were not to be taken into 
consideration. Only the content of the 'stories' which the speakers told was considered. 
Because of the fact that the English listener was, naturally, more aware of the connotations of 
the information given by the speakers within British society (e.g. liking or loathing cricket or 
snooker) his opinion overruled those of the two Dutch listeners, in case theirs differed 
strongly from his. This occurred in two cases. The fragment from each speaker which was 
judged to be most neutral was selected. Like for the Dutch material we present all the selected 
fragments with a transcription according to the IPA tradition in Appendix F. 
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The 'divergent' fragments were selected in the following way. For each of the selected 
speakers all (more or less grammatical) utterances which he produced were selected, with a 
maximum of thirty sentences, starting from the beginning of the tape. So, no attention was 
paid to geographical and social neutrality of the content. This had no influence on the results 
since the 'divergent' fragments were only presented in the 'prosody only' version, where 
verbal information is absent. The sentences of the three speakers of each language variety 
were recorded onto a tape in random order. Each language variety was preceded by three test 
sentences, which were followed by a beep. So, per variety, a maximum of 90 sentences was 
selected with beeps after every ten sentences in order to help the judges to keep track. Score 
forms were made with scales from 1 ('nothing like the intonation of Standard English') to 10 
('exactly like the intonation of Standard English') with one scale per sentence to be judged. 
The tapes (one per language variety) and score forms were presented to one native speaker of 
British English who is also a linguist and one Dutch phonetician and voice expert, who is 
specialised in English language varieties. 
These expert scores were used to determine the sentences which were most divergent 
from Standard English speech on the intonation level. For each speaker the intonationally 
most divergent sentences (for Standard English the sentences with the most typical standard 
intonation) were selected up to a total duration of 15 to 20 seconds. The sentences were 
concatenated into speech fragments using a wave form editing programme. 
In Figure 7.2 an overview is given of the distribution of the mean judgements of each 
language variety by the two experts. For each scale point the percentage sentences given that 
score is indicated. From the figure it is clear that, as expected, only few Standard English 
sentences are judged to be divergent from 'ideal' Standard English (the mean over all 
sentences is 9.59). The Liphook intonation also is little divergent from 'ideal' Standard 
English (mean 8.32), though more so than Standard English itself. The four remaining dialects 
are much more divergent. Mean scores are 3.44 for the Rhondda dialect, 4.02 for the 
Newcastle dialect, 4.23 for the Glasgow dialect, and 4.96 for the Belfast dialect. We expect 
these scores to be reflected in the distance judgements of the fragments with prosody only by 
lay English listeners, the dialect of Rhondda being judged most divergent and the Liphook 
and Standard English fragments being judged least divergent at the level of prosody. 
Figure 7.2 furthermore shows that the judgements for Standard English and the Liphook 
language variety are spread over a smaller part of the scale than the judgements for the other 
four language varieties. This is reflected in the standard deviation, which is smaller for 
Standard English (.51) and Liphook (.76) than for the other four language varieties (between 
1.05 and 1.19). The most divergent sentences which are the ones selected as the 'divergent' 
fragments (except for SE where the least divergent sentences were selected) are very divergent 
indeed from Standard English, especially for the four dialects spoken in the periphery of the 
English language area. 
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Figure 7.2 Mean distribution in percentage of judgements on the scale positions I 
('nothing like the intonation of Standard English') to 10 ('exactly like the intonation of 
Standard English ') over two judges and three speakers per language variety The solid 
vertical lines indicate the mean judgements and the dotted lines one standard deviation. 
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7.5 Manipulation of speech fragments 
All 36 selected speech fragments (6 language varieties by 3 speakers by 2 types of fragments, 
'random' and 'divergent') were stored on computer disk (sampling frequency 10 kHz, 12 bits) 
and manipulated. The 'divergent' fragments were only manipulated into a version with 
prosody only (see Section 7.4). The 'random' fragments were manipulated into the same three 
versions as in the Dutch perception experiments (see Section 3.4): 
1. 'Prosody only'. By means of delexicalisation the verbal information is 
removed from the signal. The prosody can still be heard. 
2. 'Verbal information only'. By means of monotonisation the intonation is 
removed from the signal. Verbal information is maintained. 
3. 'Original'. This version has the original prosodie and verbal information, but 
is resynthesised in the same way as the version with 'verbal information only'. 
The method of manipulation was identical to the method used for the Dutch material and we 
refer to Section 3.4 for a detailed description. The mean pitch used for the version with 
'verbal information only' was the mean pitch over all 'random' fragments of the 18 speakers. 
The mean pitch was nearly identical to that used in the Dutch investigation (110 Hz for the 
English speakers versus 109 Hz for the Dutch speakers). 
7.6 Summary 
Below, a summary is given of the steps taken and the choices made when collecting, 
selecting, and manipulating the material used for the English perception experiments. 
Step 1: choice of six language varieties 
- Standard English (SE) 
- the dialect of Liphook 
- the dialect of Rhondda 
- the dialect of Belfast 
- the dialect of Glasgow 
- the dialect of Newcastle 
Step 2: choice of speakers 
- four to six speakers per language variety 
- males 
- between 23 and 46 years old 
- born and raised in the places in question (for dialect speakers) or judged to be 
representative speakers of the variety (for Standard English) 
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Step 3: recording circumstances 
- dialect speaking interviewers (except for SE) 
- informal surrounding, mostly in the speakers' homes 
- digital recordings with a directional condensator microphone 
Step 4: selection of speakers 
- broadness of speech 
- quality of recording 
- voice quality 
- amount of speech 
Step 5: selection of 'random' fragments by two Dutch linguists and one Englishman 
- 15 to 20 seconds 
- geographically and socially neutral in content 
- no discontinuities 
- randomly chosen for verbal and prosodie features 
Step 6: selection of 'divergent' fragments by an English linguist and a Dutch Anglicist and 
voice expert 
- 15 to 20 seconds 
- intonationally most divergent from Standard English 
Step 7: manipulations 
- prosody only: 'divergent' and 'random' 
- 'verbal information only' : only 'random' fragments 
- 'original': only 'random' fragments 
8. Divergence of British English language varieties 
as perceived by English listeners 
8.1 Introduction 
The research questions we wish to answer with the judgement experiment in the present 
chapter are analogous to the ones addressed in the Dutch judgement experiments (see Section 
4.1). There are two additional questions, one pertaining to the comparison of the English and 
Dutch results, and one pertaining to the 'divergent' fragments (see Section 7.4). 
1. What is the distance - as perceived by English listeners - between five 
English language varieties and Standard English at the verbal level 
(syntax, lexicon, morphology, and segmental phonetics/phonology) and 
at the prosodie level (Section 8.3.1)? 
2. To what degree does prosody play a role in the divergence of six 
English language varieties in comparison with verbal information, as 
perceived by English listeners (Section 8.3.2)? 
3. Is the degree to which prosody plays a role in the perceived divergence 
of six English language varieties different from that in the perceived 
divergence of six Dutch language varieties? 
4. Are fragments which were selected by experts for their being 
intonationally divergent from Standard English perceived (by laymen) 
as more divergent than randomly selected fragments? 
In connection with these research questions we formulate the following hypotheses: 
1. Language varieties which are spoken in the periphery of the English 
language area (Rhondda, Belfast, Glasgow, and Newcastle) will be 
perceived as more divergent from Standard English than the language 
variety spoken in the south (Liphook). 
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2. Verbal information will play a more important role for the perceived 
divergence of language varieties than prosodie information. 
3. Prosody will play a more important role for the perceived divergence of 
English language varieties than for the perceived divergence of Dutch 
language varieties. 
4. Fragments that have been selected for their being intonationally 
divergent will be perceived as more divergent from Standard English 
than randomly selected fragments. 
The method, which is partly the same as in the Dutch experiment, is described in Section 8.2. 
In Section 8.3 the results will be presented and discussed. Finally, in Section 8.4 we will draw 
some general conclusions. 
Figure 8.1 Map of Great Britain showing the geographical distribution of the 24 English 
listeners The black circles indicate the places where the five dialects (Glasgow, Newcastle, 
Liphook, Rhondda, and Belfast) are spoken 
8.2 Method 
The method is similar to the method used in the Dutch experiments with Standard Dutch (SN) 
listeners. However, some differences are present, and these will be discussed in the sections 
about listeners (Section 8.2.1) and procedure (Section 8.2.2). 
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8.2.1 Listeners 
The group of listeners consisted of 13 males and 11 females born and raised in places all over 
England (see Figure 8.1), but not from the places where the speakers came from (i.e. New­
castle and Liphook). This was done in order to avoid a bias in the responses (see Section 
4.2.1). Unlike the SN listeners, the English listeners were not selected for the degree to which 
they spoke the standard language. They were all students at universities, but students of 
linguistics and the English language were not allowed to participate, since their knowledge 
and attitude towards the different language varieties might be too different from that of 
average English people. The listeners were all between 18 and 36 years of age, the mean age 
being 26.1 years. 
8.2.2 Procedure 
The 72 fragments (6 language varieties by 3 speakers by 4 versions) were presented in three 
blocks similar to the blocks in the Dutch experiment (Section 4.2.3). In the English 
experiment, however, the block with prosody only contained twice as many fragments, since 
there was a 'random' as well as a 'divergent' fragment for each speaker. There were two 
presentation sequences. Six male and five female listeners were presented with sequence A, 
the other listeners (seven male and six female) with sequence B. Within the blocks the 
fragments were randomly ordered in sequence A, which order was mirrored in sequence B. 
Below an overview of the two sequences is given: 
sequence A 
18 fragments with 'verbal information only', order a 
36 fragments with prosody only, order a 
18 'original' fragments, order a 
sequence В 
36 fragments with prosody only, order a - mirrored 
18 fragments with 'verbal information only', order a - mirrored 
18 'original' fragments, order a - mirrored 
Each of the blocks was preceded by six practice fragments, one from each of the six language 
varieties, so that the listeners could get used to the task. These practice fragments were made 
up of fragments by speakers who had been excluded during the selection of speakers and 
fragments. The fragments were separated by pauses of 4 seconds. After every sixth fragment 
there was a beep which was also indicated on the score form. In this way it was possible for 
the listeners to check whether they were filling in their judgements at the correct place on the 
score form. 
The listeners were asked to first judge each fragment on a scale from 1 ('dialect') to 10 
('Standard English as spoken on the BBC). When discussing the Dutch results in Section 
4.3.1, we showed that the standard deviation is not the best way of investigating the 
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agreement among listeners. In some cases there might be a ceiling effect, so that a small 
standard deviation does not necessarily mean that there was a high agreement among the 
listeners. In the Dutch experiment there were higher standard deviations for the version with 
'prosody only' than for the other two versions. This might point to a lack of confidence on the 
part of the listeners, a conclusion which seemed to be confirmed by the fact that the listeners 
used a very small part of the scale in the middle. However, in order to draw conclusions about 
how much of the distance is explained by lack of confidence and how much by the fact that 
the prosody is really not perceived as very divergent we should have had the listeners indicate 
how confident they were of their judgments. Therefore we decided to include confidence 
scores in the English judgement experiment. For each speech fragment the listeners were 
asked to indicate how confident they were of their judgement on a scale from 1 ('uncertain') 
to 10 ('certain'). 
The listening experiment lasted 30 minutes. All stimuli were presented to the listeners 
individually or in small groups over headphones. The listeners were paid for their partici-
pation. 
8.3 Results and discussion 
The analysis of the results is similar to the analysis of the judgements of the Dutch language 
varieties by the SN listeners (Section 4.3) and in the discussion of the results we will compare 
the English results with the Dutch results. In Section 8.3.1 we will first look at the perceived 
distance between the six English language varieties in the four versions. In Section 8.3.2 we 
will compare the role of prosody in the perceived divergence of the six English language 
varieties with that of verbal information. 
8.3.1 The perceived distance between the six English language varieties and 
Standard English at the verbal level and at the prosodie level 
First, we will have a look at the confidence with which the listeners made their judgements. 
As explained above, standard deviation is not the best way of investigating the agreement 
among listeners, since there might be a ceiling effect. This ceiling effect was present in the 
Dutch experiment and it also seems to be present in the English experiment, as can be seen in 
Table 8.4; in the 'original' version the language variety with the most extreme score, namely 
the dialect of Belfast also has the lowest standard deviation. Therefore the confidence scores 
were included in the English experiment. 
The results of the confidence scores were first analysed with an analysis of variance over 
the 24 listeners with the fixed factors 'language variety' and 'version' and with the random 
factor 'speaker', nested under 'language variety'. The results, presented in Table 8.1, show 
that there was an effect for both 'language variety' and 'version' and that an interaction effect 
was also present. In Table 8.2 the mean confidence scores over the three speakers per 
language variety, broken down for version, are presented together with their standard 
deviations and the overall means. A post hoc analysis (Tukey-HSD procedure) showed that 
the listeners indicated to be significantly less confident of their judgements of the two 
versions with prosody only than about the judgements of the two versions with verbal 
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information. There was also a significant difference between the confidence scores of the 
Original' version and the 'verbal information only' version. It is thus clear that the 
manipulated versions are more difficult to judge than the 'original' version and that 
delexicalised fragments are more difficult to judge than monotonised fragments. This means 
that the tendency of the listeners to judge versions with prosody only towards the middle of 
the scale can at least partly be explained by the lack of confidence on the part of the listeners 
when confronted with delexicalised fragments. There was no significant difference between 
the two versions with prosody only. This gives reason not to expect much of a difference in 
the judgements of distance to Standard English between these two versions (see below). 
Finally, a post hoc analysis showed that the listeners were most confident of their judgements 
of the Glasgow dialect. The other language varieties form overlapping groups. 
Table 8.1 Results of the analysis of variance of the confidence scores (averaged over the 24 
English listeners) with the fixed factors 'language variety' and 'version' and the random factor 
'speaker' (nestedunder 'language variety'). 
language variety 
version 
language variety by 
version 
df 
5,115 
3,69 
15,345 
F-mào 
6.42* 
101.23* 
3.84* 
*p<.01 
Table 8.2 Mean confidence scores (averaged over speakers and listeners) on a scale front 1 
('uncertain ') to 10 ('certain '). Between brackets standard deviations are given. 
language variety 
SE 
Liphook 
Rhondda 
Belfast 
Glasgow 
Newcastle 
mean 
'originar 
9.4 ( .7) 
8.8(1.0) 
9.3 ( .8) 
9.4 ( .7) 
9.4 ( .6) 
9.0(1.1) 
9.2 
'verbal inf. 
only' 
8.9 ( .9) 
8.3(1.1) 
7.7(1.6) 
8.7(1.1) 
8.7(1.0) 
8.6(1.1) 
8.5 
'prosody 
only, divergent' 
6.6(1.7) 
5.8(1.7) 
6.0(1.9) 
6.1(1.6) 
7.2(1.8) 
6.2(1.6) 
6.3 
'prosody 
only, random' 
5.9(1.6) 
6.6(1.7) 
6.4(1.5) 
6.2(1.7) 
6.5(2.1) 
5.3(1.7) 
6.2 
mean 
7.7 
7.4 
7.4 
7.6 
8.0 
7.3 
Next, an analysis of variance was carried out with the fixed factors 'language variety' 
(Standard English, Liphook, Rhondda, Belfast, Glasgow, and Newcastle) and 'version' 
('original', 'verbal information only', 'prosody only, divergent', and 'prosody only, random') 
and with the random factor 'speaker', nested under 'language variety'. The dependent variable 
was formed by the mean distance scores of the 24 English listeners. The results of the analysis 
of variance are presented in Table 8.3. Significance was tested using the degrees of freedom 
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corrected according to Huynh-Feldt, as customary in repeated measures design (Rietveld and 
van Hout 1993). The degrees of freedom given in Table 8.3, however, are uncorrected. The 
level of significance for all factors and interactions was set at .01. 
As can be seen in Table 8.3, the effects of 'language variety' and 'version' as well as 
their interaction are significant. This means that the distances of the six language varieties to 
'ideal' Standard English have been judged differently and that the four versions have been 
judged differently from each other. However, this does not go for all language varieties and 
versions, since there is an interaction between 'language variety' and 'version'. 
Table 8.3 Results of the analysis of variance of the degree of Standard English (averaged over 
the 24 English listeners) with the fixed factors 'language variety' and 'version' and the random 
factor 'speaker' (nestedunder 'language variety'). 
language variety 
version 
language variety by 
version 
df 
5,115 
3,69 
15,345 
F-ntio 
65.80* 
8.90* 
18.95* 
*p<.01 
In Figure 8.2 the mean judgements over the three speakers per language variety by the 24 
listeners are presented, broken down for the four versions. The mean scores are presented in 
tabular form in Table 8.4 together with the standard deviations. A post hoc analysis (Tukey-
HSD procedure) was carried out independently for each version in order to see which 
language varieties were judged to be significantly different at the .05 level (for the level of 
significance see note 1 in Chapter 4). In Figure 8.2 the groups of language varieties which 
were not judged significantly different are indicated by means of square brackets. 
Furthermore, a post hoc analysis was carried out independently for each language variety in 
order to see which versions were judged significantly different. The results are presented in 
Table 8.5. 
Below the two versions containing verbal information (the 'original' version and the 'verbal 
information only' version) will be discussed together and so will the two versions containing 
only prosody ('divergent' and 'random' versions), since the results are rather similar for the 
two versions within each of these two groups. 
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Figure 8.2 Mean judgements (averaged over speakers and listeners) per language variety (1 = 
'dialect', 10 = 'Standard English') broken down for version. Brackets indicate (groups of) 
language varieties that -were not judged to be significantly different (p < . 05). 
Table 8.4 Mean judgements (averaged over speakers and listeners) onascalefrom 1 ('dialect') 
to 10 ('Standard English'). Between brackets the standard deviations are indicated 
language variety 
SE 
Liphook 
Rhondda 
Belfast 
Glasgow 
Newcastle 
'original' 
8.44 (2.29) 
6.43(1.86) 
1.87 (.92) 
1.68 (.73) 
2.07(1.60) 
2.36(1.74) 
'verbal inf. 
only' 
8.24(1.99) 
6.17(1.76) 
2.67(1.09) 
2.26 (.91) 
2.36(1.41) 
2.74(1.66) 
'prosody 
only, divergent' 
5.57(1.77) 
5.96(1.49) 
3.68(1.30) 
3.79(1.07) 
2.90(1.26) 
3.92(1.71) 
'prosody 
only, 
random' 
6.15(1.86) 
5.81 (1.73) 
3.46(1.58) 
4.28(1.19) 
3.62(1.68) 
4.29(1.43) 
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Table 8.5 Versions which are significantly different for each of the six language varieties. Ori = 
Original', verb = 'verbal information only', div = 'prosody only, divergent', ran = 'prosody 
only, random '. 
language 
variety 
SE ori 
verb 
div 
ran 
Liphook ori 
verb 
div 
ran 
Rhondda ori 
verb 
div 
ran 
Belfast ori 
verb 
div 
ran 
Glasgow ori 
verb 
div 
ran 
Newcastle ori 
verb 
div 
ran 
'original' 
* 
* 
* 
+ 
* 
• 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
+ 
* 
* 
'verbal inf. 
only' 
* 
* 
* 
+ 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
'divergent' 
* 
* 
p<.05 
Original' and 'verbal information only' 
In Figure 8.2 only a few differences can be observed between the results for the 'verbal 
information only' version and the 'original' version. This means that the removal of 
intonation from the signal hardly influences the judgements. Exception are the dialects of 
Rhondda and Belfast, where the judgements of the 'original' version are significantly lower 
than the judgements of the 'verbal information only' version as can be seen in Table 8.5. Here 
the results are given of a post hoc analysis which was carried out in order to assess which 
versions were judged to be significantly different, separately for each of the language 
varieties. This means that for the perceived divergence of the dialect of Rhondda and Belfast, 
intonation is so important that its removal has an effect on the perceived distance to 'ideal' 
Standard English'. Consequently, it might be expected that the Rhondda and Belfast 
fragments are less well identified when intonation is removed than when it is present. We will 
return to this in Chapter 9. 
Not surprisingly, the speech of the speakers who had been included as representatives of 
Standard English is judged to be significantly more standard than any of the other language 
varieties. However, the Standard English fragments are not judged to be 'ideal' represen-
tatives of the standard language (scale position 10). As in the case of the Dutch judgement 
experiment we explain this by the fact that the listeners want to make sure that there is some 
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space left on the scale in case a fragment is still to come which sounds even more Standard 
English or by the fact that the speakers are indeed not perfect representatives of Standard 
English. 
In addition to Standard English two other groups can be distinguished in the 'original' 
and the 'verbal information only' condition. The Liphook dialect forms one group and the 
four dialects spoken in the periphery of the English language area in Britain form another 
group. As predicted (hypothesis 1), the dialect of Liphook, representing a southern language 
variety, is judged to be much less divergent (scale positions 6.4 and 6.2 for the two versions 
with verbal information) than the other four dialects in the investigation, which are given 
rather extreme scores (between 1.7 and 2.7). 
The confidence scores are rather high for both versions. Removing intonation does not 
only have the largest effect on the divergence scores for the Rhondda dialect, but also on the 
confidence scores for this dialect (9.3 for the 'original' version versus 7.7 for the 'verbal 
information only' version). So the fact that intonation is removed from the Rhondda 
fragments causes the listeners to judge the fragments as less divergent, but it also makes them 
less confident of their judgements. The listeners had the greatest lack of confidence in their 
judgements of the Rhondda fragments in the 'verbal information only' version (7.7), but in the 
Original' version the lowest degree of confidence is found for the dialects of Liphook and 
Newcastle (8.8 and 9.0). 
Prosody only - 'divergent ' and 'random ' 
When we look at the two kinds of fragments with prosody only, we see that for the four 
dialects spoken in the periphery there is a difference between the 'random' and the 'divergent' 
versions, the 'divergent' version being judged as more extreme (mean 3.6 over the four 
dialects) than the 'random' version (mean 3.9). There is a significant difference between the 
two versions in only two cases, the dialects of Glasgow and Belfast (see Table 8.5). For these 
two dialects it makes a significant difference for the judgements whether the fragments are 
selected for their being prosodically divergent or not, the 'divergent' fragments being per-
ceived as more divergent than the 'random' fragments. 
It can be seen from Figure 8.2 that the Glasgow dialect is judged to be significantly more 
divergent than each of the other five language varieties in the 'divergent' version. The three 
other dialects spoken in the periphery of the English language area, the dialects of Rhondda, 
Belfast, and Newcastle form a second group, with scale positions between 3.7 and 3.9 in this 
version. Contrary to the situation for the versions with verbal information, the distance to 
'ideal' Standard English of Standard English fragments (scale position 5.6) and of the Lip-
hook fragments (scale position 6.0) are not judged significantly different. Together they form 
a third group. 
Standard English and the Liphook dialect also form one group in the 'random' version 
where Standard English is judged to be scale position 6.2 and Liphook scale position 5.8. In 
this version the four dialects from the periphery form two overlapping groups which are not 
judged significantly different (between scale positions 3.5 and 4.3). The dialect of Rhondda is 
the most divergent one of the four dialects (though not significantly different from the dialect 
of Glasgow). This is what we would expect on the basis of the judgements by the experts, who 
gave the lowest mean score to this dialect. Also the fact that monotonisation had the largest 
effect on this dialect (see above) gave reason to expect extreme judgements for this dialect. 
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An important outcome of this part of the investigation is that a larger part of the scale is used 
by English listeners judging English fragments with prosody only (2.7 scale positions for the 
'random' fragments and 3.1 scale positions for the 'divergent' fragments) than by Dutch 
listeners judging Dutch fragments with prosody only (2.3 scale positions). This difference is 
specifically caused by more extreme judgements for the four peripheral English dialects. On 
the basis of these results we conclude that the English listeners are somewhat better at hearing 
a difference between Standard English on the one hand and the four dialects spoken in the 
periphery on the other, even when only information about prosody is available. It might be 
expected that the identification of the 'divergent' fragments is easier than of the 'random' 
fragments, especially for the dialects of Glasgow and Belfast, since the spreading is larger and 
the judgements extremer. This will become clear when analysing the results of the identifi-
cation experiment in Chapter 9. 
8.3.2 The role of prosody compared with the role of verbal information in 
the perceived divergence of the six language varieties 
In order to compare the distances with Standard English for the four versions, we followed the 
same procedure as in Chapter 4, presenting the distances to perceived Standard English rather 
than to 'idea? Standard English (10 on the scale) for the reason explained in Section 4.3.2. In 
Figure 8.3 the mean differences between the judgements of each language variety and the 
mean score over the three Standard English speakers (the 'relative distances') are given per 
version. This mean difference was calculated in the same way as explained in Section 4.3.2. 
For all three versions the relative distances to SE of each language variety (other than SE) was 
calculated as follows. For each listener separately, we subtracted each speaker's score from 
the mean score for the three SE speakers (i.e. the mean for that listener). Next, we averaged 
these difference scores over the listeners, and finally over the speakers. Furthermore, the 
proportion of the distance to perceived Standard English in the 'random' versions relative to 
the Original' version was computed. In Table 8.6 the same mean differences as shown in 
Figure 8.3 are given in a tabular form. 
Table 8.6 Mean difference scores of non-standard varieties to perceived Standard English. 
language variety 
Liphook 
Rhondda 
Belfast 
Glasgow 
Newcastle 
'original' 
1.96 
6.57 
6.77 
6.38 
6.09 
'verbal inf. 
only' 
2.06 
5.56 
5.96 
5.85 
5.49 
'prosody only, 
divergent' 
-.36 
1.90 
1.75 
2.69 
1.67 
'prosody only, 
random' 
.30 
2.66 
1.86 
2.48 
1.82 
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Figure 8.3 Relative distances to Standard English of non-standard varieties. The percentages are 
the results of the following calculations: the distances of the 'original' version to perceived SE 
divided by the distances of the 'prosody only, random ' version, times 100. 
Post hoc analyses (Tukey-HSD procedure) showed that the two versions with verbal infor-
mation (Original' version and 'verbal information only' version) are always significantly 
different from the two versions with prosody only ('random' and 'divergent') at the 5 percent 
level. This means that the perceived distance to Standard English is always larger when verbal 
information is present than when it is not. Furthermore, in the cases of the Rhondda and 
Belfast dialects there is a significant difference between the 'original' version and the 'verbal 
information only' version. For these dialects it makes a difference whether intonation is 
present in the speech fragments or not: the distance to Standard English is perceived as 
smaller when intonation is absent than when it is present. This tendency is also present for the 
other language varieties, except for Liphook, but the differences are too small to be signi-
ficant. Finally, the post hoc analysis showed that for none of the dialects there is a significant 
difference between the two versions with prosody only, 'divergent' and 'random'. 
In the previous section we concluded that the role of prosody seems to be more important for 
the perceived divergence of the English language varieties than for the divergence of Dutch 
language varieties, since a larger part of the scale is used by the Dutch listeners than by the 
English listeners when judging the versions with prosody only. However, when we compare 
Figure 8.3 with Figure 4.5, we see that the proportion of the distance to the perceived standard 
language in the 'prosody only' version compared with the 'original' version is not larger for 
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the English dialects than for the Dutch dialects (mean 30 percent for both languages). This 
means that this way of presenting the results does not show the role of prosody for the 
perceived divergence of the English dialects to be larger than for the Dutch dialects. The fact 
that the mean proportions are so similar for the two language areas is first of all due to the fact 
that in the Dutch material two language varieties were included which are close to SN (SB 
and the dialect of The Hague) while in the English material only one such language variety, 
the Liphook dialect, was included. Due to the small distances to the standard language of 
these varieties in the 'original' version the proportions become just as high for Dutch as for 
English varieties. When comparing the mean proportions over the peripheral dialects of the 
two language areas only (Bedum, Maastricht, and Uitbergen for the Netherlands, and 
Rhondda, Belfast, Glasgow, and Newcastle for Great Britain), a larger difference is found 
between the two language areas, the mean proportion being 34 percent for the English 
language area and 26 percent for the Dutch area. 
8.4 General conclusions 
With the results of the judgement experiment we have first of all been able to draw 
conclusions about the distances of six English language varieties to 'ideal' Standard English 
at the verbal level and at the prosodie level (research question 1). As expected (hypothesis 1) 
the language varieties which are spoken in the periphery of the English language area are 
perceived as more divergent from 'ideal' Standard English than the language variety spoken 
in the south (the dialect of Liphook) and Standard English itself. This is the case at both the 
verbal and the prosodie level. At the prosodie level the differences between the six language 
varieties are smaller than at the verbal level. However, the prosodie differences between the 
English language varieties are larger than the differences between the Dutch language 
varieties. 
Next, we looked at the relative importance of prosody in comparison with verbal infor-
mation in the perceived divergence of the six language varieties (research question 2). As in 
the Dutch judgement experiment we expected verbal information to play a more important 
role than prosodie information (hypothesis 2). This is indeed the case. 
Contrary to our prediction (hypothesis 3) the results showed that prosody does not play a 
more important role in the perceived divergence of the English language varieties than of the 
Dutch language varieties, at least when comparing the mean proportions over all language 
varieties. When comparing only the mean proportions over the peripheral dialects, a 
difference is found between the prosody of the two language areas, the prosody being more 
divergent in the English than in the Dutch language area. It is thus not clear whether 
hypothesis 3 can be confirmed. The perceived distances between the six English and Dutch 
language varieties (Section 8.3.1) show the English varieties to be spread over a larger part of 
the scale in the 'prosody only' version than the Dutch varieties. This points to a greater 
importance of prosody for the perceived divergence of English language varieties than of 
Dutch language varieties. On the other hand the role of prosody compared with verbal 
information for the perceived distance (Section 8.3.2) is only larger for the English language 
varieties than for the Dutch varieties as far as the peripheral varieties are concerned. 
Finally, we wished to know whether fragments which were selected by experts for their 
being intonationally divergent from Standard English are perceived by laymen as more 
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divergent than randomly selected fragments (research question 4). We expected this to be the 
case (hypothesis 4), since some language varieties may have marked intonation patterns which 
occur only seldom and which may therefore coincidentally not be present in randomly chosen 
fragments. The results showed that only for the dialects of Glasgow and Belfast there was a 
significant difference between the judgements of the two versions. It is possible that the 
difference between the 'random' and the 'divergent' fragments will be larger in the identifi-
cation experiments. A typical intonation contour might cause a fragment to be identified more 
easily but this does not necessarily mean that the fragment is also perceived as more 
divergent. 
In the next chapter we will investigate how well English listeners are able to identify the six 
English language varieties at the verbal and at the prosodie level. Since at the prosodie level 
the distances to Standard English are larger in the English judgement experiment than in the 
Dutch judgement experiment, it is possible that English listeners are also better at identifying 
(at least some of the) language varieties than the Dutch listeners. 

9. Identification of British English language varieties 
by English listeners 
9.1 Introduction 
The results of the judgement experiment presented in the previous chapter showed that 
English listeners distinguished between Standard English and five other language varieties at 
the verbal level as well as at the prosodie level. At both levels they also distinguished between 
the language variety spoken in the south, i.e. the Liphook dialect, and the four language 
varieties spoken in the periphery of the British English language area. Furthermore, the 
English listeners used a larger part of the scale for the judgements of the versions with 
prosody only than did the Dutch listeners, suggesting that it was easier for them to perceive 
prosodie differences. Finally, as far as the Belfast and Glasgow dialects are concerned, less 
clear prosodie differences were heard for randomly selected fragments than for the fragments 
which had been selected by experts for their being intonationally divergent. 
In the present chapter we will present the results of an identification experiment with 
British English language varieties similar to the experiment with Dutch varieties identified by 
Standard Dutch listeners from the Netherlands (Chapter 6). The research questions we wish to 
answer are the following: 
1. What is the role of prosody in comparison with that of verbal information in the 
identification of six English language varieties? 
2. Are some English language varieties better identified than other language 
varieties, and, if so, which ones? 
3. To what degree does prosody play a role in the identification of English language 
varieties in comparison with that of Dutch language varieties? 
4. Are fragments that have been selected by experts for their being intonationally 
divergent from Standard English better identified (by laymen) than randomly 
selected fragments? 
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We have no hypothesis with respect to research question 2. It is possible that language 
varieties spoken in the periphery of the English language area are better identified than 
language varieties spoken in the south of England because they are more divergent and 
therefore contain more cues that can be used for the identification. On the other hand it is also 
possible that the languages spoken in the periphery are less well known by the English 
listeners and that they are therefore more difficult for them to identify. With respect to the 
other three research questions, we formulate the following hypotheses: 
1. Identification will be better for the versions with verbal information than for the 
versions with only prosodie information. We base this expectation on the fact that 
in the judgement experiment (Chapter 8) a larger part of the scale was used for the 
versions with verbal information than for the versions with prosody only. 
2. Prosody will play a more important role in the identification of English language 
varieties than in the identification of Dutch language varieties. This expectation is 
based on the results of the judgement experiments which showed that the English 
listeners used a larger part of the scale than the Standard Dutch listeners for the 
judgements of the versions with prosody only. Furthermore, prosodie variation is 
more often discussed in the literature on English dialects than in that on Dutch 
dialects, which may point to prosody being a more salient feature in English than 
in Dutch dialects. 
3. Fragments which have been selected by experts for their being intonationally 
divergent will be better identified by lay listeners than randomly selected 
fragments, at least as far as the Belfast and Glasgow dialects are concerned. In the 
judgement experiment these two dialects were judged to be significantly more 
divergent from Standard English in the 'divergent' version than in the 'random' 
version'. 
In Section 9.2 the method used in the present experiment will be described. In Section 9.3 the 
results of the experiment will be presented and discussed. Finally, some general conclusions 
will be drawn in Section 9.4. 
9.2 Method 
The stimulus material which was used in the present experiment is identical to the material 
used in the judgement experiment in Chapter 8. The material was described in Chapter 7. 
Also, the group of English listeners was identical to the group which participated in the 
judgement experiment, that is 13 males and 11 females born and raised in places all over 
England (see Section 8.2.1). 
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9.2.1 Procedure 
The identification experiment took place after the judgement experiment. The fragments were 
identical to the fragments used in the judgement experiment (Section 7.4) and so was the 
order in which the fragments were presented (Section 8.2.2). However, the listeners who 
listened to the fragments in sequence A during the judgement experiment listened to the 
fragments in sequence В during the identification experiment, and vice versa. 
The listeners were instructed to indicate as precisely as possible where they thought the 
speakers of the fragments came from. This was done by ticking boxes on a form with four 
levels: country, region, area, and place (see Table 9.1). In order to facilitate the task the 
listeners were given a map of Great Britain with all areas and major cities indicated on it 
(Figure 9.1). From the information on the map and on the form it was clear to the listeners 
where the border between the countries, regions, and areas were situated. 
Table 9.1 Form to be filled in by the English listeners in the English identification experiment. 
'country' 
England & Wales 
Scotland & 
Northern Ireland 
region 
The North of England 
The English Midlands 
The South of England 
Wales 
area 
The North-east 
The North-west 
The East Midlands 
The West Midlands 
The South-east 
The South-west 
North Wales 
South Wales 
place 
Standard English 
Scotland 
Northern Ireland 
Northern Scotland 
Southern Scotland 
The standard language of Scotland 
The Belfast area 
Outside the Belfast area 
The standard language of Northern Ireland 
First the listeners were to decide which ''country' the speaker of the fragment came from: 
England/Wales or Scotland/Northern Ireland. However, when analysing the results at this 
level of country, instead of this subdivision a distinction will be made between England at the 
one hand and countries outside of England, that is Wales, Scotland, and Ireland, at the other 
hand. This distinction seems more in agreement with the linguistic situation, the latter three 
countries all being countries where Celtic languages have been widely spread and have had a 
great influence. This new distribution was deduced from the responses at the second level. 
The next step was to identify the region, with a choice between four regions in England/ 
Wales and two in Scotland/Northern Ireland. Standard English forms a separate category, 
since this language variety is not strictly limited to a certain region. 
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Third, the listeners were asked to try to identify the area in which the fragments were 
spoken. England was divided into six areas, and Wales, Scotland and Northern Ireland were 
divided into two areas each. Furthermore, three standard languages were defined, namely 
those of England/Wales, Scotland, and Northern Ireland. 
Finally, the listeners could fill in the exact place where the speaker originated from. Like 
for the Dutch experiment this possibility was not made use of very often and therefore this 
level will be left out of consideration when presenting the results. 
The experiment lasted 30 minutes. All stimuli were presented to the listeners over head-
phones. The listeners were paid for their participation. 
Northern Irelai 
vutiide 
Figure 9.1 The map of Great Britain (with areas and major cities) provided in the identification task. 
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9.3 Results and discussion 
The results on the three levels of identification, country, region, and area, will be presented 
together. First we will look at the number of missing responses (Section 9.3.1). In Section 
9.3.2 log-linear analyses are presented and in Section 9.3.3 we will present the results broken 
down for version. In Section 9.3.4 the results will be broken further down for the separate 
language varieties and in Section 9.3.5 we will look at the distribution of the responses. 
Finally we will compare the English results with the Dutch results in Section 9.3.6. 
Table 9.2 Missing responses for the three response levels summed over the three speakers for each 
language variety, broken down for version and language variety. Maximum N = 72 for each cell, 432 
for the totals, 1728 for the grand totals. 
version 
'original' 
'verbal 
information 
only' 
'prosody 
only, 
divergent' 
'prosody 
only, 
random' 
grand total 
language variety 
SE 
Liphook 
Rhondda 
Belfast 
Glasgow 
Newcastle 
total 
SE 
Liphook 
Rhondda 
Belfast 
Glasgow 
Newcastle 
total 
SE 
Liphook 
Rhondda 
Belfast 
Glasgow 
Newcastle 
total 
SE 
Liphook 
Rhondda 
Belfast 
Glasgow 
Newcastle 
total 
country 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
1 
0 
0 
1 
0 
2 
1 
4 
2 
0 
0 
0 
1 
1 
4 
0 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
6 
15 
region 
2 
1 
0 
1 
0 
1 
5 
1 
1 
1 
0 
2 
1 
6 
3 
2 
3 
2 
3 
1 
14 
1 
4 
3 
2 
4 
3 
17 
42 
area 
2 
5 
7 
11 
14 
7 
46 
6 
1 
13 
12 
14 
8 
54 
18 
21 
23 
23 
25 
19 
129 
14 
19 
26 
22 
26 
20 
127 
356 
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9.3.1 Missing responses 
In Table 9.2 an overview is given of the missing responses for each of the three levels of 
identification, broken down for language variety and version. There are few missing responses 
at the levels of country and region. At these two response levels most missing responses are 
found at the level of region for the versions with prosody only (14 and 17 missing responses). 
More missing responses are found at the level of area and here again more missing responses 
are found in the versions with prosody only (129 and 127 missing responses) than in the 
Original' version (46 missing responses) and the 'verbal information only' version (54 
missing responses). Clearly the number of missing responses reflects the difficulty of the task. 
The more difficult the task, the more missing responses. At the level of area most missing 
responses are found for the Glasgow dialect in all versions. 
Table 9.3 Z-values associated with the coefficients which represent the effects of the independent 
variables and interactions on the responses resulting from a log-linear analysis for the three levels of 
identification. Values above \2.36\ indicate that there is a significant effect at the .01 level, indicated 
by *. Vers = version, lang.var = language variety. 
country 
vers * 
lang.var * 
vers by lang.var 
6.03 
1.52 
.25 
1.49 
3.72 
3.70 
-1.02 
-.64 
-4.22 
-2.47 
-1.62 
-1.97 
-1.31 
1.64 
1.82 
1.78 
-.20 
.32 
.70 
1.50 
-.89 
.85 
-1.47 
region 
vers * 
lang.var * 
vers by lang.var * 
10.65 
-10.31 
-2.25 
2.97 
6.33 
3.22 
-.44 
-1.14 
-8.19 
-.35 
.15 
.13 
1.31 
3.07 
.46 
6.73 
-.45 
-.14 
-1.75 
-1.35 
.35 
1.65 
-1.43 
area 
vers * 
lang.var * 
vers by lang.var 
8.23 
-1.88 
-.61 
.59 
5.92 
4.79 
.59 
-1.35 
-7.41 
-1.24 
-1.57 
-.37 
-3.17 
.73 
-1.55 
-1.88 
-.31 
1.35 
-1.65 
-.21 
1.04 
2.02 
.36 
9.3.2 Log-linear analyses 
On the basis of the responses, log-linear analyses were carried out for each of the three 
response levels, country, region, and area, in order to determine whether there is a significant 
difference in the number of correct answers depending on which version and which language 
variety was presented to the listeners. The independent variables 'version' ('original', 'verbal 
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information only', 'divergent', and 'random') and 'language variety' (Standard English, 
Liphook, Rhondda, Belfast, Glasgow, and Newcastle) and the dependent variable 'response' 
('correct' and 'incorrect') were included in the analysis. The missing responses were 
considered as incorrect responses. 
The z-values resulting from the log-linear analyses are presented in Table 9.3. The level of 
significance was set at .01, which corresponds to a z-value of |2.36|. As can be seen, both 
'version' and 'language variety' have at least one significant z-value, which means that there 
is an effect for both these variables: some versions and some language varieties yield a higher 
number of correct identifications than others. Furthermore, there is a significant interaction 
between the two variables at the response level of region. 
9.3.3 Version 
We will first look at the overall results for 'version'. In Figure 9.2 the mean percentages 
correct identifications over the 24 English listeners and the three speakers are given for the 
three levels of identification broken down for 'version'. An asterisk indicates that the version 
is identified above chance at the .01 level. It can be observed that the percentage correct 
identifications gets lower as the level of identification gets more detailed. All versions are 
identified correctly by the English listeners in more than 70 percent of the cases at the level of 
country, in more than 38 percent of the cases at the level of region, and even at the detailed 
level of area there is still a percentage correct identifications of more than 18 percent. All 
versions are identified above chance at all response levels. 
A contrast analysis showed that at all three levels of identification the two versions with 
verbal information (the 'original' version and the 'verbal information only' version) are 
significantly better identified at the .01 level than the two versions with prosody only. It can 
thus be concluded that prosody plays a less important role in the identification of the language 
varieties than does verbal information. This confirms hypothesis 1 (see Section 9.1). The two 
versions with verbal information also differ significantly from each other at the level of 
region, but not at the levels of country and area. This means that when intonation is removed 
from the signal identification is inhibited at the level of region. 
The percentages correct identifications of the 'divergent' and the 'random' version do not 
differ significantly from each other. This means that fragments which have been selected by 
experts for their being intonationally divergent are not better identified than randomly selected 
fragments and hypothesis 3 must be rejected at least as far as the overall results are concerned. 
We will look further into this when presenting the results broken down for language variety in 
Section 9.3.4. 
154 
'original1 'verb inf only' 'divergeât' 'random' 
region 
JjJ 
'original' 'verb inf only' 'divergent' 
'original' 'verb Inf only' 'divergent' 
Figure 9.2 Percentages correct identification of country, region, and area, broken down for version 
* indicates identification above chance (50 percent for country, 14 28 percent for region, and 6 67 
percent for area, shown by the dotted lines) at the 01 level (chi-square test) 
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9.3.4 Separate language varieties 
In the previous section we presented the results as the mean percentage correct identifications 
over all language varieties. In Figure 9.3 the results are broken down for language variety. 
Furthermore, in order to see which versions have been significantly better identified we 
carried out contrast analyses for each of the six language varieties (Table 9.4) and to see 
which language varieties have been significantly better identified we carried out contrast 
analyses for each of the four versions (Table 9.5). With the help of Table 9.4 we will first deal 
with the three hypotheses formulated in Section 9.1, and with that of Table 9.5 we will try to 
answer research question 2, to which no hypothesis was connected. 
First, when comparing the versions with verbal information with the versions with prosody 
only, we see in Table 9.4 that the two versions with verbal information are significantly better 
identified than the two versions with prosody only for most response levels and most language 
varieties. This confirms hypothesis 1 that identification of versions with verbal information is 
better than identification of versions with prosody only. 
Table 9.4 also makes clear that the numbers of correct identifications of the two versions 
with verbal information, i.e. the Original' version and the 'verbal information only' version, 
are not significantly different for any of the language varieties, except for the Rhondda dialect 
at the level of region. So, in general, it can be concluded that identification is not made more 
difficult when intonation is removed from the signal. We had expected the 'verbal information 
only' version to be less well identified than the 'original' version, since the role of prosody 
was expected to play a large role in the English language area (hypothesis 2). 
We expected (hypothesis 3) that fragments which have been selected by experts for their 
being intonationally divergent are better identified than randomly selected fragments, at least 
as far as the Belfast and Glasgow dialects are concerned, since significant differences in 
perceived divergence were found between the 'random' and the 'divergent' fragments for 
these two dialects. It can be seen in Table 9.4 that there is only a significant difference 
between the two versions in two cases, namely the Belfast dialect identified at the levels of 
country and region, where the 'divergent' fragments are better identified than the 'random' 
fragments. At these levels the 'random' fragments are not identified above chance, while the 
'divergent' fragments are (see Figure 9.3). The selection by experts of the fragments on the 
basis of divergence of the intonation clearly has little or no effect on identifiability of most 
language varieties. We can think of three possible explanations for this. First, it should be kept 
in mind that the sentences of the 'divergent' fragments were selected by experts with a 
linguistic background while the identifications were carried out by lay listeners. It is possible 
that the experts heard divergent intonation patterns which were not perceived by the lay 
listeners. Second, some divergent patterns may have been noticed without being 
geographically interpretable by the lay listeners. Finally, it is possible that the number of 
extreme intonation patterns does not contribute to a better identification of the fragments. If a 
divergent intonation pattern is present once it maybe sufficient to trigger the identification and 
more occurrences of the same pattern may not yield any extra information. 
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Turning now to the differences in identifiability of the various language varieties (research 
question 2), it can be seen in Figure 9.3 that in the two versions with verbal information the 
percentages are high for all language varieties at the level of country. They are all above 85 
percent, except for the Rhondda dialect, which is significantly less well identified (81 and 76 
percent) than most other language varieties, as is also clear from Table 9.5. At the level of 
region all non-standard language varieties are still well identified (all above 76 percent, except 
for Standard English1 and the Rhondda dialect in the 'verbal information only' version), and 
significantly better than Standard English. At the level of area all non-standard varieties are 
clearly less well identified than at the other two levels. The Liphook and Newcastle dialects 
are generally better identified (above 60 percent) than the other language varieties. This might 
be explained by the fact that the English listeners are more familiar with the local differences 
between the language varieties spoken in their own country than with the language varieties 
spoken outside of England. The three dialects spoken outside of England are significantly less 
well identified. This is partly due to the fact that these dialects also had the largest number of 
missing values (see Table 9.2). 
As far as the relative identifiability of the versions with prosody only is concerned, the 
Belfast dialect (in the 'random' version) and the Newcastle dialect (in the 'divergent' version) 
are poorly identified at the levels of country and/or region. The Belfast dialect is identified 
below chance at both levels. In general the Liphook and Glasgow dialects have the highest 
percentage correct identifications at all levels of identification. 
Note that for Standard English the percentages correct identifications are identical at the levels of region and 
area due to the fact that these two response levels are combined into one level for this variety (see Table 9.1). 
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100 
157 
TIT; глг 
SE Lipbook Rbondda Belfast Glasgow Newcastle 
region 
SE Lipbook Rbondda Belfast Glasgow Newcastle 
Lipbook Rbondda Belfast Glasgow Newcastle 
Figure 9.3 Percent correct identification of country, region, and area, broken down by version and 
language variety * indicates identification above chance (50 percent for country, 14 28 percent for 
region, and 6 67 percent for area) at the 01 level (chi-square test) 
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Table 9.4 Versions of which the numbers of correct identifications are significantly different at the .01 
level, indicated by *, broken down for language variety and level of identification. Ori = 'original', 
ver = 'verbal information only', div = 'divergent', ran = 'random'. 
language 
variety 
SE 
Liphook 
Rhondda 
Belfast 
Glasgow 
Newcastle 
version 
on 
ver 
div 
ran 
on 
ver 
div 
ran 
on 
ver 
div 
ran 
on 
ver 
div 
ran 
on 
ver 
div 
ran 
on 
ver 
div 
ran 
country 
ori ver div ran 
+ 
* 
+ 
+ 
* 
* 
* 
+ 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 1 
region 
ori ver div ran 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
1 
1 
1 
• I 
I 
1 
area 
ori ver div ran 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
I 
1 
1 
I 
I 
I 
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Table 9.5 Language varieties of which the numbers of correct identifications are significantly 
different at the .01 level, indicated by *, broken down for version and level of identification. Li = 
Liphook, Rh =• Rhondda, Be = Belfast, Gl = Glasgow, Ne = Newcastle. 
version 
'original' 
'verbal 
information 
only' 
'divergent' 
'random' 
lang, 
var. 
SE 
Li 
Rh 
Be 
Gl 
Ne 
SE 
Li 
Rh 
Be 
Gl 
Ne 
SE 
Li 
Rh 
Be 
Gl 
Ne 
SE 
Li 
Rh 
Be 
Gl 
Ne 
country 
SE Li Rh Be Gl Ne 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
I 
* 
I 
* •I 
* 
* 
* 
region 
SE Li Rh Be Gl Ne 
* 
Φ 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
ι г 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
Ι 
* 
* 
ι 
* * 
4 
* 
* 
* •Ι 
area 
Se Li feh Be Ól Ne 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* * • I 
+ 
ч 
1 
* 1 
9.3.5 Distribution of the responses 
So far we have looked at the identifiability of British language varieties. In this section we 
will look at the pattern of response distribution in order to see which language varieties are 
confused with each other. In Figure 9.4 a map of Great Britain with the six regions is given 
for each language variety. On these maps the percentages, excluding the missing responses, 
indicate how often each of the language varieties was identified to be spoken in each of the 
regions and how often it was identified as Standard English as spoken in England. For the 
sake of simplicity, only the percentages which are above chance level, i.e. 14 percent, are 
indicated. On all maps correct identifications are placed in a box. In Figure 9.5 similar maps 
are presented, but this time with the confusions at the response level of area. Confusions with 
Standard English of England, Scotland, and Ireland are indicated next to England, Scotland, 
and Northern Ireland, respectively. On these maps, too, only confusions above chance level, in 
this case 7 percent, are given. In Appendices Η and I the complete confusion matrices can be 
found for the two response levels, region and area, added up for the three speakers and broken 
down for each of the six language varieties and four versions. 
When looking at Figures 9.4 and 9.5, it is evident that a rather limited number of 
systematic confusions above chance level have taken place. At the level of region (Figure 9.4) 
confusions at the verbal level only occur for Standard English. Standard English is also the 
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variety which has been conftised with most regions (3) at the prosodie level. The other five 
language varieties have been confused with only one or two regions at the prosodie level. In 
the case of Belfast, Glasgow, and Newcastle these confusions concern 'neighbouring' regions, 
but this is not the case for the Rhondda and Liphook dialects, which have been confused with 
non-neighbouring regions (see the discussion of the individual language varieties below). At 
the level of area (Figure 9.5) the number of systematic confusions is still small: between one 
and two for the versions with verbal information and between zero and two for the versions 
with prosody only. Again, most of the confusions are with areas in the geographical vicinity. 
We will now look at the confusions for the various language varieties in more detail, both at 
the level of region and area. 
For Standard English, confusions above chance level are mostly with the South region or 
more precisely the South-east area in all versions. In fact it is more often identified as a 
southeastern variety than as Standard English, which shows a strong association on the part of 
the listeners of Standard English with language varieties spoken in the South-east area. This is 
what could be expected, considering the fact that Standard English is primarily based on the 
upper-class speech of London, which is situated in the South-east of England. The Standard 
English fragments are not considered to be perfectly representative of Standard English, as we 
know from the distance judgements as presented in Figure 8.2. In many cases, therefore, the 
fragments are located in the region and area where the language variety most similar to 
Standard English is spoken. Two of the Standard English speakers indeed originate from this 
area (Eastbourne and Kent), but the third speaker spent most of his life in Scotland and the 
North-west of England. At the prosodie level there is furthermore some confusion with the 
South-east and the West Midlands. 
On the other hand, the language variety spoken in the South-east of England, i.e. the 
Liphook dialect, is not very often confused with Standard English (at the level of area it is 
never above 10 percent at the verbal level and never above 25 percent at the prosodie level). 
So, the confusion is asymmetrical, especially at the verbal levels. Clearly there are similarities 
between the prosody of the Liphook dialect and Standard English, but the listeners are able to 
place the dialect better than Standard English. Some regional characteristics may be present in 
the speech of the three Liphook speakers, which are associated with the correct region and 
area, or negatively, some typical Standard English characteristics may be absent. Some 
confusion is also found with the South-west at the verbal level and with the North-east at the 
prosodie level. 
As already mentioned, the Rhondda dialect has not been confused with any other region at 
the verbal level; at the prosodie level some confusions (19 and 22 percent) are found with 
Scotland. At the level of area the confusions of the versions with verbal information are 
limited to North Wales (31 and 12 percent); no confusions above chance are found at the 
prosodie level. Apparently the varieties spoken in North Wales have more similarities with the 
varieties spoken in South Wales at the verbal level than at the prosodie level. This confirms 
the claim by Wells (1982) that the lilting intonation of Wales is found particularly in the 
industrial valleys of south Wales. He explains this by the fact that here Welsh has only rather 
recently been abandoned as a first language. It is striking, though, that English lay listeners 
seem to be aware of these prosodie differences. 
The prosody of the Belfast dialect is confused with that of Scotland and the North of 
England at the level of region; no confusions above chance are found at the verbal level. At 
the level of area confusions of the versions with verbal information are made with the 
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Standard English as spoken in Northern Ireland and, more often, with language varieties 
spoken in Northern Ireland outside of the Belfast area. On the basis of verbal information it is 
thus clear to most listeners that the Belfast speakers come from Ireland. However, at the level 
of area the prosody is never identified above chance as Irish, but rather as from Southern 
Scotland or from the North-East of England. According to Wells (1982) the speech of Belfast 
has been influenced by Irish, Scots, and English. This is reflected in our results, since 
confusions are with areas in Ireland, Scotland, and England. 
English as spoken in Glasgow has been very much influenced by Scots, the traditional 
dialect spoken all over Scotland. This is reflected in the confusions made for this dialect. 
These are mainly made with areas within Scotland. However, at the level of prosody 
confusions are also made with the North of England. This might be explained by the fact that 
the first English speaking inhabitants of Scotland spoke a northern dialect of Old English (see 
Wells 1982) or by the geographical closeness of the areas, which might have influenced the 
language varieties mutually. According to Cruttenden (1986) the northern English varieties 
share the extensive use of rising tones with the dialects with Gaelic influences, including the 
Glasgow dialect. 
The Newcastle dialect, finally, is not confused at the verbal level with any other region, and 
only with the North-west of England at the level of area. At the prosodie level confusions are 
found with the Scotland areas. This maybe due to geographical vicinity and mutual influences 
as explained above. Cruttenden (1986) attributes the rise used in the two areas to different 
intonational groups, the rise used in Glasgow belonging to type (i) (see Section 7.2) and that 
of Newcastle belonging to types (ii) and (iii), together with the Belfast dialect. On the basis of 
this classification we would expect confusions between the Belfast area and the North of 
England at the prosodie level, but this is not the case. Apparently more similarities are still 
found between the dialects of Scotland and North England. 
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Liphook, 
Rhondd Belfast 
Glasgow Newcastl' 
Figure 9.4 Great Britain with the six regions In percentages (excluding the missing responses) it is indicated 
how often the language variety in question was identified to be spoken m each of the six regions as well as how 
often it was identified to be Standard English, written next to England The top value refers to the 'original' 
version, the second value the 'verbal information only' version, the third value the 'divergent' version, and the 
bottom value the 'random' version Only identifications above chance (14 percent) are indicated The correct 
identifications are placed m a box 
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Belfast 
Newcastli 
Figure 9.5 Great Britain with the twelve areas In percentages (excluding the missing responses) it is indicated 
how often the language variety in question was identified to be spoken m each of the twelve areas and how often 
it was identified to be Standard English (written next to England), Standard English of Scotland (next to Scot-
land) or Standard English of Northern Ireland (next to Ireland) The top value refers to the 'original' version, 
the second value the 'verbal information only' version, the third value the 'divergent' version, and the bottom 
value the 'random' version Only identifications above chance (7 percent) are indicated The correct 
identifications are placed m a box 
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9.3.6 Comparison with the Dutch results 
In order to compare the role of prosodie and verbal information in the identification of Dutch 
and English language varieties (hypothesis 2) we will compare the English results with those 
for the Standard Dutch listeners from the Netherlands. This is the group of Dutch listeners 
which corresponds most closely to the group of English listeners, the listeners from the two 
groups being from places all over the Netherlands or England. Only the mean percentage 
correct identifications over all language varieties can be compared, since the individual 
language varieties are different for the two language areas. Because of the different numbers 
of response categories (10 choices for the Dutch listeners as opposed to 7 for the English 
listeners at the level of region and 19 choices for the Dutch listeners as opposed to 15 for the 
English listeners at the level of province/area) it is not possible to compare the Dutch and the 
English results directly, since the chance level is lower for the Dutch listeners. For this reason 
we corrected the percentage correct identifications by the two groups of listeners for chance 
using the following formula from McNicol (1972, p. 179), where ρ = proportion of true 
correct responses and m = number of possible choices: 
P ( c ) = P + - ( l - p ) 
m 
The results corrected for chance are presented in Table 9.6 As can be seen the ability of the 
English listeners to identify the language varieties is greater for all versions at all levels of 
identification than that of the Dutch listeners. 
Table 9.6 The English and Dutch results corrected for chance, broken down for version and level of 
identification. 
level of 
identification 
country 
region 
area 
English listeners 
'original' 
90 
77 
47 
'verb.inf. 
only' 
80 
66 
42 
'pros.only, 
random' 
40 
28 
13 
Standard Dutch listeners 
'original' 
84 
54 
43 
'verb.inf. 
only' 
74 
52 
40 
'pros.only, 
random' 
26 
9 
6 
In order to compare the relative identification power of the version with 'prosody only' for the 
two countries, we calculated the proportion of correct responses for the 'prosody only, 
random' version and the Original' version for both groups of listeners. The proportions, given 
in Table 9.7, give an indication of how important prosody is compared with verbal 
information. In the same way we calculated the proportion of correct responses for the 'verbal 
information only' version and the Original' version for both groups of listeners. The 
proportions are based on the uncorrected percentages correct identifications, since no statistic 
is available to compare chance-corrected proportions. This does, however, not influence the 
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comparability, since the proportions are calculated within countries. The proportions were 
compared using the following formula (from Ferguson and Takane, 1989, p. 199), where ρ
λ 
andp2 are the two proportions,ρ =f\+f2/ty+N2 (ƒ, and/2 are the two frequencies), and q = 1 -
P-
Ρχ-Ρί 
z~ 
The z-values resulting from this comparison are also given in Table 9.7. It becomes clear from 
Table 9.7 that the proportion for the 'prosody only' version and the Original' version is 
higher for the English language varieties than for the Dutch language varieties for all three 
response levels, country, region, and area (74, 47, and 38 percent for the English language 
varieties and 69, 31, and 24 percent for the Dutch language varieties, respectively). For the 
levels of region and area the difference is significant. It is thus clear that it is more difficult 
for Dutch listeners to identify Dutch language varieties than for English listeners to identify 
English language varieties on the basis of prosody only. This confirms hypothesis 2 that 
prosody plays a more important role in the identification of English language varieties than in 
the identification of Dutch language varieties. 
Hypothesis 2 is also confirmed when looking at the proportions for the 'verbal information 
only' versions and the 'original' version. This proportion is lower at the levels of region and 
area for the English listeners than for the Dutch listeners. For the level of region the 
difference is significant. Identification is thus more difficult for the English listeners when 
intonation is removed than for the Dutch listeners. This again shows intonation to be more 
important for the identification of English language varieties than for the identification of 
Dutch varieties. 
Table 9.7. Proportions of the number of correct identifications for the 'prosody only, random ' 
version and the Original' version (left) and f or the 'verbal information only' version and the 
Original ' version (right), expressed in percentages, separately for Standard Dutch and English 
listeners. The z-scores indicate the differences between the two proportions. * indicate that the 
difference is significant at the .01 level. 
level of identification 
country 
region 
area 
'prosody onlyV'original' 
English 
74 
47 
38 
Dutch 
69 
31 
24 
z-score 
1.63 
4.20 » 
2.95 * 
'verb.inf.only'/'original' 
English 
95 
89 
90 
Dutch 
95 
96 
93 
z-score 
.11 
-3.53 * 
-1.22 
9.4 General conclusions 
At the beginning of this chapter four research questions and three hypotheses were formulated 
which we wished to answer by means of the English identification experiment. First of all, we 
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wanted to assess the role of prosody compared with that of verbal information in the 
identification of English language varieties (research question 1). Like for the Dutch language 
varieties we expected verbal information to be more important than prosody (hypothesis 1). 
This was confirmed by the mean results over all language varieties, which showed that 
versions with verbal information were significantly better identified than versions with 
prosodie information only. Also, when looking at the results for the individual language 
varieties there are significant differences between versions with verbal information and 
versions with prosodie information only for almost all language varieties at all levels of 
identification. 
We also addressed the question whether some English language varieties would be better 
identified than other language varieties (research question 2). No specific hypothesis was 
connected to this question. On the one hand the dialects in the periphery are more divergent, 
which might make them easier to identify, but on the other hand they might be less familiar to 
the English listeners, which might make them more difficult to identify. As far as the verbal 
level is concerned, the results showed that at the response level of region the Belfast and 
Glasgow dialects, spoken outside of England, were in general better identified than the other 
language varieties, while at the level of area the Liphook and Newcastle dialects, spoken 
inside England, were best identified. On the basis of these results we conclude that English 
listeners are well able to determine the approximate place (Scotland or Ireland) of two 
language varieties spoken outside of England but that they do not know these dialects well 
enough to localise them more precisely within the regions. This they could still do quite well 
for the Liphook and Newcastle dialects, which are both spoken in their own country, England. 
With research question 3 we wished to determine to which degree prosody plays a role in the 
identification of English language varieties compared with that of Dutch language varieties. 
We expected prosody to play a more important role in the identification of the English 
language varieties (hypothesis 2), since the distances of the fragments with prosody only to 
the standard language were judged to be larger (Chapters 4 and 7), and since - on the basis of 
the amount of attention for prosodie variation in the literature - prosody might be expected to 
be a more salient feature of English than of Dutch language varieties. This hypothesis was 
confirmed by the results. The proportion of the number of correct identifications of fragments 
with 'prosody only' and the 'original' version was higher for the English language varieties 
than for the Dutch language varieties. The proportion of the number of correct identifications 
of fragments with 'verbal information only' and the 'original' version was lower for the 
English language varieties than for the Dutch language varieties. We already deduced from 
the literature and from the judgement experiments that English language varieties have a more 
pronounced prosody than Dutch language varieties. The present experiment has shown that 
English listeners are also able to make use of these characteristics for the identification of the 
language varieties. 
Finally, we investigated whether fragments selected by experts for their being intonationally 
maximally divergent from Standard English would be better identified than randomly selected 
fragments (research question 4). We expected this to be the case (hypothesis 3), since in 
'divergent' fragments more characteristic prosodie cues might be present which the listeners 
can use for the identification. This hypothesis had to be rejected. It turned out to be true for 
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the Belfast dialect only, but for the other language varieties identification of the 'random' 
version and the 'divergent' version was not significantly different. We gave three possible 
explanations for these results. First, it is possible that the experts selecting the sentences of the 
'divergent' fragments heard divergent intonation patterns which were not perceived by the lay 
listeners. Second, some divergent patterns may have been noticed without being geographi-
cally interpretable by the lay listeners. Third, the listeners probably only need to hear a 
divergent intonation pattern once in order to be able to identify a language variety. Repeated 
presentation of a divergent intonation pattern does not necessarily improve identification. 
The studies with English language varieties presented in Chapters 8 and 9 have first of all 
shown that the role of prosody in perceived divergence and identification is more important 
for the six English language varieties than for the six Dutch language varieties investigated in 
Chapters 2 to 6. The distance to the standard language was larger and the proportion of the 
number of correct identifications of the fragments with 'prosody only' and the Original' 
fragments was higher for English than for Dutch. This means that it is not likely that the result 
that prosody plays only a limited role for the Dutch language varieties, is due to methodo-
logical shortcomings, such as the fragments being too short or the task being too difficult for 
the listeners. The Dutch results, therefore, would appear to give a valid picture of the role 
prosody plays for Dutch language varieties, namely a small one compared with that of verbal 
information. For the English language varieties the role of prosody is larger. 

10. General conclusions 
10.1 Introduction 
Language varieties can differ at a number of levels. In this thesis we made a distinction 
between the prosodie level (intonation, duration, and loudness) and the verbal level (syntax, 
lexicon, morphology, and segmental phonetics/phonology). It has often been claimed that 
prosodie variation is characteristic of differences between language varieties from a 
descriptive point of view and that, therefore, it might also play an important role in the 
perception of language varieties. We have carried out a number of perception experiments in 
order to investigate how important prosody is compared with verbal information in the 
perceived divergence and identification of Dutch and English language varieties (main 
questions A and В in Section 1.4). 
In this final chapter we will first give a short overview of the experimental method used 
(Section 10.2). In Section 10.3 a summary will be given of the main findings of the Dutch and 
the English perception experiments. In Section 10.4 we will discuss the results and their 
implications for the research questions. Finally, we will give some suggestions for future 
research (Section 10.5). 
10.2 Method 
For each of the languages investigated, Dutch as spoken in the Netherlands and Belgium and 
English as spoken in the United Kingdom, six language varieties were included in the study. 
For the Dutch language area these were the dialects of Bedum (Groningen), The Hague (South 
Holland), Maastricht (Limburg), and Uitbergen (East Flanders), as well as Standard Dutch of 
the Netherlands (SN) and Standard Dutch of Belgium (SB). For the English language area 
these were the dialects of Rhondda (Wales), Belfast (Northern Ireland), Glasgow (Scotland), 
Newcastle (North England), and Liphook (South England), as well as Standard English. For 
each of the language varieties we selected spontaneous speech fragments of 15 to 20 seconds 
from three speakers. The selection procedure was based on a number of criteria related to the 
geographical origin of the speakers, their voice quality, their reading ability, their representa­
tiveness of the language variety in question, recording quality, and neutral verbal content as to 
the speaker's origin. Apart from these criteria, the Dutch fragments were randomly chosen. 
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For English there were randomly chosen fragments as well as fragments that were into-
nationally most divergent from Standard English, as judged by trained listeners. 
Each fragment was manipulated into three versions: the 'original' version (all information 
is present), a version with 'verbal information only' (intonation is removed by means of 
monotonisation), and a version with 'prosody only' (verbal information is removed by means 
of high pass filtering). For English there were two versions with prosody only: a 'random' 
version and a 'divergent' version. So, the total number of stimuli amounted to 54 (6 language 
varieties χ 3 speakers χ 3 versions) for Dutch and to 72 (6 language varieties χ 3 speakers χ 4 
versions) for English. 
In the Dutch perception experiments, six groups of listeners participated: one group from each 
of the four places where the non-standard language varieties are spoken, one group of SN 
listeners from all over the Netherlands and one group of SB listeners from all over Belgium. 
The listeners in the latter two groups all had a good command of Standard Dutch as spoken in 
their own country. Each group of listeners consisted of 24 listeners, except for the listener 
group from Uitbergen, which consisted of 20 listeners. 
In the English perception experiments only one group of 24 listeners participated. In 
analogy with the SN and SB listeners, they came from all over England, that is not from 
Wales, Scotland, or Ireland. They all claimed to speak Standard English but this was not 
checked formally. 
The judgement experiment was administered to all listeners before the identification experi­
ment. In the Dutch judgement experiment, the SN listeners evaluated all six Dutch language 
varieties on a scale from 'dialect' to 'SN'; the listeners from the other five groups evaluated 
only two Dutch varieties, namely their own variety and SN, on a scale from, for example, 
'Maastricht' to 'SN', or 'SB' to 'SN'. In the English experiment, the SE listeners evaluated all 
six English varieties on a scale from 'dialect' to 'SE'. 
In the identification experiment all six groups of listeners from the Dutch language area 
were asked to localise all six Dutch varieties and the SE listeners to localise all six English 
varieties. Localisation was done stepwise at four different levels: country, region, 
province/area, and place. 
All the experiments aimed at gaining more insight into the relative importance of prosodie and 
verbal information with regard to the perceived divergence and the identifiability of language 
varieties. First of all, the results enabled us to assess their relative importance for the 
perceived divergence and the identifiability of the Dutch and English varieties selected in this 
study. Secondly, comparing the results for the Dutch and English varieties allowed us to shed 
more light on the role of prosody, which, allegedly, is a more salient feature for the English 
than for the Dutch varieties. And lastly, for the English part of the study, comparing the 
results for the randomly selected fragments and the fragments that were intonationally most 
divergent from Standard English, gave us additional insight into the role of prosody. 
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10.3 Main findings 
The main findings of the Dutch and the English perception experiments will be summarised 
separately below. For each language area, the results of the judgement experiments and of the 
identification experiment will be presented separately (Sections 10.3.1 and 10.3.2). Next we 
will compare the results for the Dutch and English varieties (Section 10.3.3). 
10.3.1 Dutch perception experiments 
Judgement experiment 
The judgements by the SN listeners (the exogenous listeners) showed that varieties spoken in 
the periphery of the Dutch language area, i.e. Bedum, Maastricht, and Uitbergen, are 
perceived as more divergent from SN than are SB and the dialect of The Hague. This was, in 
general, the case at the verbal as well as at the prosodie level. 
As expected, for all language varieties the divergence from SN was perceived to be 
greater at the verbal level than at the prosodie level. This means that verbal information plays 
a more important role for the perceived divergence of the Dutch varieties than prosodie 
information. However, the role of prosody cannot be completely ignored: even when only 
hearing prosody, the SN listeners still systematically distinguished between SN on the one 
hand and the other five varieties on the other hand. 
Each of the other five groups of listeners (the endogenous listeners) only judged the diver-
gence from 'ideal' SN of their own language variety and of SN. Since the speakers were 
assumed to be equally good representatives of their language variety, we expected all varieties 
to be judged as equally divergent from 'ideal' SN. This was indeed the case. An exception is 
SB, which was judged to approach 'ideal' SN more closely than the other varieties. This may 
be explained by the fact that in Belgium only few people are considered to speak perfect SB. 
Like the exogenous listeners, the endogenous listeners also perceived the divergence from 
SN of their own language variety to be greater at the verbal level than at the prosodie level. 
However, they were still able to distinguish between their own language variety and SN at 
both the verbal and the prosodie level. 
Identification experiment 
Verbal information was also shown to be more important than prosodie information in the 
identification of the six Dutch language varieties. The exogenous listeners were not able to 
identify the area or place where the varieties are spoken above chance at the prosodie level. 
However, they still made a - limited - use of prosodie information. This was deduced from 
the fact that they identified SN and the dialects of Maastricht and Uitbergen significantly 
better in the 'original' version than in the 'verbal information only' version (a difference of 6 
to 8 percent). 
The endogenous listeners were better at identifying the language varieties than exogenous 
listeners at all levels of identification. They were able to identify their own variety above 
chance in all versions. This shows that, especially at the prosodie level, familiarity is very 
important for a successful identification of a language variety. 
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10.3.2 English perception experiments 
Judgement experiment 
At both the verbal and the prosodie level the English varieties spoken in the periphery of the 
English language area, i.e. Rhondda, Belfast, Glasgow, and Newcastle, were perceived to be 
more divergent from 'ideal' Standard English than the dialect of Liphook, spoken in the south. 
At the prosodie level the differences among the six varieties are smaller than at the verbal 
level. Prosodie information thus appears to play a less important role than verbal information 
for the perceived divergence of English varieties. For the dialects of Rhondda and Belfast the 
Original' version was perceived as more divergent than the 'verbal information only' version. 
This means that for the perceived divergence of these dialects, intonation is so important that 
its removal has an effect. 
For the dialects of Glasgow and Belfast the 'divergent' version was perceived as more 
divergent from Standard English than the 'random' version, but for the other language 
varieties no difference was found. So, objective degree of prosodie divergence has a variable 
effect on the subjectively perceived divergence from Standard English. 
Identification experiment 
As far as the verbal level is concerned, the listeners identified the region of the Belfast and 
Glasgow dialects, spoken outside England, better than the language varieties spoken in 
England (the Liphook and Newcastle dialects and Standard English). However, they did not 
know these two peripheral language varieties well enough to locate them more precisely 
within the regions. This they could do more accurately for the dialects spoken in their own 
country, England. At the prosodie level the Belfast and Newcastle dialects are in general 
poorly identified, while the Liphook and Glasgow dialects have the highest percentage correct 
identifications. 
The versions with verbal information were almost always significantly better identified 
than the versions with prosody only. This means that verbal information is more important 
than prosodie information for the identification of English language varieties. 
Finally, it was found that, contrary to our expectations, and with the exception of the 
Belfast dialect, the 'divergent' fragments were not better identified than the 'random' 
fragments. Perhaps one occurrence of a typical intonation contour often suffices for identifi-
cation. It is also possible that the lay listeners were not sensitive to the extra information in the 
'divergent' fragments selected by experts with experience in detecting small differences in 
intonation. Finally, an explanation might be that the lay listeners heard the extra divergent 
contours, but that they could not interpret them geographically. 
10.3.3 Comparison of Dutch and English results 
On the whole, the English perception experiments were replications of the Dutch perception 
experiments. The aim of the English experiments was first of all to bring the Dutch experi-
ments into perspective. The Dutch experiments showed the role of prosody in the perceived 
divergence and the identification of Dutch language varieties to be small compared with the 
role of verbal information. The English experiments were carried out in order to investigate 
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whether this was due to methodological factors (such as too short fragments or too difficult 
experimental tasks) or to the fact that there are indeed few differences in the prosody of Dutch 
language varieties which may be used in perception. We decided for a comparison with 
English varieties because we assumed the prosodie differences to be larger in the English 
language area than in the Dutch language area. 
For the judgements of the 'prosody only' version a larger part of the scale is used for the 
English varieties than for the Dutch varieties. This points to a larger role of prosody in the 
perceived divergence of English varieties than in that of Dutch varieties, but this appears to be 
true only for the English varieties from the periphery of the language area. 
In the identification experiments, the proportion of the number of correct responses for the 
'prosody only' version and the 'original' version was calculated. This proportion proved to be 
higher for the English language varieties than for the Dutch language varieties, which shows 
that prosody is more important for the identification of English varieties than for that of Dutch 
varieties. This result was confirmed by the proportions of correct identifications for the 
'verbal information only' version and the Original' version. This proportion was smaller for 
the English language varieties than for the Dutch varieties. This shows that the removal of 
intonation from the speech fragments influences the number of correct identifications by the 
English listeners more than the number of correct identifications by the Dutch listeners. 
The comparison of the role of prosody in the perception of English and Dutch language 
varieties has shown that the method used is a valid one. This can be deduced from the fact that 
the same method as used in the Dutch experiments revealed a larger importance of prosodie 
information in another language area, that of the United Kingdom. It can therefore be 
concluded that the results of the Dutch experiments are not caused by methodological flaws 
and that the role of prosody in perception is actually small in the Dutch language area. Also, 
the more important role of prosody in the perception of English varieties can be assumed to be 
real. 
10.4 Discussion 
Generally speaking our expectation that prosodie information plays a less important role than 
verbal information for the perceived divergence as well as for the identification of language 
varieties (research questions A and В in Section 1.4) has been confirmed. For all six Dutch 
varieties in the investigation this appeared to be the case. This means that the impressionistic 
claims found in the literature about the importance of prosody for the identification of 
language varieties (see Section 1.3) are rather exaggerated, at least as far as the Dutch 
language varieties are concerned. The claim by Willemyns (1987, see Section 3.2.1) that the 
difference between Standard Dutch of Flanders and the Netherlands is mainly found at the 
prosodie level therefore is not confirmed by the results. 
There are two possible explanations for the fact that prosody plays such a small role for 
the characterisation and identification of the Dutch language varieties. First, it is possible that 
there are in fact no substantial prosodie differences between the Dutch language varieties. 
Second, there might be acoustic differences but for some reason the listeners do not use these 
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differences when judging and identifying the language varieties. With our research method it 
is difficult to determine which of the two explanations is correct. This problem was partly 
overcome by the replication of the Dutch experiment in the British English language area. 
However, in the English language area, too, the role of prosody appeared to be rather small. 
The acoustic differences in the Dutch language area as well as those in the English language 
area might be larger than what can be expected on the basis of these results. It seems useful to 
develop an objective measure, independently from the perceptual measure, in order to 
quantify the differences between the language varieties according to verbal and prosodie 
discrepancies. This objective measure could then be compared with the perceptual measure. 
Especially for the dialect of Maastricht the small role prosody was shown to play was 
unexpected, since the dialects of Limburg are often mentioned as having very characteristic 
prosodie features. In retrospect, the choice for the dialect of Maastricht might not have been 
such a good one. Other Limburg dialects might have prosodie characteristics that are much 
more different from those of the standard language than does the Maastricht dialect. However, 
this is a claim which has never been made in the literature. Clearly, it is not possible to speak 
of the Limburg dialects, since large differences are found between the dialects within 
Limburg. Many more descriptive investigations are needed of the individual Limburg dialects 
in order to gain knowledge about their individual and common characteristics. The Maastricht 
dialect does have lexical tones like the other Limburg dialects and these are well recognised 
by Maastricht listeners as we know from the perception experiments carried out in Gooskens 
and Rietveld (1995). Accordingly, the characteristic lilting intonation of the Limburg dialects 
which is often mentioned in the literature seems to be caused by more aspects of the 
intonation than just the lexical tones. 
As far as the English language area is concerned, prosody appeared to be more important 
than in the Dutch language area. For some English varieties prosodie cues play a substantial 
role in their perceived divergence and identification. However, for both language areas 
prosodie information is still less important than is verbal information. As mentioned above, 
we know little about the acoustic differences, but still it seems reasonable to expect verbal 
information to be more important for automatic speech recognition than prosodie information. 
Also, the fact that less attention has been paid to prosodie characteristics than to verbal 
characteristics of language varieties by dialectologists and sociolinguists seems to be partly 
justified by the results. However, the results have also shown that prosody cannot be left 
completely out of consideration in different applications and research (see Section 1.6). 
The kind of experiments we carried out do not allow us to determine which kind of 
processing model is used by listeners to detect a language variety. It is possible that verbal 
information gives the first clue to the identification of a language variety and that prosodie 
information is used to confirm the first assumption. On the other hand, it is also possible that 
listeners first become aware of the fact that they hear a language variety different from their 
own or from the standard language when hearing the prosody and that they use verbal 
information to determine the language variety more precisely. This last processing model 
might be more plausible since prosodie information seems to remain better distinguishable 
during difficult listening circumstances than segmental information (Huggins 1972, Noote-
boom and Doodeman 1984). 
The role of prosody has been found to be more important for the perception of English 
language varieties than for the perception of Dutch varieties. The divergent prosodie 
characteristics of many English dialects are mostly explained by influences from the Celtic 
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languages of Wales, Ireland, and Scotland (Wells 1982). Contrary to the English language, 
these languages do not belong to the Germanic group of languages. Denmark seems to be 
another example of a language area where many dialects have very divergent prosodie 
characteristics (Gronnum 1990). Their importance for the perception of Danish language 
varieties has not been investigated, but we expect it to be similar to that of the English 
varieties. However, in the case of Denmark it is not possible to explain the prosodie 
divergence by influences from non-Germanic languages. 
Furthermore, at the verbal level the divergence of the English dialects from Standard 
English does not seem to be larger than the divergence of the Dutch dialects from SN and 
probably not larger either than the Danish dialects from Standard Danish. The question then is 
why the divergence is so large at the verbal level for all three language areas but only at the 
prosodie level for the English and probably also for the Danish language varieties. There 
seems to be no clear answer to this question and it must be concluded that it is difficult to 
predict on which linguistic levels language varieties in a certain language area will differ most 
largely. 
10.5 Suggestions for future research 
Descriptive studies 
Our study on the perception of prosody in the Dutch and the English language area has shown 
that prosody plays a more important role for the perception of English language varieties than 
for that of Dutch language varieties. Nevertheless, prosodie differences are present in the 
Dutch language area, as appears from the fact that endogenous listeners show some ability to 
distinguish and identify language varieties on the basis of prosody only. It is important for 
practical applications to know which acoustic differences between language varieties can be 
found on the verbal and which on the prosodie level. Acoustical measurements would also 
give more insight into which aspects of the different linguistics levels trigger identification. 
Compared with English varieties, few descriptive studies on the prosodie characteristics 
of Dutch varieties have been carried out. Early investigations by van Es (1935) and Daan 
(1938) were first attempts to describe intonational differences in Dutch dialects. Since then, 
almost no descriptive research has been carried out on dialect prosody until quite recently, 
when modem methods made it easier to carry out measurements of pitch contours. Attention 
has been given almost exclusively to the Limburg dialects, probably due to the linguistically 
interesting presence of lexical tones, a feature which is unique for these Dutch dialects and is 
rarely found in the rest of the Indo-European languages. Examples of such investigations are 
Jongen (1972), de Bot, Cox and Weltens (1990), Verhoeven (1992), Gooskens and Rietveld 
(1995), and Gussenhoven and van der Vliet (1997). 
In dialectological research emphasis has traditionally been on the verbal aspects of 
geographical variation, neglecting prosodie aspects. Obviously, many more descriptive studies 
are needed to obtain a comprehensive overview of the prosodie characteristics of Dutch 
language varieties. Such studies should include descriptions of global characteristics of 
intonation, such as declination and range, as well as local characteristics such as shape, 
timing, and slope of pitch movements. Furthermore, syllable duration and its interaction with 
pitch movements should also be studied. Comparative studies of the prosody of a number of 
language varieties can only be successful when performed on identical sentence material and 
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described in terms of the same characteristics. Speech should be collected from a number of 
speakers from each language variety in order to eliminate idiosyncratic prosodie charac-
teristics, i.e. characteristics which are typical for the speech of a particular person rather than 
of a particular language variety. If the same material is to be selected for all language varieties 
it is unfortunately impossible to use spontaneous speech. A disadvantage of read speech is that 
it is difficult for some speakers to read in their own language variety, since they are not used 
to doing so. Furthermore, most language varieties do not have a standardised written form. An 
example of a comparative descriptive study of dialect intonation is the investigation by 
Grennum (1990) of a number of Danish varieties. In this study read speech was used. 
Perception studies 
In the present investigation perceptual distances and the identifiability of varieties were 
studied. Other perception tasks include for example aesthetic judgements and personality 
impression (e.g. by means of the matched guise technique). In order to know which prosodie 
characteristics are important for the perception of prosodie differences between language 
varieties perception experiments must be carried out. Such experiments might for example be 
based on utterances from a language variety of which each pitch movement is systematically 
manipulated so as to gradually approximate the equivalent contour in the standard language. 
Judgements of these manipulated utterances on a scale from 'standard language' to the 
language variety in question will give insight into which aspects of the pitch contour are 
important for the perceived divergence of the language variety. 
The method of substituting one language element for another can also be used as a way of 
investigating the importance of prosodie information compared with that of verbal infor-
mation for the perceived divergence and identification of language varieties. In this method 
the same fragment is read out in the standard language and the language variety to be 
investigated. The two fragments are then manipulated to get all four combinations of verbal 
and prosodie information from the two language varieties (crossed design). As stated in 
Section 3.4, this method may be an alternative for the method of the present investigation, 
where delexicalised and monotonised fragments were employed. The advantage of the 
substitution method is that the amount of verbal information which is available to the listeners 
can be qualified precisely, since they hear all original verbal information of the two varieties 
examined. With delexicalisation one is never completely sure how much information is left. A 
disadvantage of the substitution method, also signalled above in the paragraph on descriptive 
studies, is that it is virtually impossible to use spontaneous speech since chances are 
extremely low that the same utterances will be pronounced spontaneously in the standard 
language as well as in the dialects to be investigated. Another problem with this method is 
that it is difficult to control the influence of syllable duration on the changed pitch contours. If 
for example the dialect has longer syllables than the standard language either the slope, the 
excursion size, or the timing in the syllable of the original pitch movements will change when 
applied to the utterance in the standard language. 
Using the substitution method, we carried out a pilot experiment in which we systema-
tically manipulated a number of Maastricht utterances so that all syllables contained all 
combinations of the Standard Dutch and the Maastricht realisation of the two parameters 
syllable duration and intonation contour. This resulted in four different versions per utterance. 
Spontaneous Maastricht speech was used, which means that we were not able to carry out a 
crossed design with Standard Dutch utterances as well, as explained above. Twenty-five 
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Maastricht listeners judged the four versions of each utterance on a scale from 1 ('not 
Maastricht') to 7 ('Maastricht'). The results showed that with more prosodie cues of the 
Maastricht dialect present in a version, a higher score was given (i.e. more 'Maastricht'-like). 
Furthermore, intonation proved to be a more important cue for the perceived divergence of the 
dialect than syllable duration. Since no Standard Dutch sentences were included in the 
experiment, no conclusion could be drawn about the relative contribution of prosody and 
verbal information to the perceived divergence of the Maastricht dialect from Standard Dutch. 
However, the results do show that listeners are sensitive to the manipulations described. The 
method has thus been proven to be a suitable way of discovering important characteristics of a 
dialect. 
Also at the verbal level more perceptual studies are needed. Little is known about the verbal 
characteristics which are used by listeners for the perception of language varieties. In principle 
verbal cues may be found at all verbal levels, i.e. the levels of syntax, lexicon, morphology, 
and segmental phonetics/phonology. Our English and Dutch investigations showed that a 
large difference is found in the relative importance of the verbal and the prosodie levels, both 
within a language among varieties and across languages. We expect the same to be the case at 
the different verbal levels, i.e. phonetics/phonology might for example be more important 
perceptually than syntax. When looking at the different Dutch fragments used in our investi­
gation (Appendix A) it is clear that there is a difference between the different language 
varieties in that they differ from Standard Dutch at different verbal levels. For example, the 
dialect of the Hague mainly differs segmentally while the Uitbergen dialect shows differences 
at all verbal levels. Within a particular linguistic level, the relevance of specific aspects may 
differ. For example, at the phonetic/phonological level variation in consonants may be more 
revealing as to the background of a speaker than vowels. Research may be carried out on an 
individual variety as well as in a comparative approach across varieties. In all cases, it is 
important that only the variable under investigation is manipulated and that all other variables 
are kept constant or that their effect is annihilated. We will now give some brief suggestions 
for methods which might be used in order to investigate these issues in more depth. 
When investigating the phonological level, either to compare its relevance across 
different varieties or to compare its importance with that of other linguistic levels, speakers 
may be asked to read speech fragments in which it is made sure that no variation is found at 
the level of morphology, syntax, or lexicon. In general, the more divergent varieties are from 
each other, the more difficult it will be to construct sentences which are identical in these 
respects. Therefore, only short sentences can be investigated by means of this method. Using 
the same approach with isolated words which vary in only one phoneme from the standard 
language or from other varieties, the contribution of individual phonemes, or rather phoneme 
correspondences such as u/ui ([hy:s] versus [hceys], 'house'), i/ei ([кі:к ] versus [кеік ], 
'look'), to the perception of a language variety can be investigated. Intonation can be removed 
from the signal by means of monotonisation and durational cues by changing the syllable 
duration into the syllable duration of the standard language or other varieties which are part of 
the study. 
If the levels of morphology, lexicon, and syntax are to be investigated, the influence of 
the prosodie and phonological levels will have to be minimised. As for the phonology, this 
can be done by presenting the speech material on paper in the spelling of the standard 
language. With respect to allophonic variants, this approach presents few problems, e.g. the 
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so-called 'soft g' from the southern part of the Dutch language area versus the 'hard g' of the 
standard language can be and are in fact both written with the letter g, just like different 
allophonic variants of/r/. At the phoneme level however this method leads to artificiality. For 
example all vowel variants of the /ui/ in the word muis ([œy], [u:], [y:], etc.) would have to be 
written with standard Dutch ui. 
Theoretically, the effect on perception of morphology, lexicon, and syntax can be 
investigated separately by ensuring that divergence from the standard language is only present 
at one of these levels. In practice this approach is not feasible for varieties which differ 
considerably from the standard language such as the three peripheral Dutch language varieties 
investigated in this thesis (Bedum, Maastricht, and Uitbergen). However, varieties which 
differ less from each other can be more easily compared. This holds for example for Standard 
Dutch as spoken in Belgium and Standard Dutch as spoken in the Netherlands. In this case, it 
should not be too difficult to find phrases which differ but in one respect. A phrase such as 
Naar aanleiding van de fiets zeiden de leraren dat we daar beter over hadden kunnen zwijgen 
{As for the bicycle the teachers said that we had better kept quiet about it) could serve as a 
point of departure. In order to assess the effect of morphology the SN word leraren could be 
replaced by the SB word leraars. At the level of syntax over hadden kunnen zwijgen is 
replaced by hadden over kunnen zwijgen, and at the level of the lexicon fiets by velo. Within 
one linguistic level the effect of particular phenomena can be determined. For example, 
morphologically the plural suffix can be compared with the diminutive suffix. 
Variation of speaker and listener characteristics 
In our study we kept the age, sex, and speaking style of our speakers maximally constant. It is, 
however, possible to include each of these characteristics, as well as social background, as 
variables in the investigation. In earlier studies systematic differences have been found as a 
function of all these characteristics at the verbal level, especially the level of segmental 
phonetics/phonology. Of course, geographical variation at the verbal level has also been 
thoroughly examined. However, relatively few descriptive studies have been conducted of 
differences at the prosodie level. As mentioned above, geographical variation in prosody has 
got some attention in a number of language areas, specifically English, Swedish, Danish, and 
French. As far as age is concerned, we mentioned in Section 1.3 that Yoneda (1993) carried 
out a investigation of prosodie and segmental shifts towards standardisation in the Japanese 
dialect of Tsuruoka during a period of 40 years among speakers from different age groups. 
There are also indications that variability can be found between male and female speakers 
(Key 1972, Brend 1975, Elyan 1977, McConnell-Ginet 1978, Douglas-Cowie, Cowie and 
Rahilly 1995) and between different social classes (McGregor 1980, Douglas-Cowie, Cowie 
and Rahilly 1995). Finally, prosodie differences have been found between read and 
spontaneous speech (Blaauw 1995). 
From the perceptual point of view the above mentioned characteristics can also be varied 
systematically, using male and female listeners from different social and geographical groups 
and of different ages. Such studies might be concerned with aesthetic judgements as well as 
with the divergence and identification of language varieties as a function of listener charac-
teristics. Apart from the results of the geographical effect on perception yielded by the present 
study, nothing is known about the role of prosodie cues in perception as a function of the 
variables mentioned. This field is as yet completely open for investigation. 
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Appendix A The Dutch fragments in Dutch orthography, an English 
translation, and an IPA transcription 
SN 
speaker 1 : 
Ja, eigenlijk heb ik een hekel aan voetballen, maar waarom is moeilijker te zeggen. 
Waarschijnlijk omdat ik als klein jongetje gedwongen ben, door mijn vader die ongelofelijk 
van voetballen hield, om het te doen. En hij stelde zich daar een eer in om zijn oudste zoon 
tot een voetballer te maken. Het is manifest niet gelukt. 
Yes, in fact I detest football, but it is difficult to tell why. Probably because when I was a 
little boy I was forced to play it by my father who was incredibly fond of football. And he 
made it a point of honour to turn his oldest son into a footballer. He clearly did not succeed. 
/ja. еіх іэк hep ík эп he.kal a:n vutbala, ma:R ua:Rom is muilakaR ta ζεγθ| oa:sxeinlak omdat 
ik as klein jonatfa xaduona ben, do.R mein va:daR di onxalo.falak van vutbala hilt, om at ta 
dun| en hei stelda ziy daR an e.R in om zan autsta zo.n tot an vutbala ta ma.ka| üs manifest 
nit xalukt/ 
speaker 2: 
Dus eh, ja ik ben weer een beetje aan het wennen aan het idee van geen auto hebben, en het 
idee van autoloze zondag eh, past natuurlijk prachtig in dat plan. Het is regelmatig dat ik eh, 
aan het fietsen ben of aan het wandelen, en, eh, ja buiten he? 
So eh, yes, I am slowly getting used again to the idea of having no car, and the idea of a car-
free sunday eh, fits perfectly into that plan. I often eh, ride my bike or walk and, eh, outside 
you know? 
/dus a:, ja. ík ben ue:R an be.tja a:n at uenan a:n at ide. van χβ.η o.to. heban, en at ide. van 
o.to.lo.za zondax a:, past naty:lik pRaxtax in dat plan| at is Re.xalma.tax dat ík э:, ant fitsa 
ben of ant uandala en, a:, ja. bœytan he/ 
speaker 3: 
Dat heb je als normaal mens ook wel in de gaten, en em, je merkt zelf ook wel dat als je een 
week lang frites eet, dat dat eh niet gezond is. Dus over het algemeen eh, houd ik het 
standpunt eh vast, datje over het algemeen je eigen lichaam je het beste vertelt wat gezond is 
en wat niet gezond is. 
As a normal human being you are aware of that, and eh, if you eat chips for a whole week, 
you feel it yourself that that eh is not healthy. So generally eh, I keep the point of view eh, 
that in general your own body is well able to tell you what is healthy and what is not healthy. 
/dat hep ja als norma:I mens o.k υεΙ in da xa.ta, en a:m, ja merkt self o.k υεΙ dat als ja an 
ue.k lar) fait et, dat dat э: nit xazont is| dus o.va at alxame.n a:, haut ík at stantptmt e: fast, 
dat ja o.va at alxame.n ja eixa lixa:m ja at besta fertelt uat xazont is en uat nit xazont is/ 
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Bedum 
speaker 1: 
Dat vind ik nog een moeilijke vraag. Ik ben wel een sportman. Basketball dat vind ik ??? mag 
ik zeggen, en om naar te kijken vind ik er ook niets aan, maar voor de rest eh, alle sporten 
vind ik mooi. 
I find that a difficult question. I am a sportsman. Basketball I find ??? I would say, and to 
watch I do not think much of it either, but otherwise, eh, I like all sports. 
/da vik ηοχ эп тиііэкэ vro:x| ík ben υεΐη spo:tmä| ba.skatbal da vin ík ???max ík χε:η, εη 
от no: ta k¡7n vik tar ok niks d. та и:г da rest a:, ala spo?n vik mo.i| a: no:/ 
speaker 2: 
Nou, daar moet ik u in teleurstellen. Ik ben niet zo'n televisiekijker en ook geen eh filmkijker. 
Ik zit nooit zo veel voor de buis, zal ik maar zegen. Dat eh, nee, dat eh dat gun ik me eigenlijk 
geen tijd voor, nee,... ik zal geen film of zo ... noemen kunnen, dat ik zeg, dat vind ik mooi of 
zo. 
Well, then I must disappoint you. I am not much of a television viewer and not a film viewer 
either. I do not sit much in front of the telly, I would say. Eh, no, actually I do not allow 
myself time for that, no,... I would not be able to mention a film or such ... like eh, I like that 
or the like. 
/паи, da mot ík u in tal0.rsteln| ík ben nait zo.n te.lavisikikar εη o.k xe.n a: filmkiker| ík zrt 
no.it zo. vul vox da bœys, zak ma ζεη| dat э:, ne., dat э: da. xttri ík mi еіх піэк χιπ tit fo:r. 
ne.... zal ζεΐί no.jt χβ:η film of zo. ...питп kin dak sex fan э:, da vik mo.j of zo/ 
speaker 3: 
Nou, ik vond dat machtig mooi, want dan was het hartstikke lekker rustig op de weg, mensen 
de auto uit, en het houdt het milieu ook noch schoon. Het ik ook nog al voor de mensen zo 
van dan pakken ze wat gauwer de fiets of ze gaan een eindje wandelen. Dus, ik vond het 
prima dat het eh, dat dat toen gebeurde en van mij mag het eh, mag het wel vaker. 
Well, I liked that tremendously, because it was terribly nice and quiet on the road, the people 
out of their cars, and it beautifies the environment as well. And as far as the people are 
concerned, they take the bike more easily or they go walking. So, it was fine with me eh, that 
it happened and for me eh, it may happen more often. 
/паи, ik fö dat ma:xtax mo.i, uant tä uast hatstika leka rttstax op di υβ:χ, më:sa ta auto. u:t, 
εη sxo:nt et milje. o.k ηοχ oit| at is ok ηοχ al vo.r da mense zo. υαη dò ρα7η za uat хаи:иэг 
da fits of za χο:η εη uandaln| dt»z ík von dat prima, dat tat :, dat tat tä хэЬи:гаэ εη vo:r mi 
max ta:, max at υεΙ vokar/ 
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The Hague 
speaker 1 : 
Nou, de laatste film die ik heb gezien was, is eh 'forest gump', en eh dat was een hele 
amusante film. Zaten hele leuke dingen in, en eh, ja was wel lachen. Ik kom er niet echt aan 
toe, maar het is wel iets waar ik me zelfbewust van ben dat dat belangrijk is. 
Well, the last film I saw was, is eh 'forest gump', and eh that was a very amusing film. There 
were some very nice things in it, an eh, yes it was funny. I do not really get around to it, but I 
am aware that it is important. 
/nau, da la:tsta filam di ík heb xasin uas, is : fORSSt kurnp, εη э: dat uas эп helo 
a.mysanta filami za.ta he.la le.ka diñan in, εη a:, ja. υαβ υεΙ Ιαχβ| ík кэш da nit εχί tu, ma: 
tis υεΙ its ua:j ma είχβ bauest van ben dat tat balanReik is/ 
speaker 2: 
Nou, wel lekker rustig op de grote weg, dan kunnen de kinderen weer een beetje rolschaatsen 
en eh lekker fietsen. Ja, maar Laurens of Arabia was wel een goede film, vond ik, met een 
beetje van alles erin. Nee, maar goed, een beetje buitenland gezien, Marocco, geloof ik. 
Well, nice and quiet on the highway, then the children can roller-skate a little again and 
bicycle there. Yes, but Laurens of Arabia a good film, I think, with a little of everything in it. 
No, okay, seen some foreign country, Marocco, I think. 
/nau, υεΙ tekaR Rttstax эр da XROUta υεχ, dan кипа da kindaRa ue.R an be.jtfa Rolsxa:tsa εη 
a: lekaj fitsa| ja... ??? vas υεΙ an xuja filam, von ík, met an be.jtfa van alas daRin| nej ma 
xut, an be.jtfa boetalant xazin, maRoko. xalo.f ík/ 
speaker 3: 
Ja, het is wel belangrijk om gezond te eten, maar ik denk niet dat het een garantie is dat je 
langer leeft. Nee, maar daar zijn de wetenschappers het ook niet over eens met mekaar. Dus 
zolang zij het nog niet eens zijn daarover, zie ik weinig noodzaak om minder leuk eh te gaan 
leven. 
Yes, it is indeed important to eat healthy, but I do not think that it is a guarantee that you live 
longer. No, but the scientists do not agree about that either. So as long as they do not agree, I 
do not see why it is neccesary to have less eh fun in your life. 
/ja, tiz υεΙ Ьэіапнгік om xazont ta e.jta, ma:R ík denk nit dat at an xaRdsi is dat ja lana* le jftj 
nej, ma da ζείη da ue.tasxapas at o.uk no nit O.UVBR e.ns met maka:R| dus solar) sei at ηοχ 
nit e.jns S8in daRo.waR, si ík υε:ηιχ no.tsa:k om a: mindaR Іи.к a: ta xa:n le.jva/ 
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Maastricht 
speaker 1: 
Eigenlijk spreekt het niet aan, omdat je daar gewoon geen totaal beeld hebt, he. Ze laten maar 
wat beelden zien en ze vertellen wat erbij, maar in feite zie je niets. Je ziet gewoon wat 
sfeerbeelden en zo ... heeft eentje gewonnen. Het is geen spel eigenlijk dan, he. Althans dat 
overzicht heb je niet, he. 
In fact it does not appeal, because you do not have an overall picture there, eh. They just 
show some pictures and they tell something with it, but actually you do not see anything. You 
just see some moody pictures and so ... one of them has won. It is really not a game then, eh. 
At least you do not have that overview, eh. 
/eiyalik spRik tat ne.t o:n, omdDt toR yawun ye.η to.ta:l be.lt rmps, he| za b:ta ггю yet be.Ida 
zi:n, εη ΖΘ νθίεΐθ yet dabe:, ma in feita zyza niks| da zyz yawun yet sfeiRbe.lda, εη za ... hes 
еіпэ уэигапэ| at is yin spa:l e:yalak ta:n, hc| altans dat o.vaRziy плр za ne.t, he./ 
speaker 2: 
Nou, dat zou voor sommige dingen zou dat leuk zijn, en voor andere dingen niet. Lekker 
rustig op de straat he, de kinderen eens weer aan het spelen. De mensen kunnen op de weg 
gaan wandelen. Milieu, ik denk niet dat het veel zal uitmaken, want de mensen die op zondag 
niet rijden, die gaan dan extra rijden door de week. 
Well, that would be nice for some things, and not for other things. Nice and quiet on the street 
eh, the children playing again. The people can go walking on the road. Environment, I do not 
think that it would make a difference, because the people who do not ride on Sunday, they 
ride more during the week. 
/nau dat zau VO.R somiya diga zau dat lo.к zin, εη VO.R a:n8R dina ne.t| lekaR Rtístrx op da stRO:t, 
he, kinaR is Ue.R ant spe.la| da Icey kos эр da we.x yo:n wa:ndala| miljo, ik dink nit dat at лі zal 
utma:ka, uant di lœy di Эр zondax ne.t Reia, di уэ:п dan ekstRa. Reis do.R da we.k| 
speaker 3: 
Ja, maar dat heb ik zowiezo bij iedere film. Ik vond het echt een hele schitterende film. En 
hoe het publiek reageerde toen iedereen naar buiten liep, geen mens iets zei, was akelig. ... 
naar een begrafenis was geweest. Was echt eh... schitterende film. Ook de inhoud. 
Yes, but I have this - anyway - with every film. I thought it was really a splendid film. And 
the way the audience reacted when everyone walked out, noone said a thing, was unpleasant. 
... been to a funeral. It was er... splendid film. Also, the subject. 
/ja., ma dat heb ík zo.wizu be. e.ddRa fil'm| ík vont at ex an hila sxrtaRanda firm| εη υί at 
pyblik Re.aye:Rda υεη e.daRe.n na bu:ta le.p, yina mins yet ζαγ, ua.R a.kalix| ...no:R an 
baxRa.fanis uas yaue.stj UO:R ex a:... sxrtaranda film| o.k da inhaut/ 
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SB 
speaker 1 : 
Eh, ik heb dat eh achteraf geleerd en dat zijn gewoon, ja, raadgevingen van allerlei mensen 
links of rechts of uit boekjes. Op den duur heb je zo een aantal gewoonten, waarvan je hoopt, 
dat ze leiden tot een gezonder leven. 
Er, I have learned it later on and that is just, well, advice from all sorts of people left or right 
or from booklets. In the long run you have let's say a number of habits, which you hope will 
lead to a healthier life. 
/a:, keb dat э: aytaraf yale.rt εη dat ζείη yawo.n, ja., ra:tye.vinan van alarlei mensan links of 
rexs of ceyt bukjas| op de dy:r hep ja zo. эп a:ntal yawo:ntan, wa:rvan ja ho.pt, dat za leidan 
tot an yazondar le.van/ 
speaker 2: 
Ik eet ook bijna elke dag een stuk fruit. Dus ik probeer wel een beetje het evenwicht te 
bewaren, en toch vind ik het moeilijk, eh, als je soms die artikelen leest, dan wordt er zo 
gedreigd met eh 'je mag dit niet doen, je mag dat niet doen'. 
I also eat a piece of fruit almost every day. So I try to keep a little balance, and still I find it 
difficult, er, when you read those articles sometimes, you are treathened with er 'you cannot 
do this, you cannot do that'. 
/ík e.t ok beina. elka day an stuk frœt| duz ík рго.Ьет wel an b e f a te.vanuiyt ta bawa.ran| 
en tox vint ík at mu'lak, a:, as ja soms di artikalan le.st, da wort эг zo. yadreiyt met a:, ja 
may dit nit du, je may dat nit dun/ 
speaker 3: 
In ons leven is er veel veranderd eh heel recent. Doordat we een kleintje hebben gekregen, is 
het helaas al een tijd geleden dat we nog echt naar de bioscoop zijn gegaan. Vroeger gingen 
we, ja, ten minste een keer per week en.... 
In our lives a lot has changed very recently. Because we have had a baby, we have 
unfortunately not been to the cinema for some time. Before, we used to go at least once a 
week and.... 
/in ons le.van iz ar ve.l varandart a: he.l re.sent| do:rdat ua an kleinlfa heba yakre.yan, is at 
he.la:s al an teit xale.da dat иэ nox ext na:r da biosko.p ζείη yaya:n| vruyar уіп,э иэ, ja., ten 
minsta e.n ke:r per ue.k an.../ 
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Uitbergen 
speaker 1 : 
Oh ja, dat mag elke maand een keer gebeuren van mij. Ja, dat is ideaal. Ja, dan kun ... je eens 
vrij op straat lopen, hoefje nergens op te letten. Eh ja, hoefje niet bang te zijn, als er een kind 
op straat loopt, eh dat ze hem omver rijden of zoiets. Eh ja, dan kan dat niet gebeuren, he. 
Oh yes, that may happen every month as far as I am concerned. Yes, that is ideal. Yes, then 
you ... can walk freely on the street, then you do not need to watch out. Er yes, then you do 
not need to be afraid, if a child walks on the street, er that he is run over or something. Er yes, 
then that cannot happen, er. 
/о: jo:, da may ola mondn пкіг να Γηε'| ja., das ¡dijo:l| a, dan kun ja nkir vre: op stro:t ly:?m, 
mu ja no nits ke:?nl э ja., muj nit syo. zin, as zo кІе:пэ эр stro:t kipt, э: da za э т э т аг 
rejan of its| э ja., da kâ ni уэЬо:гп dan he/ 
speaker 2: 
Maar ja, dan zitten ze met het probleem dat ze op de voetbalvelden ook geen mensen meer 
zullen krijgen, he. Want als je met de auto niet naar het voetbal kunt, ja, hoe moet je daar dan 
komen? Precies hetzelfde probleem dat je op bepaalde tijdstippen gewoonweg met het 
openbaar vervoer daar niet kunt komen. 
But yes, then they have the problem that they will not get enough people on the football 
fields, er. Because if you cannot go to the football by car, yes, how can you get there? The 
same problem that you cannot get there by public transport at certain hours. 
/rriD ja., da zi?n za mit рго.Ые.т da za эр da vubalple:nan ok yï volk mir zula кгеіуэп, ε| 
want as уэ met no.to. ni na da vubal kunt, ja., u mu ja dar dan уэгакэп.... 3yst at zelfda 
рго.Ые.т da уэ эр bapo:lda yran yawywey mit o.7mba:r varvur da ni yarakt/ 
speaker 3: 
Ja, ja, maar nu durf ik al meer te zondigen. Vroeger, toen ik sport deed toen eh lette ik er veel 
op, op mijn voeding. Maar nu minder. Op vet, eh en alcohol en zo. Wat nog meer... snoep, 
chips, dat soort dingen allemaal... 
Yes, yes, but now I dare to sin more often. Before when I practised sports I paid attention to 
my food. But now less. To fat, er and alcohol and such. What more ... sweets, crisps, all that 
sort of things... 
/ja., ja., mar no. durv ik al mir zondiyan| vruyar as ík sport de.t, dan э:, Istn ík dar ηεχ op, 
эр πιε:η vudinj mor no. mindar| op vet, a: nalko.l επ zulk| υα nox ... snup, Jlps dat аІта:Іэ:.../ 
Appendix В Mean age and level of education per Dutch group of speakers, 
calculated on a scale from 1 (not completed primary education) to 10 
(postgraduate education) (SOCON 1994). Between brackets are the precise 
values for the three speakers. 
language variety 
SN 
Bedum 
The Hague 
Maastricht 
SB 
Uitbergen 
mean level of education 
10.0(10, 10,10) 
3.3 (3, 3,4) 
7.0 (5, 8. 8) 
8.3 (8, 8, 9) 
9.3(10,9,9) 
5.0 (3,9, 3) 
mean age 
39.7 (32,43,44) 
39.7 (33, 39, 47) 
43.0 (37,44,48) 
39.7 (33,42,44) 
36.0 (30, 36,42) 
28.3 (27,28, 30) 
Appendix С Questionnaire given to the six Dutch listeners groups, translated 
into English 
1. Do you speak a dialect (if so, which one)? 
2. How often do you hear your own dialect (circle your answer)? 
seldomly/sometimes/often/always 
3. How often do you speak your own dialect (circle your answer)? 
seldomly/sometimes/often/always 
4. How often do you hear Standard Dutch of the Netherlands (circle your answer)? 
seldomly/sometimes/often/always 
5. How often do you speak Standard Dutch of the Netherlands (circle your answer)? 
seldomly/sometimes/often/always 
6. Do people of your own age have a less good command of your dialect than their parents? 
7. Do people from the generation of your parents have a less good command of your dialect 
than their parents? 
8. How well would you be able to identify the dialects of the following provinces (circle 
your answer): 
not at all very well 
In the Netherlands: 
Groningen 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Friesland 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Drente 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Gelderland 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Overijssel 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
North Holland 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
South Holland 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Zeeland 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Utrecht 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
North Brabant 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Limburg 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
In Belgium: 
West Flanders 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
East Flanders 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Antwerp 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Brabant 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Limburg 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
How well would you be able to identify Standard Dutch of the Netherlands? 
notatali 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 very well 
How well would you be able to identify Standard Dutch of Belgium? 
notatali 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 very well 
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Do the dialects spoken in the following provinces have words which are different from 
Standard Dutch, for example velo (fiets, 'bike'), patat (friet, 'chips'), bob (broek 
'trousers')? (circle your answer) 
none some many 
In the Netherlands: 
Groningen 1 
Friesland 1 
Drente 1 
Gelderland 1 
Overijssel 1 
North Holland 1 
South Holland 1 
Zeeland 1 
Utrecht 1 
North Brabant 1 
Limburg 1 
In Belgium: 
West Flanders 1 
East Flanders 1 
Antwerp 1 
Brabant 1 
Limburg 1 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
10. Do the dialects spoken in the following provinces have pronunciations which are 
different from Standard Dutch, for example 'soft' g in geel ('yellow'), skaap in stead of 
schaap ('sheep'), piep instead of pijp ('pipe')? (circle your answer) 
11. Do the dialects spoken in the following provinces have a sentence structure which is 
different from Standard Dutch, for example ik heb de band lek (mijn band is lek, 'I have 
a flat tyre'), ik heb mijn brood bij (ik heb mijn brood bij me, 'I have brought my bread')? 
(circle your answer) 
12. Do the dialects spoken in the following provinces have an intonation which is different 
from Standard Dutch, for example lilting, monotonous, lively? (circle your answer) 
13. Do the dialects spoken in the following provinces have a word formation which is 
different from Standard Dutch, for example manneke (mannetje, 'little man'), beum 
(bomen, 'trees'), ik heb drinken (ik heb gedronken, 'I have drunk')? (circle your answer) 
Questions 10.-13.: same answer categories as in question 9. 
198 
Comments on confusion matrices D, E, H, and I. 
In each matrix the number of confusions are indicated for either the response level region or 
province/area, broken down for language variety of the speaker, listener group, version, and 
response category. The 'correct' responses are underlined. Maximum N = 72 for each cell (60 
for the Uitbergen listeners). 
For example, at the level of region the Original' Bedum fragments have been identified 
correctly as being spoken in the North of the Netherlands in 42 cases and incorrectly as being 
spoken in the East of the Netherlands in 21 cases. 
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Appendix F The English fragments in English orthography and an IPA 
transcription 
RP 
speaker 1: 
Um, snooker I have my doubts about, I think for the same reason. I, I think it's because I 
detest pubs basically, most pubs anyway, and er..., I s..., I can see the skill of snooker, but I 
don't like the trappings that go with it. So those are two sports I can do without. 
/e:m snu:ke ai haev mai daots abaot, ai іпк fo: б seim jhzanz. ai, ai іпк its bikoz 
ai dtest pAbz beisikli, meost рлЬг εηίννβι, *nd ..., ai s..., ai kan si: δθ skil э snuka, 
bAd ai deont laik δθ δθ tiaepinz 6aet д о ννιδ rt| sao δθσζ э tu: spo:ts ai kasn du: 
wrôaot/ 
speaker 2: 
There's no reason in principle why live animals should not be transported around Europe, er, 
whether that's across the Channel or from northern France to southern Italy or whatever. It, it 
really doesn't matter. I think, I think in principle those..., that can happen. 
/δεθζ п о j.hzan in pj.insipel wai law aenimelz Jod not bi: ti.3Bnspo:tid ajaorV 
joajap, Θ:, ννεδθ ôaets ekJDS δθ tfaanal э: fj.om no:öan fj.a:nts to: влбэп itali э: 
wad8va| ι? ι? j.iali dAz*nt maeta| ai іп,к ai іпк in pj.insipal δθσζ..., öaet kaen 
haepen/ 
speaker 3: 
Um, it would also, obviously, make, er, many of the streets safer and it would mean we could, 
er, walk down the streets without, without fear of being run over. It would also be good for the 
environment and, um..., it would save energy. We would be putting so much fuel into our 
cars. 
/эт it wod o:lsao, Dbwiasli, meik, msni ov δθ sti.kts seifa, aend i? wod mi:n wi kud 
э, wo:k daon δθ sti.iits wröaot wtöao? fiaj. ov Ъ .щ j.An эо э| ι? wod oilseu bi go:d 
fo: δι: inwaianmant, aend э:..., ι? wod seiv епэозі| wi wod bi podin, sao т л ^ fjoal 
into a: ka:z/ 
Liphook 
speaker 1: 
I don't eat chicken, which I should, cause that's one thing that's, it is healthy. But er, I, I don't 
like chicken. I know I must confess I do like, um, er, steak, red meat, that type ofthing, which 
is not always, er, classed as a healthy diet. 
/ai dount i:7 tfiken witf ai ƒ ud, koz öaets WAn θιη 5ae?s tiz helGi| bAt : ai ai dount 
laik ^ікэп| ai noo ai mAst konfes ai du: laik, т , э: steik, ì.td mi:?, δε? taip э θιη, 
wi f iz nD? o:lweiz : kla:st az helöi daie?/ 
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speaker 2: 
We do and we don't. Sometimes, you know obvi.... It depends what you call healthy. I mean 
some people say vegetarian's healthy, but we're all mea... all meat eaters in this house, so ... 
we tend to eat meat when we can. I suppose we take the same meat of..., minced, 'n minced 
and pasta we eat a lot. 
/wi: du: εη wi: dount| SAintaimz, je nou obv...| it dipendz wo? jo ko:l ηεΙθί| ai min som 
рі?р І sei V80zete:j.ienz ηείθϊ, Ьл? wioj Dl mi?... ol mei? i:?oz in öis hases, sou wi 
tend tu i:? mi:? wen wi каэп| ai sopous wi taik? бе seim mi:? л ... minst, en minst en 
psste wi: i:? e ID?/ 
speaker 3: 
The story is, er, set in the late eighteenth, early nineteenth century. It urn ... . The story 
evolves around two central characters: Mister Darcy and Elizabeth Bennet, and how they, 
when they initially meet, as the title suggests, she finds him very pri..., very proud, and he 
believes her to be highly prejudiced against him. 
/δθ sto:j.i iz e set in δι: leit eiti:n6 з.ІІ nainti:n9 sentfe.i.i| i? e ...| δθ sto:j.i ¡VDIVZ 
ej.aond tu: sentiel kaej.ektez, miste da:si en iliz*be6 benit, аэп nao беі, wen беі 
ini/eli mi:t, ass бе tai?l sedzests, ]i faindz him vej.i pj.ai... e vej.i pj.aod aen hi beli.vz 
he: to bi haili pj.edzodist egenst him/ 
Rhondda 
speaker 1: 
I can pay four pound and have a three or four pound bird, but I can't have, um, with duck, 
like, and I don't know why, like. Why is duck dearer than chicken? You know why? You 
know why! Cause chicken is mass produced, the same as turkey is. 
/ai ken pe. fo: paon en hef Qj.i о. fo. paond be:d, bed ai kaen haev em wi6 dAk laik, 
аэп ai do. no. wai laik| wai is dAk dkj.e δεη tfiken| dzu no wai| jo no wai| kos tfiken 
is mass pj.edu:st, se.m ez te.ki is/ 
speaker 2: 
But yet the government says we can't fit every minibus or every coach with ... cause it won't 
be viable to sell the coaches or the minibuses, which is absolutely ridiculous, and life is more 
... valuable than a bloody coach! 
/bat jet бэ gAvenment sez wi ka:nt fit ewri minibAs er evri ko.tf wi6 ... koz it wont bi 
vaiebel tu sel бе ko.tfiz о: бе minibAsiz, witf iz aebselu:tli j.idiklAS, en larf iz mo: 
valebel δεη e blAdi ko.ή'/ 
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speaker 3: 
A good idea. I think Sundays should be made quieter and safer anyway. I sh..., reckon shops 
shouldn't be open on a Sunday, nothing on a Sunday. I'm not really religious but I think it 
should go back, a bit more religious. And then there would be less cr..., crime and violence 
and if cars w..., wasn't on the streets there'd be s..., less burglaries. I think it's a good idea on 
a Sunday. 
/a gud aidiar| ai іпк SAnde.s Jud bi me.d kwaiatar on se.far eniwei| ai ƒ..., rekan 
/ops /und bi о.р п on βΛηάει, пэ іпк on э sAnde| not j.rl i j.ilidzas bod ai іп,к it Jud 
go. baek, bit mo: nlidzas| εη δεη otad bi les ... kraim en vaitene εηί ka:z waz..., 
wozant on бэ stri:ts δεά bi \ss bo:gleris| аі іпк its gud aidia on э SAnde/ 
Belfast 
speaker 1: 
She likes to be called 'Bouquet', but its really 'Bucket', like, and it's so funny the way she 
goes on about that house and all, so protective about everything. And her neighbours, like, 
they're scared to come in for a coffee or whatever, because she's so like ..., everyone's dead 
nervous around her and is always spilling their coffee and everything. It's hilarious, like, so it 
is. And she has that husband of hers tortured to death, like. 
/jl: laiks tu bi ko:It bukei, bDt its п іі bDki?, laik, εη its so. fbni δθ we. ]i gets Dn 
abaeut δεί haetts sen o:l so. pj.atektrv about εν,ι.ίθιηΙ aen ha:j ne.ba.is, laik, δε:.ι ska:j 
tu kom en fòj a ko:fi O:J. woctewaj bakoz Jiz so laik, ... evj.ibodiz de:d najvas ajaund 
haj εη is ο:Ιννειζ ερεΙιη δε:.ι ko:fi εη evnOinJ its hilaejias, laik, so id iz| εη J i haes öaet 
hAzband о hajz tojtfajd tu άεθ, laik/ 
speaker 2: 
It was about a hitman, who hi lives in a flat in an apartment, and there's .... It's a pretty run­
down area, and there's a young girl, about twelve - who lives a couple of doors down from 
him - from a sort of rough family. 
/twoz abaetrt a hetmán, h«:* hi Irvs in a flaet en an apa:jmant, send 6SJS...| its a pj.iti 
jAndaun εJ.iэ, send öers ε ρη ga:jl, sbaetrt twc+f Іш livs а клр*І of do.js daeuwn fj.om 
am fj.om a sojt of j.of famili/ 
speaker 3: 
I absolutely dislike horse-racing, because I think it's cruelty towards the poor horses. Erm, 
sports that I love ..., Formula One motor-racing. Absolutely great: excitement, crashes, erm, 
money and glamour, basically. 
/ai 8Bbsalu:tli disleik ho:jsje.sir), bakAS ai hin.k its kjualti tu:wajdz бэ рш. hDJSiz| 
a:m, spojts δεί ai lov ..., fbjmula won mo.te.je.sir)| aebsalutli gj.ia.t, eksartmant, 
kj.aejas, a:m, moni εη glaemaj, be.sikli/ 
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Glasgow 
speaker 1: 
But don't get me wrong. I eat well. But I mean, healthily, healthy food as you told me, like 
homegrown stuff and what have you. But basically, I really don't know what healthy food is. 
For me... smoking you cannot tell if you're feeling healthy or not. 
/bo doen дг mi го:г)| ai i:t wx:+| bae? ai min ηε:+θθϋ, ηε:+θι fu:t ez ju: to:+t mi laik 
ho.mgruen stof εη wa hav ju| Ьл? be.sikli, ai n+i do.nt no. wa ηε+ і fu:d εζ| fò mi... 
srno.kin. ju kaenit ίε+ if juM. fi:+in Ьг+ і er no?/ 
speaker 2: 
It's watched by a lot of people. A lot of people really enjoy it, are passionate about it. Rugby I 
really dislike. I just don't see the point in the game at all. The rules, the ... drive to play the 
game. 
/its wotft bai э lo? pi:p'l| э lo? э pi:p I j.ie+i εηοζοι ι?, раэ/эп ? ebu:t et| j.Dgbi ai 
j.ia+i dis+aik| ai dzost do.nt si δθ point in бэ ge.m s t o:l| δθ ru:Is, δθ... drarf tu pie 
бэ ge.m/ 
speaker 3: 
Um, the Sundays, aah, I think I'd be glad with a break, you know. A lot of people don't like 
driving, huhuh. Too many mo..., cars on the road you know and it, it can drive you crackers, 
you know. Um, it's, er, pure aggression you know, all these motors on the road, you know. 
/ε:πι, δθ sonde.z, a:, a hing e.' bi g+ad wid a bre.k, ju no| а э lo? э pipel do.nt Іаік 
drarvn, do he he| to meni mo ka:z on δθ ro.d ja no. пэ din draw \э кгаэкэгг ш | 
e:m, is e, pjor дге/ п je no., ol δΐ:ζ mo.?os on δθ ro.d ju no/ 
Newcastle 
speaker 1: 
And there's some ..., some lads at school, who are trying to, like .... They keep on pestering 
her. One lad fancies her and wants to take her places and that, and she doesn't wanna go. And 
at the end, at the end, they just all, like, all just end up fighting. 
/εη δεζ sem..., sem laedz et skoal, ho e traie ?e, laik...| бе. kip on pestenn з. won 
laed faensiz э| εη i wonts te bek? e ρΐιεειζ εη öaat, η jì dAZ*n wone до| εη ε? δθ end, 
ε? δθ εηα, δι dzest ο, laik, ο:Ι εηα Dp fai?n/ 
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speaker 2: 
She's raped by a ghost, or whatever it is. The ... teachers and that didn't believe her. They 
think it's somebody old and... they do loads of tests and that on her. 
/fis nept bai goast, о wadever id iz| б :..., ti:tfe nnes didn Ь Іі: | δι шк its 
sombodi ho. ent... бе. do l0.dz tests п on / 
speaker 3: 
I disagree with the use of steroids though. I've seen some lads in the gym that do use steroids, 
and their whole bodies are just covered with right acne. If it does that, if that's what steroids 
do to you, then I can do without them. 
/a disegj.i: wi б jos э sterojdz δο| ari sin SDITI laedz in бэ dzim 6aet du: ju.z sterojds, 
βη δε ho.l bod is Θ dzest kDvard wi6 J.ait аэкпі| if it dDs öaet, if öaets wDt stej.7.ojdz 
du ta ja δεη αϊ ken du wiöaot бэт./ 
Appendix G Mean age and level of education per English group of speakers, calculated on a 
scale from 1 (not completed primary education) to 10 (postgraduate education) (SOCON 
1994). Between brackets are the precise values for the three speakers. 
language variety 
SE 
Liphook 
Rhondda 
Belfast 
Glasgow 
Newcastle 
mean level of 
education 
9.3 (10,9, 9) 
4.3(5,1,7) 
2.0 (2,2,2) 
5.0 (8, 5,2) 
2.0 (2,2,2) 
4.0 (6,4,2) 
mean age 
29.0 (7, 28, 30) 
37.5 (37, ?, 38) 
33.6 (36,28, 37) 
23.0 (23, ?, 23) 
33.0 (?, 29, 37) 
34.5 (46,23, ?) 
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Samenvatting (summary in Dutch) 
Dit proefschrift gaat over de rol die verbale (syntaxis, lexicon, morfologie en 
fonetiek/fonologie) en prosodische (intonatie, duur en luidheid) informatie speelt voor de 
waargenomen mate van afwijking en de identificatie van Nederlandse en Engelse 
taalvariëteiten. 
In verschillende situaties in het dagelijkse leven ervaren we dat het mogelijk is te horen of 
een persoon een taalvariëteit spreekt die anders is dan onze eigen taalvariëteit. Bovendien 
kunnen we zelfs op basis van een korte spraakfragment vaak horen waar een persoon vandaan 
komt. Dit kunnen we in veel gevallen ook als we amper kunnen horen wat er wordt gezegd, 
bijvoorbeeld in een lawaaiige omgeving. Verder is het zo dat als men een taalvariëteit wil 
imiteren, prosodie vaak wordt meegenomen in de imitatie. Deze observaties vormen 
aanwijzingen dat prosodie een perceptueel relevant kenmerk is van taalvariëteiten en deze 
aanwijzingen worden ook bevestigd door uitspraken in de literatuur. Aan de andere kant 
worden verbale elementen van taal, bijvoorbeeld bepaalde woorden of klanken, vaker 
genoemd in dit verband. 
De twee belangrijkste onderzoeksvragen van dit proefschrift luiden als volgt: 
A. Wat is de rol van prosodische informatie vergeleken met verbale informatie voor de 
waargenomen afstand van taalvariëteiten tot de standaardtaal? 
B. Wat is de rol van prosodische informatie vergeleken met verbale informatie voor de 
identificatie van taalvariëteiten? 
De resultaten zijn ten eerste bedoeld als een validering van een aantal populaire ideeën over de 
rol van prosodische en verbale informatie in de perceptie van taalvariëteiten. Ten tweede 
vormen de experimenten een voortzetting van een lange onderzoekstraditie binnen de 
dialectologie en sociolinguïstiek, met name naar de waarneming van afstanden tussen 
taalvariëteiten. Onze aanpak voegt een scheiding van de twee linguïstische niveaus, het 
verbale en het prosodische niveau, toe. Hierdoor kan het relatieve belang van de twee niveaus 
voor de perceptie worden onderzocht. 
Tenslotte zouden de resultaten en aantal praktische toepassingen kunnen krijgen. Met de 
nieuwe Europese hadvest die bepaald dat streektalen en talen van minderheden moeten 
worden beschermd is er een concrete behoefte ontstaan om te kunnen bepalen hoe 
verschillend van de standaardtaal een taalvariëteit moet zijn om te kunnen worden erkend als 
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streektaal of minderheidstaal. De door ons gebruikte methode kan worden gezien als een 
eerste aanzet tot het ontwikkelen van een maat waarmee kan worden bepaald hoe afwijkend 
een taalvariëteit is. Andere praktische toepassingen kunnen worden gevonden op het gebied 
van spraaksynthese (bij voorbeeld het verstrekken van regionale reisinformatie door de 
computer of het voorlezen van streekromans of andere teksten geschreven in een taalvariëteit 
die verschilt van de standaardtaal) en van spraakherkenning. 
Na de algemene inleiding in hoofdstuk 1 wordt er in hoofdstuk 2 een introductie gegeven tot 
de experimenten met Nederlandse taalvariëteiten. Eerst wordt er een samenvatting gegeven 
van de literatuur die betrekking heeft op objectieve verschillen tussen Nederlandse 
taalvariëteiten. Hierna wordt er ingegaan op eerdere onderzoek naar de perceptie van 
afstanden tussen Nederlandse taalvariëteiten. Op basis van deze besprekingen worden de 
precieze onderzoeksvragen in verband met afstandsbeoordelingen en de gerelateerde 
hypothesen geformuleerd. De rest van hoofdstuk 2 is gewijd aan vroeger onderzoek naar de 
identificatie van talen en taalvariëteiten op basis van prosodie en aan de identificatie van 
Nederlandse taalvariëteiten in het bijzonder. Deze besprekingen monden uit in de formulering 
van onderzoeksvragen en hypothesen betreffende de identificatie van Nederlandse 
taalvariëteiten. 
Hoofdstuk 3 is gewijd aan de beschrijving van het materiaal dat werd gebruikt voor de 
Nederlandse perceptie-experimenten. De volgende zes taalvariëteiten vormen de basis voor de 
experimenten: Standaard Nederlands van Nederland (SN), het Bedums (Groningen), het 
Haags (Zuid-Holland), het Maastrichts (Limburg), Standaard Nederlands van 
België/Vlaanderen (SB) en het Uitbergs (Oost-Vlaanderen). Deze zes variëteiten werden 
gekozen op basis van drie criteria. Ten eerste zijn ze verspreid over het hele Nederlandse 
taalgebied zodat de linguïstische en geografische afstanden ertussen zo groot mogelijk waren. 
Ten tweede werden de variëteiten zo gekozen dat de afstand van iedere variëteit tot het 
Standaard Nederlands naar verwachting verschillend was, zowel op het verbale en als op het 
prosodische niveau. Tenslotte werd voor de specifieke variëteiten gekozen uit praktische 
overwegingen (dit geldt niet voor SN en SB). Op de gekozen plaatsen hadden we namelijk 
reeds contacten hetgeen het makkelijker maakte om dialectsprekende interviewers en sprekers 
te vinden. 
Van iedere variëteit werden opnames gemaakt van spontane en voorgelezen spraak van zes 
tot acht mannelijke sprekers tussen 27 en 45 jaar. De voorgelezen spraak werd uiteindelijk 
niet gebruikt in de experimenten, maar werd wel gebruikt in de selectieprocedure die leidde 
tot de keuze van drie sprekers per taalvariëteit. Deze selectie ging als volgt. Van ieder spreker 
werd een voorgelezen en een spontaan fragment van 15 tot 20 seconden gekozen. De inhoud 
van de spontane fragmenten was geografisch, sociaal en emotioneel neutraal en werd 
uitgesproken zonder aarzelingen. Wat de verbale en prosodische eigenschappen betreft was de 
keuze van de fragmenten random. Op basis van de fragmenten werden de drie sprekers van 
iedere taalvariëteit geselecteerd die volgens taalkundig geschoolde sprekers van de zes 
variëteiten het meest representatief waren, en die volgens specialisten het best konden 
voorlezen en geen afwijkende stemkwaliteit hadden. 
De 18 spontane fragmenten (6 taalvariëteiten χ 3 sprekers) werden met de computer 
gemanipuleerd zodat van ieder fragment de volgende versies ontstonden: 
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1. De originele versie. 
2. Een versie die gedelexicaliseerd was met behulp van low-pass filtering, waarbij 
verbale informatie onherkenbaar wordt gemaakt. Slechts prosodische informatie is 
nog herkenbaar. 
3. Een gemonotoniseerde versie. Intonatie wordt verwijderd zodat slechts verbale 
informatie overblijft. 
De fragmenten werden aangeboden aan zes verschillende groepen luisteraars in twee 
verschillende experimenten. Vier van de zes groepen kwamen uit ieder van de vier plaatsen 
(of de omgeving) waar ook de sprekers vandaan kwamen, één groep bestond uit SN-sprekers 
afkomstig uit heel Nederland (behalve uit (de omgeving van) Den Haag, Bedum en 
Maastricht) en één groep bestond uit SB sprekers, afkomstig uit heel Vlaanderen (behalve 
Uitbergen en omgeving). De luisteraars namen deel aan twee experimenten: eerst moesten ze 
de afstanden van ieder fragment tot het SN beoordelen (hoofdstuk 4 voor de SN-luisteraars en 
hoofdstuk 5 voor de overige vijf luisteraarsgroepen) en daarna moesten ze de plaats waar de 
sprekers vandaan kwamen zo nauwkeurig mogelijk identificeren (hoofdstuk 6). 
De SN-luisteraars beoordeelden de afstanden tot SN van de fragmenten van de zes 
taalvariëteiten op een schaal van 1 ('dialect') tot 10 ('SN'). De resultaten laten zien dat 
taalvariëteiten die gesproken worden in de periferie van het Nederlandse taalgebied (behalve 
SB) als meer afwijkend van het SN beoordeeld worden dan het dialect dat gesproken wordt in 
de randstad en SB, op zowel het verbale als op het prosodische niveau. Verder kwam naar 
voren dat verbale informatie een grotere rol speelt voor de waargenomen afstand tot het SN 
dan prosodische informatie. Prosodie is slechts verantwoordelijk voor 18 tot 39 percent van de 
waargenomen afstand tot SN. Op basis van prosodische informatie kunnen de luisteraars SN 
onderscheiden van de andere taalvariëteiten, maar ze kunnen niet-SN variëteiten niet van 
elkaar onderscheiden. 
De overige vijf groepen luisteraars beoordeelden slechts fragmenten van hun eigen 
taalvariëteit en het SN op een schaal van 1 (eigen taalvariëteit, bijvoorbeeld 'Maastrichts') tot 
10 ('SN'). De resultaten kunnen dus niet vergeleken worden met de beoordelingen door de SN 
luisteraars. Aangezien we ervan uitgingen dat alle sprekers even goede representanten waren 
van hun eigen taalvariëteit, verwachtten we dat alle taalvariëteiten als even afwijkend van SN 
zouden worden beoordeeld. Dit werd bevestigd. Een uitzondering is het SB, dat als minder 
afwijkend van het SN werd beoordeeld dan de andere variëteiten. Dit hebben we verklaard uit 
het feit dat slechts heel weinig mensen beschouwd worden als perfecte SB-sprekers. Op het 
prosodische niveau konden de luisteraars altijd hun eigen variëteit onderscheiden van het SN, 
maar net als bij de SN-luisteraars was prosodie verantwoordelijk voor een kleiner deel van de 
waargenomen afstand tot SN dan verbale informatie (variërend van 16 tot 31 percent). 
In het identificatie-experiment werden fragmenten van alle zes de taalvariëteiten aangeboden 
aan alle luisteraarsgroepen. Ze moesten in een schema aangeven uit welk land, regio, 
provincie en plaats ze dachten dat de sprekers afkomstig waren. Het laatste niveau, plaats, 
werd maar zelden ingevuld, zodat het buiten beschouwing werd gelaten bij de analyse van de 
resultaten. Wat de andere niveaus betreft, was correcte identificatie moeilijker naarmate het 
niveau gedetailleerder was. 
Voor de luisteraars afkomstig uit de plaats waar de variëteiten werden gesproken 
(endogene luisteraars) was identificatie van de versie met slechts verbale informatie niet 
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moeilijker dan identificatie van de originele versie. Voor de andere groepen luisteraars 
(exogene luisteraars) werd correcte identificatie wel moeilijker als de intonatie werd 
verwijderd, in ieder geval in het geval van het Maastrichts en het Uitbergs. Dit interpreteren 
we als een indicatie dat luisteraars wel gebruik maken van intonatie wanneer ze een 
taalvariëteit identificeren, in ieder geval als het gaat om een variëteit moeten identificeren die 
niet de hunne is. 
Het randstedelijke Haagse dialect werd beter herkend dan de dialecten die in de periferie 
van het Nederlandse taalgebied worden gesproken. Dit wordt verklaard door het feit dat het 
Haags lijkt op SN en mensen weten dat variëteiten die op SN lijken in de randstad worden 
gesproken. Verder is dit dialect bekend van de media, hetgeen misschien minder het geval is 
voor de andere dialecten. 
Zoals verwacht konden de luisteraars de taalvariëteiten beter herkennen op basis van 
verbale informatie dan op basis van prosodische informatie. Alleen de endogene luisteraars 
konden hun eigen variëteit boven kans herkennen als ze slechts prosodische informatie tot hun 
beschikking hadden. Het is wel belangrijk op te merken dat de taalvariëteiten die het best 
werden geïdentificeerd op het verbale niveau niet altijd de variëteiten waren die op het 
prosodische niveau het best werden geïdentificeerd, en andersom. Verder waren de 
verwarringen op de twee niveaus niet altijd dezelfde. Dit laat zien dat het verbale en het 
prosodische niveau in ieder geval voor een groot deel onafhankelijk zijn van elkaar. 
De resultaten van de Nederlandse experimenten lieten vooral zien dat de rol van prosodie vrij 
klein is voor de karakterisering en identificatie van de zes Nederlandse variëteiten in ons 
onderzoek. Het is mogelijk dat de rol van prosodie inderdaad zo klein is voor Nederlandse 
variëteiten, maar het zou ook kunnen dat de gebruikte methode niet geschikt is om een 
antwoord te krijgen op ons onderzoeksvragen, bijvoorbeeld omdat de fragmenten te kort 
waren of de experimentele taak te moeilijk voor de luisteraars. Om hier meer duidelijkheid 
over te krijgen leek het ons zinvol om de experimenten te herhalen in een taalgebied waarvan 
kon worden verwacht dat de prosodische verschillen er groter waren dan in het Nederlandse 
taalgebied. Op grond van de literatuur kozen we voor het Brits-Engelse taalgebied. De 
Engelse experimenten worden beschreven in de hoofdstukken 7 (introductie en materiaal), 8 
(afstandsbeoordelingen) en 9 (identificatie-experiment). 
De volgende zes variëteiten werden gebruikt voor het Engelse onderzoek: de dialecten van 
Liphook (zuid-oosten van Engeland), Glasgow (zuid-westen van Schotland), Newcastle 
(noord-oosten van Engeland), Rhondda (zuiden van Wales) en Standaard Engels (SE). De 
methode was zo veel mogelijk gelijk aan de methode die werd gebruikt in de Nederlandse 
experimenten. Voor de Engelse experimenten werd echter slechts gebruik gemaakt van één 
luisteraarsgroep, namelijk een groep luisteraars afkomstig uit heel Engeland, vergelijkbaar 
met de groep SN-luisteraars in de Nederlandse experimenten. 
Ook in het Engelse taalgebied blijkt verbale informatie belangrijker te zijn dan prosodische 
informatie voor de perceptie van de afstand van taalvariëteiten tot de standaardtaal. De 
prosodische verschillen tussen de Engelse taalvariëteiten worden echter als groter 
waargenomen dan de verschillen tussen de Nederlandse taalvariëteiten. De Engelse luisteraars 
gebruiken een groter deel van de schaal in de versie met slechts prosodie dan de Nederlandse 
luisteraars. Als we vergelijken welke afstanden er in de originele versie en in de versie met 
slechts prosodie worden waargenomen, zien we dat de rol van prosodie groter is voor de 
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Engelse taalvariëteiten dan voor de Nederlandse, tenminste als we de dialecten vergelijken die 
in de periferie van het taalgebied worden gesproken. 
Het belangrijkste resultaat van het Engelse identificatie-experiment is dat het gemiddelde 
percentage correcte identificaties van de versie met slechts prosodie hoger was dan het 
vergelijkbare Nederlandse percentage. Verder was de proportie van het aantal correcte 
identificaties van de versie met slechts prosodie en de originele versie hoger voor de Engelse 
dan voor de Nederlandse taalvariëteiten. Tenslotte was de proportie van de versie met slechts 
verbale informatie en de originele versie kleiner in het Engelse experiment dan in het 
Nederlandse. 
De vergelijking tussen de Nederlandse en de Engelse resultaten laat dus zien dat prosodie 
belangrijker is voor de waarneming van Engelse taalvariëteiten dan van Nederlandse 
taalvariëteiten. Op basis hiervan concluderen we dat de gebruikte methode geschikt is 
geweest. Met de resultaten kunnen we er echter niet achter komen waarom de prosodie een 
kleinere rol speelt in het Nederlandse taalgebied. Het is waarschijnlijk dat er akoestisch gezien 
ook minder verschillen zijn tussen de Nederlandse taalvariëteiten dan tussen de Engelse 
taalvariëteiten. Het zou echter ook kunnen dat de Nederlandse luisteraars bij hun beoordeling 
meer gewicht toekennen aan verbale afwijkingen dan aan prosodische afwijkingen, zelfs als er 
akoestisch gezien evenveel verschil is. Tenslotte hadden we achteraf gezien misschien beter 
kunnen kiezen voor een andere Limburgse dialect dan het Maastrichtse. Waarschijnlijk is het 
Maastrichtse dialect op het prosodische niveau minder afwijkend van het SN dan andere 
Limburgse dialecten. Met onze aanpak is het niet mogelijk te kiezen tussen deze verklaringen. 
Een volgende stap zou daarom zijn om de verschillen te beschrijven en een maat te 
ontwikkelen zodat de verschillen op de twee linguïstische niveaus kunnen worden 
gekwantificeerd. Deze en andere voorstellen voor verder onderzoek worden besproken in 
hoofdstuk 10. 
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